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THE AMERICAN MUSICOLOGICAL

premiere on November 4, when it was
presented by the Albuquerque Civic Symphony Orchestra, directed by Kurt Fredthe
erick. The opus was commissioned by
Koussevitzky Music Foundation. A men’s
chorus and a Narrator are called for in
the work and in the premiere performance. Dr. Sherman Smith, head of the
Chemistry Department of the University

SO-

CIETY has issued a Journal which, as
Number 1 of Volume 1, is planned to be
an
a regular project of the Society. With
Editorial Board made up of distinguished
figures in their field, headed by Oliver
Journal
the
Strunk as Editor-in-Chief,
presents articles and reviews, together
with reports and announcements of spe-
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Bakaleinikoff, the associate conductor of the
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THE METROPOLITAN
OPERA ASSOCIATION
opened its New York

dc .

00

season on November 29
with a performance of
great work,
Verdi’s
“Otello,” an indication,
it would seem, of the
development of the muFritz
sical taste of the operareiner
minded public. The
“Met's” season in New York is shortened
to sixteen weeks, instead of the usual
eighteen this due to the delay in mak-

DITSON CO.
OLIVER
Presser
2410 Walnut

tenor,

with the Fisk University Singers, is the
winner of the Marian Anderson annual one thousand dollar scholarship. Mr.
Spearman, an ex-G.I. from Florida, was
chosen from more than a thousand applicants who were auditioned in Phila-

extra-curricular

',bo “‘1

Bad
ing necessary arrangements with the various unions. A highlight of the season
will be a performance of “Salome,” in

which Fritz Reiner will make his debut
as a conductor with the Metropolitan.

THE MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION
of California has unanimously adopted
plans for complete courses of study in
“Music Therapy’’ for its entire membership. Thus, a leading musical organization takes a step forward in sponsoring
the use of music in the treatment of
mental diseases in State and Government
hospitals. F. Charles O’Leary, prominent
Los Angeles attorney, is California State
Chairman on Music Therapy of the As-

sociation.

—

Co., Distributors

Street, Philadelphia 1, Pa.
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Music, University of Rochester. Mr.
de Ribaupierre will conduct a series of
master classes for advanced violin students, during his stay in this country.
For some years he has been head of the
Violin Department and teacher of master
classes in violin playing in the Geneva
Conservatory, Geneva, Switzerland.
of

THE LONDON STRING QUARTET

gave

in October a two day Beethoven Festival
in New York City, this appearance being
its first in that city in fourteen years.
The famous group is marking its fortieth

was founded
anniversary
in 1908 by Charles Warwick Evans, who
has been ’cellist of the organization from
its beginning. John Pennington, first vithis season. It

has been associated with the
group for nearly twenty years, while the
second violinst, Laurent Halleux, and the

olinist,

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS, in an effort to familiarize
more people with the great hymns of
the Christian Faith, has inaugurated a
Hymn of the Month Project, under the
national chairmanship of Mrs. Frederic
H. Sterling of Indianapolis, the purpose
being to focus attention on a particular

hymn

each

month during

1948

and

1949.

ZOLA MAE SHAULIS, a new
prodigy,

child piano
in November
Jersey) Sym(Carl Gaskill, conduc-

made her debut
Bridgeton (New

with the
phony Orchestra
playing the “Kinder Concerto”
tor)
based on Concerto No. 18, Op. 456 of
Mozart. A sweet, healthy, child, barely
able to sign her name, she played in a
mature manner which astonished mu,

sicians present.
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Schools of Music, of which Dr. Donald
M. Swarthout is president, will hold its
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Convention in
Chicago, December 27 to 31. A full program of helpful and inspiring lectures
and concerts has been prepared.
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composer’s sixth. It will be given its
premiere in February 1949 under the
baton of Antal Dorati, musical director
of the Dallas Symphony.
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an original work for the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, is composing a symphony which will be the noted American
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30.

Veterans Administration in Washington,
has been appointed Executive Secretary
for the American Music Center, New

.
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RAY GREEN, American composer, former Chief of Music, Special Services,
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28,

feature of the convention will be the
installation of the one hundredth chapter of the fraternity.
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musical adviser

season. The opening
concert was conducted by Artur Rodzinski; and other conductors who will appear are Victor de Sabata, Leonard Bernand
stein, Paul Paray, Charles Munch,
Erich Leinsdorf.

,

Invisible

FRANZ LEHAR, worldfamous Viennese composer, whose operetta,
“The Merry Widow,”
headed a long list of
successful musical stage
works, died October 24

season
operating this
under a guest conductor
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THE PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY, which is

plAY

narrator.

not only to members of the
but to all those interested in

cial interest

Society,

TRA, originally organized twelve years
ago as the Palestine Symphony, and then
renamed the Palestine Philharmonic,
opened its season on October 2 with
Leonard Bernstein conducting an allBeethoven program. The concert took
place in Tel Aviv, the home city of the
orchestra; and other appearances will be
made in Haifa, Petach Tikvah, and Natanya.

PAUL HINDEMITH'S song

cycle,

“Das

Marienleben,” in a new version, will have
world premiere at the New Friends
of Music concert of January 23, in New
York City. It will be sung by Jennie
Tourel, world-famous mezzo-soprano.
its

ANDRE DE RIBAUPIERRE, famous
French-Swiss violin virtuoso, now touring the United States, has accepted the
invitation to become visiting artist professor of violin at the Eastman School

violist, Cecil

Bonvalot, joined the

Quar-

tet in recent years.

THE SOCIETY FOR FORGOTTEN MUSIC
the name of a new group organized in
as a branch of a similar organization in Paris, whose aim is to present music of past eras with special attention to a “revaluation of the musical
heritage of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.” The idea for the new group
originated with two concerts given in
New York last season by Vladimir Dukelsky and Rose Dirmin. Mr. Dukelsky then
went to Paris and established the original
group. At the Society’s opening concert in
New York, a feature of the program was
a Piano Sonata by Dussek, a composer
born only four years later than Mozart.

is

New York

JACQUES ABRAM,
well-known American
pianist, has been honored by being given ex-

clusive

rights

in

this

country for the coming
year, to perform the new
Piano Concerto No. 1 in
D Major by Benjamin
Jacques
Britten, young English
Abram
composer, whose operatic works have been making musical history. Mr. Abram is scheduled to play the
symphony
ormajor
new work with six
chestras this season: Utah State SymSeattle
phony, Cleveland Orchestra,
Symphony, San Francisco Symphony,
Portland Symphony, and Los Angeles

home

Austria,

at

He

mosphere, and following his graduation
from the Prague Conservatory, joined his
father’s band as assistant conductor.
With Dvorak’s encouragement he turned

composing. His operetta, “The Merry
Widow,” was a sensational success and
to

brought

him and

his publisher immense

At one time it was performed in
Buenos Aires simultaneously in five theaters in five different languages. Other
well known operettas were "The Count of
Luxembourg,” “Alone at Last,” “Gypsy

wealth.

Love,”

and “Frederika.”

well known
Cincinnati,
Ohio, died recently in that city at the
age of seventy. Mr. Davis was the founder
and for over forty years the director of
the Wyoming Institute of Musical Art.
He wrote many piano pieces and studies.

JOHN CARLYLE DAVIS,
teacher and composer of

JOSEPH IVIMEY, well known British
violinist and conductor, died recently at
Tunbridge Wells, England, at the age of
eighty-one. Mr. Ivimey is best known,
perhaps, as conductor, from 1905 to 1932,
of the Strolling Players Amateur Orchestral Society. In 1917 he became a
professor of violin at Trinity College.

Competitions
A PRIZE

of

one thousand

dollars is offered

by the Trustees of the Paderewski Fund
for the best quartet or quintet for piano
and strings requiring at least twenty
minutes for performance. The closing
date is April I, 1949; and full information concerning conditions of the competition will be sent upon request addressed to the Secretary of the Paderewski Fund, 290 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts.

AN ANNUAL COMPETITION for orchestral
compositions by American composers under the age of thirty-five is announced
by Emanuel Vardi in New York City.
Known as the “Young American Composer of the Year” competition, it will
be conducted in conjunction with a special series of concerts to be broadcast
from the New School
over Station
of Social Research. The deadline for
submission of manuscripts is February

WNYC

Symphony.

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG’S newest
“A Survivor from Warsaw,” had
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Ischl,

was seventy-eight years
Franz
LehAr
of age and was one of
the few composers to outlive the copybecame
he
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for
works
the
on
right
bandmasmilitary
a
famous. The son of
ter, Lehar was raised in a musical at-
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A

lightly

and smoothly.

.

.

.

Moderate speed from

j

= loo

alone in impulses of threes, solidly and
Jr, in 4 4 Flin (prepare) swiftly back and forth.

^V^eft hand

S™

Oount ,our

*“

Ex. 5

Sibelius

Finvala?” (Note: The “Kalevala” is the epic poem of
excellence of
land, and is considered to be on a par in
Odyssey,
literary inspiration with the “Iliad,” the

Today

‘

and the “Niebelungenlied.”) “Much of my music
and
written with scenes from the ‘Kalevala in mind,
its
the ‘Kalevala’ goes back five thousand years in
the
legends. Now one most important thing about
up
make
that
‘Kalevala’ is this; that of the fifty runes
subject
the poem, five are given over entirely to the
muof music. One-tenth of our national epic glorifies
Finns hold
sic. Such is the importance in which the
does not
this art.— Yes, I should think the man who
would
love music would be unhappy, and I think he
have very little to hold onto in his darker days.”
use of the
I asked the composer about the probable
old church scales or modes in composition in days to
come. Almost twenty years ago I had written to him
about the same matter, and upon consulting my file I
find that he said at that time almost the same thing

was

etc.

The

Page

Pianist’s

Same way,

6

Hands together

eighth note

Ex.

Noted Pianist and
Music Educator

loft

meticulous enough to have indicated it.
of Measures
two-note phrasing only in the right hand
61left hand of Measures
23, 27, and 37-40, and in the
treatment is inadmissible,
63. I believe that any other

unbearably
except if your physical mechanism becomes
even to the best
tired (which, heaven knows, happens
athletes)
.
and depropelled
very
The prelude starts out in a
unyieldstyle; it is in fact rather grim and

— 160 to 176.

Lf

so forth measures.

„
Use

„
the

8 Same in 4, 8, 16, and
release at three. Aim for
pedal. Depress at “one" and
176 to 192.
final speed, J
practice with a repetition of
9. Finish each day’s

=

(Warning: Do not work at the right hand of
lameness
prelude too long at a time, or serious

this
will

result.)

.

Opus

F

in

28,

G-Sharp
No.

Minor,

12

you start to study the
more
Prelude in G-Sharp Minor, one of Chopin’s
the
difficult assignments, I advise working at

OR

a

week

or two before

right hand.
following preparatory exercise for the
fast, with
Practice it in two ways: 1. First, slowly, then
possible.
every note played as evenly and strongly as
series of two-note phrase
2. Lightly and rapidly as a
groups (first note much stronger than the second).
Practice with three fingerings, thus:
Ex. 1

Measures
is fleeting relief in the subsiding
23-28 and in the curious C Major-E Minor development
in Measures 29-35; but the stern drive returns in Measure 41. Gradually it spins with less dynamism, and
finally the mood changes to a sort of resignation
or pessimism. The last Measures 74-81, are curious
mazurka-like bars of nostalgic flavor. The slight ritard
and diminuendo, which continue progressively from
Measure 72, become molto ritard in Measure 79. After
a brief pause on the half note, D-sharp, in Measure 80,
the last two ff octaves must come with shuddering

key

is

confidence to the fourth finger, which usually suffers
from an inferiority complex. By the way, the fourth is
played more than two hundred times in this piece!

Two Ways

of Playing

There are two ways of playing the G-Sharp Minor
Prelude. The first, an energy saver, is to “bluff” the

stress

on

Y

of Finland, Jean Sibelius.
Jean
At the age of eighty-three (December 8, 1948)
and roSibelius lives, hale and hearty, in his rustic

English phrases

T

may

receive

firsthand the blessing of this

modern

etc*

perfect, and when linguistic difficulties were
encountered we relied for some help on his
daughter Eva, who spoke English; but even
so we ran occasionally into trouble due large-

my

ly to his limited English,
and absent Finnish. I have

of converting a

daughter’s into

Spiritual Importance of

Collapse wrist

,

driving melodic line by playing sharply exaggerated
two-note phrase groups— thus:
Ex. 2

Music

in his sunset years, Jean Sibelius lives quietly
at “Ainola,” within six degrees of the Arctic Circle,
still busily composing, though for some years he has
permitted none of his compositions to be published.
But from the early En Saga ( A Tale), tone poem for
orchestra, to Tapiola, his Opus 112, the flow of his
music is one of the marvels of the ages.
Jean Sibelius loves to talk of any music except his
own unpublished works. My wife and I were seated in
the lovely Sibelius drawing room (we had been invited
to visit them on our wedding trip, and we spent two
days there) with the Maestro, attired in a white flannel suit, on one side, and Mrs. Sibelius, lovely and tiny
with her beautiful crown of snow-white hair, on the
other: she nibbling at the box of candy Ruth had carried twelve thousand miles to give her, and Sibelius

Now

Practice the same way, but with the hands together (left hand staccato) slightly faster and in slow
triplets. Count three for each triplet. (Never use the
pedal.)
2.

limited

German

taken the liberty
few completely non-idiomatic
of

the

composer’s

or

his

more commonly-phrased par-

lance.)

A

Field of

Musical Riches

“While it is true that the old church scales
were developed for single- voiced singing, there
is no basic reason why they should not be developed into chords. Beethoven did this in

and a striking example is the second movement of the Brahms
Fourth, in the Lydian mode. There is a field
scales and chords
other
these
of richness in
which cannot be disregarded. Such scales are
as well suited to a symphony orchestra as to
an organ loft.” (Note. Sibelius himself employs
portions of the ‘Eroica,’

FROM SIBELIUS' PANTOMIMEMELODRAMA BALLET, "SCARAMOUCHE"
SCENE

This was first presented in a film. The dancers are members of
the Finnish Opera Ballet and the music was played by the Helsinki
Philharmonic Orchestra. Sibelius himself took a role in the pantomime.

smiling, at the excellent
flavor of a cigar from a box
I had taken to him. We
were all seated near the
beautiful Steinway on which
was a single photograph autographed “Victoria,” while
Sibelius talked of music.
“I should think any man
would be very unhappy if
he could not love music.
There is a spiritual importance to music that goes
beyond the emotional pleasure of hearing it. The Finns

know

repeat process.

fingers;

chords.” (Note: Sibelius referred to the tonicdominant progression. His English was not

villa

Messiah of song.
For Jean Sibelius is without doubt the most loved of
years
all living composers. In a radio poll taken a few
back by one of America’s largest radio chains, presenting at the time one of America’s great symphony orchestra programs, Sibelius was voted by a large margin
to be the most popular of all composers, living or dead.
In England he is equally loved. England in fact, first
recognized the sheer genius of Sibelius, largely through
the efforts of the late Sir Granville Bantock. And in
years past, the Finnish National Orchestra has toured
throughout Europe with Sibelius conducting his own
works, to the great delight of audiences everywhere.

depressed.

Play

he said last summer in villa “Ainola.”
“That the old church scales will influence

modern composition is certain. Since the
times of Haydn most music has been on two

,

the first eighth notes of each quarter, with a simultaneous collapse of the wrist as the tone is played. As
the wrist slowly rises back to its original (flat) position, play the second eighth very lightly. Fingers are
always held in key contact, and are never raised from
the key-tops throughout the piece, in either slow or
rapid playing. Be sure that the strong strokes on the
first eighths are finger tip strokes, and not arm or
wrist yanks. The wrist must collapse the instant the

As you see, this is simply the chromatic scale ascendIt aims espeing, and the diatonic scale descending.
lesser
cially to prepare the fourth finger, and to a
This
degree, the third and fifth, for the coming ordeal.
prelude is a fine study for strengthening and giving

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR ETUDE

graced seasonally.
To this wooded home of music the world has beaten
a path. Such noted figures as Sir Thomas Beecham,
Olin Downes, Cecil Gray, Basil Cameron, and a thousand others, make pilgrimages to “Ainola” (the Sibelius
master of modvilla) to learn at first hand from the
ern music his interpretation of his music. And the
twelve
lesser devotees of music, such as I (who flew
thousand miles to visit the Finnish bard), also go
there, for much the same reason that Christians used
they
to go to Jerusalem, or Moslems to Mecca, that

Practice Plan

with the strongest possible finger

t

is

After eight measures are memorized, hands singly
and together, practice the right hand alone very slowly
legato,

Bran

V.

at Jarvenpaa, twenty-seven miles from
sevenHelsinki, capital city of Finland. His wife Aino,
years of age, and the mother of his five
ty-seven
her
daughters, is still his active helpmeet, cultivates
own garden, which in part must be watered by hand,
and raises the delicacies with which the Sibelius table

1.

and

Mu,

HIS is an article written for the lover of music,
not
be he trained or untrained in the art. It does
purport to tell how music becomes great, nor in
to give large
detail about how to write music, nor
make a sucadvice to the student of music on how to
feelings of the
cess of his career. It simply relates the
one of the
greatest of all Finnish composers, and
about
music,
about
artists,
creative
world’s greatest
about how
the part music plays in the lives of people,
times
music has helped his own people through their
a way of life,
of terrible hardships. It tells of music as

mantic

shock.

A

Master

and as seen by the bard

termined
ing. There

Chopin: Prelude

Flight to Helsingfors to Visit Finland's

'Finlandia”
Including a Conference With the Composer of

hand)

rapidly, as written in two-measure
7 Hands together
and incisive. Stop (rest) for
groups, both eighths even
measures. Aim for
one count at the end of each two

can find

I

=

0

(add

I

A

but with hands together Always rest
144 to 160.
J
slowly and staccato, with second
receiving a slight accent, thus;

5.

count.
and prepare on fourth

this,

and

since about

900 A.D. have employed music to lighten the shadows
of their history.
“You know, the Finns
have been a free people

only since 1918. Before then
Finland had been an archduchy, first of Sweden,
then of Russia, for a thousand years. Like all subject
nations, Finland was often
very badly treated by her
overlords, and in her hours

,

Illustration by Etcrctt

second, and true way, is to strive for complete
machine-like evenness, a steady, precise dynamo of

Shim

The

rising and falling eighths. This is what Chopin requires.
If he had wanted the two-note phrase manner, he was

724

o.

nanas together

as written, but

collapse or rise of wrist,

now with no

and with both

tones
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Chopin, at His Last Petris Concert
from "Frederic Chopin,"

by Andre Maurois
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of .darkness she turned to
art, and most especially, to

music.

“Do you know our ‘Kale-

THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF JEAN SIBELIUS
Photographed by LeRoy V. Brant in Sibelius' drawing room,
July 22, 1948, with the composer at his Steinway piano.
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the summer of 1948 that
n r c told me in London in
announced the world premiere of
Roil Cameron had
promised to him (above), and that
fvf Fiihth as
the symphony, “i
withdrawn
had suddenly
'

Sibelius

Sink he has
te

B

the Eighth ready,

and

also a Ninth,-

1

Symphony is, therefore, anyThS'sS eiiS Eighth
these items here because of the
guess. I include

The Musical Christmas

hndv’s

all true Sibelians have in discussing
this work, or any other thing having
the possibility of
bard of the north.
to do with the

profound interest

Ritualistic

Music

the

music

is

not the sole possession of the church, although

mother of such
to the church as the
many great orders, such
music Nevertheless, there are
where great music would enhance
as the Masonic one,
arc so beautiwhich
the effects, the moral teachings,
would be still more beauset forth in words, and

we must bow

fully

tifully set forth if those

words were clothed

in music.

seems to me that many other composers are sure
do what I have already done, compose music espethe various scenes,
cially for the odes, the marches,
free world knows
of the many wonderful rituals the
raised in a Helsinki
today.” The rugged Finn was
Lodge about 1921, and some years later composed music
Blue Lodge, the
for the entire ritual of the so-called
This music is used
first three degrees of Masonry.
It

to

today in certain lodges in the state of New York.
On the subject of so-called modernistic trends in
reputed
music, Sibelius is cautious, yet definite He
to have once said to a Swedish publisher, "Whereas
many modern composers present the publi with mu-old water.”
sical cocktails of every hue, I offer pure
i

With his wife and

his children, at his

quite freely. Striking examples are
in the early En Saga through much of his

modal harmonies

to be found
music, to the late Seventh Symphony. An especially
lovely use of modal harmonies occurs in the Second
Movement of the Third Symphony, built almost completely on modal themes.)
I asked Sibelius his favorite among modern composers. This “poser” was skillfully met and the foil
evaded with a smiling “X like all good music!” The
composer then spoke of the advantages young composers of today have over those of prior generations,
in that, through the magic of electrical recording, they
may hear almost all great music performed by fine
orchestras. In his own library were to be found, besides
recordings of his own compositions and the standard
works of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, and others of the
older schools, works of modern composers such as
Bloch, Delius, Bartok, and many others. It was his
pleasure to play Beecham’s recording of Tapiola for
us, and then to remark: “You see, my friend, all young
composers may hear this music, or any other, and they
say, ‘This is well done, I will examine it to see
he did it’; or they may listen and say, ‘How bad!
I will examine what he did so that I shall not make
the same mistakes.’ This you might tell your composer
friends, or people who read your writings.” Sibelius
then spoke at some length on the vast contrapuntal
skill of Bloch and the lovely scoring of Delius. He
seemed especially fond of those two composers, although he did not by word single them out. In his
comments, however, he devoted much time to them.

may
how

Concerning Program Music

To composers and listeners alike, the question of
“program” music is always one of interest. When asked
if there was a definite program to his tone poems and
to his symphonies, Sibelius interpreted the matter
thus: ‘‘It is impossible to picture in music a farm
landscape, with a team plowing, or a herd of cattle
in the distance. But it is not impossible to put into
music something that, when it is played, will recapture
for us the emotions excited by the lovely scene. A galloping horse might be suggested by a certain rhythm,
as Wagner did so well in “The Ride of the Valkyrie,”

and

as

I tried to

do in

my

“Nightride and Sunrise,”

SIBELIUS

home near

That statement, made many many years

Helsinki, Finland.

that is only a small portion of the matter. What I think can be crystallized into music is the
feeling of the moment. One senses the mystery of
the sea. I tried to put that mystery into The Oceani6.es.
One senses the mighty mood of the forest. I tried to
put that mood into Tapiola. No, my friend, I have
never believed that one could put much material program into music, but I am .certain that your young
composers, if they are skilled enough, can put much
emotional program into their works.”
Sibelius has definitely put an end to the discussion
as to whether or not he uses Finnish folk melodies as
themes for his compositions. Before me, in his own
handwriting, are the words (translated) “I have never
used Finnish folk melodies for my themes.”
Regarding his often-discussed Eighth Symphony,
Sibelius was, as always, averse to speaking of his works.
Almost twenty years ago I had written to him the
query as to whether or not it was completed, and he
had said in reply "Of my compositions I can say nothing.” In July of 1948 I put the same question to him,
and his reply was “I can say nothing of my unpublished compositions.” These sidelights I can, however,

but after

all,

:

add from my own experience.
1. Basil Cameron told me in Seattle in 1935
that
Sibelius had promised him the world premiere of the
Eighth Symphony.
2. Kosti Vehanen (friend of Sibelius and
Finnish
accompanist for Marian Anderson for many years)
told me in 1940 that he had lately dined with Sibelius,
and that while Sibelius did not tell him in so many
words that the Eighth was completed, he was given
the impression that it was already on paper.
3.

Prior

to

the conversation with Vehanen, Olin
just returning from a visit to “Ainola ”

Downes, in 1937
told

me

that Sibelius informed him that the Eighth
ready, but he had not yet placed

Symphony was

it

on paper.

Martti Simila, who, since the death of
Kajanus
and Schneevoigt, is conductor of the Finnish National
Orchestra, told me in a Finnish restaurant
that he
believed that Sibelius had the score to the
Eighth put
4.

away and hesitated to release it as yet. This
was
summer of ’48.
5. Warwick Braithwaite, conductor
of the

the

in

Scottish

Inj

J4erAchell C.

Cjrccjorij

considerable

notable
Masonic ritual he has composed
ritual of the great fraternal
music ..j fe ei that in the
composer can find a field for *
organizations the young
he said. "Ritualistic
talents which is unlimited,”
his

ago,

covers the field, so far as he is concerned. But
speak for himself

let

still

him

:

Christmas play and make good cheer,
.”
For Christmas comes but once a year

‘‘At

old Thomas Tusser three hundred
and fifty years ago, and the colonial fathers,
with their large families of children, probably
agreed that once a year was often enough. In colonial
days there was not an abundance of candy, there were
no talking dolls or mechanical toys, yet Christmas was

S

O WROTE

the chief holiday of the children, just as it is today.
No country has entered into the Yuletide observance
with more spirit than has Englland, with its rich store
settlers
of carols, and since the majority of the early
came from that country, we can feel sure that Christmas in America during the colonial period was a day
of great enjoyment and merriment.
Captain John Smith left us an interesting record of
Christmas in 1607 or 1608 when he wrote: “The extreme wind, rain, and snow caused us to keep Christmas among the savages. We were never more merry,
nor feed on more, plenty of oysters, fish, flesh, and
wild fowl, also good bread, nor never had better fires
in England.”
No mention is made of music, but since the English
printer, Wynken de Worde, brought out the first
known set of carols iri 1521, it is probable that the
earliest Christmas music in the colonies was heard in

and emotion are the first
Music is, we know, the
language of the emotions. Music which excites noble
feelings must be noble music. Music which excites
doubt, wonder, without resolving the doubt or wonder,
must be questionable music.
“I have never prophesied what the future holds for
music; you know that from the letters I have written
you for many years past, Mr. Brant. But I can say
that in the past the mind musicians" the referred to
the term “cerebral" as we commonly use it) "the
.

cerebral musicians have been forgotten, like the one
who made a canon in thirty-six voices, half of them
crab-wise!
“Deeply on me has been
the conviction that
ugliness can never endure. Look in nature, look in the

bom

book of political history, look at the biographies of
past composers only those are known today who created beauty. The ones who catered to the moods of
the moment, or who cheapened themselves for passing

—

popularity, or who wrote careless or ugly music, all are
forgotten. The only prophecy I can venture is that
the ones of today who
things will also be

do these

forgotten.
“It

must not be forgotten, however, that sometimes

new paths

are beautiful paths. Tilings are not good
because they are old, nor bad because they are new.
It seems to me that we must be open-minded about

new experiments

in music, always remembering that
the only final standard in music is that of beauty.
One of the financial tragedies in the life of Jean
Sibelius is the fact that never at any time has he
received one penny of royalties for the performance
of any of his music in America. I heard this statement
from his own lips, and unbelieving I had him repeat
it. Both his wife
and his daughter Eva reiterated the
statement, and my wife heard it as well as myself. He
told me that communication
had been had with authorities over a period of
looking toward the

years,

payment

of the sums honestly due him, but that as
of July 22, 1948, the
day on which we discussed this
matter, never had he realized
on Page 730)

New

England
First Christmas in
Among the Pilgrims were many settlers from Holland who loved the old-time custom of merry making.
Elder Brewster, a leader among the Pilgrims, left an
interesting account of their first observance of Christmas in New England. He left the Mayflower on Christmas Day to visit the Indians, and was accompanied
by a number of the natives when he returned to the

Good King Wenceslas.

for

men who brought with them

Music Lives

“It seems to me that beauty
things to consider in music.

mirth that was there, and the records of the place and
inhabitants, as given by Puritan writers, are probably partisan to a great degree.
In East Boston in the early times lived a staunch
Episcopalian who probably had his Christmas music
as he had enjoyed it in Merrie England. We can imagine something of this nature also in the home of a
Puritan of liberal tendencies, Thomas Brattle who, in
defiance of the ban placed upon all music except Psalm
singing in the colony, had an organ in his house, where
the Rev. Joseph Green, Judge Samuel Sewall, and
other stricter brethren came not only to listen and
admire, but also to doubt and restrain. Later he willed
this organ to the Brattle Square Church which refused to accept it and, prepared for such an emergency,
Brattle had made arrangements in his Will to place
the instrument in Queens Chapel where after considerable controversy it was installed in 1714. Today
this organ may be found in its original form in St.
John’s Chapel, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

its

Jamestown was settled in 1607 by Englisha love of carols and the
holiday festivities of their homeland, even though they
were not a very devout company of adventurers. We
may surmise some of the carols on this occasion to
have been what we now know as O Come, All Ye
Faithful, In dulci jubilo (Good Christian Men, Rejoice) I Saw Three Ships, The Holly and the Ivy, and

Virginia, for

Beautiful

development of American art they celebrated each
throughout the year with appropriate songs.
Christmas was a gala holiday and the season was
ushered in by the Moravians with the singing of Hosannas, accompanied by an orchestra which, differing
from other such bands, devoted itself to the sacred side
of music. Occasionally the churches of Philadelphia
borrowed some of the excellent Moravian trombone
players, and on Christmas Eve in Bethlehem there was
often a love-feast for the children, at which candles
were lighted and distributed, to typify the coming of
the Christ Child. Christmas Morn was heralded with
musical calls played upon the trombones, and both the
Eve and the Day were filled with the grand old German
chorales; this at a time when Massachusetts was still
floundering in Psalm singing, in which if sung in
harmony, the male and female voices, united in the
tenor part. An abundance of food was placed on the
tables, yulelogs piled high on the fireplace, and all
joined in the merriment of singing and playing Christfestival

musical interest, that of cornSibelius has another
work. He is grand organist for
nosing for ritualistic
Finland, and for the
Grand Lodge of Masons in

A PRE-WAR PORTRAIT OF

of Yesteryear

,

ship. Gifts were exchanged, and the dinner consisted
of bacon, salt fish, Brussels sprouts, gooseberries, tarts,
and plum pudding, all brought to America in

mas

music.

The Church

of

England Influences

It is said that on Christmas Eve, 1741, the Moravian
pioneers who had come to America in search of religious freedom gathered in a log cabin in a snowcovered Pennsylvania countryside. Thankful for their
new refuge, they sang a number of carols, and then
Nicholas Louis, Count Zinzendorf, carrying a taper,
led the little group into the stables among the cows
and horses. “Let us also call our village ‘Bethlehem’,”
he said, “for it was in a similar stable that Christ was
born.” All agreed with their leader, and thus was the
beginning of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
Santa Claus was taken to America by the old Dutch
fathers in a ship bearing the image of St. Nicholas on
the prow of the vessel, but ( Continued on Page 780)

the Mayflower. No doubt music played an important part in this observance, but it was the
last Christmas celebration the Pilgrims enjoyed
years. On Christmas day in 1621 the
all the Pilgrims to work.
refused, stating it was against their conbut
later in the day when the Governor
science,
discovered them playing games, he informed
them that it was against his conscience for them
to play while others worked. In 1659 the Massachusetts courts enacted a law making it unlawful
to observe the day, but some thirty years later
Governor Andres repealed the law.
The French were probably the first to cele-

many

Governor called out

A

Worldly Art

They

At first, in the later settlements to the northward
there was no Christmas carol singing. The Puritans
and Pilgrims in Massachusetts, the Friends (or Quakers) in Pennsylvania, made no especial observance of
the holiday and looked upon all music as a frivolous
and worldly art. Among the Puritans, Christmas festivities were severely censured and denounced, on the
ground that the day was too sacred to make or have
pleasure. Cotton Mather of Boston, wallowing in fire
and brimstone, slashed right and left at heretics and
backsliders. In his “Magnalia Christi Americana, “published in 1702, he selects September as the month for
Christmas; for he believed that the day of Christ’s
birth was unknown. “God hid this day, as He did the
body of Moses, to prevent idolatry. Shall we Christians,
who have nothing to do with the festivals of the

Jews, embrace the Saturnalia of the heathens?”
Mather drove to fury the enemies of Quakers and
Roman Catholics, and probably no man is more blood
guilty than he for the torturing and execution of old
ladies who were suspected of witchcraft in New England. But he was unable to change the festival of
Christmas back to September, and was less wise than
the fathers of the early church he hated.
can imYet there were exceptions, even here.
agine that when Morton obtained control of Captain
Wollaston’s settlement, about five miles from Boston,

We

the name of Merrymount, he caused his
followers to sing jovial Christmas songs of the old
country, and celebrate its festivals with much merriment. We have no true account of the doings at
Merrymount except in Hawthorne’s tale, “The Maypole of Merrymount,” for Endieott soon quenched the

and gave

it

Christmas in what is now the United
States. A few years before the landing of the
Pilgrims at Plymouth, a French settlement was
made on St. Croix island off the coast of Maine.
On Christmas Day in 1604, while the settlers were
all well and food was plentiful, a service was held
in their chapel which no doubt included the
singing of their native carols. Following the service, sports and games were played after the
Christmas manner of their homeland. Before
spring many in the little band died and the
survivors moved to Nova Scotia. The southern
states, under the influence of the French colony
at New Orleans, took up the observance of
Christmas much more rapidly than the northern
brate

states.

North of Philadelphia there was a community
rich in Christmas music which must have been
far in advance of anything in America at the
time. The Moravians first established their colony
and church in Georgia in 1735, but five years
later journeyed north to

Bethlehem, Pennsyl-

vania, and its vicinity. Here they established
their religion, with its cheerful music, and while
the new colony exerted no direct influence on the
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The Mania

Theodore Presser
(

A

T

1840 - 1925)

exhortation.
article is a lamentation and an
on
Although my plea is directed to performers
conany musical instrument, to singers and
I

deal

particularly

ETUDE, I, have_
In some previous article of mine for
with carelessness in phrasing, “punctuation,”
I feel
and shading by young piano students. Today
in modern
myself impelled to speak of a bad feature
almost
performances, a weakness which has become
players, and
a mania and a disease with some young

Six

lu JamcJ ^J-rancis Coo he
WILLIAM
In

this

part of the biography of Theodore Presser

with the possibilities for music

in

we

first

fruits

of Prosperity after

Liszt's

.

William
the same period Mr. Presser published
Mason’s “Touch and Technic” in four volumes. Dr.
William Mason (1829-1908) was the foremost
immoital
the
of
son
A
time.
of
his
teacher
pianoforte
American pioneer, Lowell Mason, and a pupil of MoLiszt,
seheles, Hauptmann, Richter, Dreyschock and
he and Theodore Presser were close friends and collaborators in various matters. He acted as an advisor
in the selection of material for the “Mathews’ Standard

N

Graded Course,” while Mathews in turn wrote much
colof the text for Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” in
laboration with Dr. Mason and Mr. Presser. “Touch
and Technic,” like the “Standard Graded Course,” was
mountthe
with
together
a great success. These books,
ing sales of all kinds of musical publications, brought
Mr. Presser prosperity beyond his wildest dreams. Muthat
sic was thought to be of such little consequence
few could imagine that publishing and music dealing
could be of any significance. Accordingly, when Mr.
Presser married Miss Helen Louise Curren in 1890,
of a wealthy Philadelphia family, her brother
approached Mr. Presser to find out whether his charm-

MASON

Most Famous

American

Pupil

Let Moderation Prevail
In the opening movements of the Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven Sonatas, the second theme is often of

in contrast to

a feminine, tender, expressive character,
there
the masculine, energetic first theme. Although

could susing sister was marrying a man whose means
tain her social position. The brother was dumbfounded
notably larger
to learn that Mr. Presser’s income was
than that of his skeptical investigator. Mrs. Presser
died in 1905.
To Mr. Presser, money never meant a means for indulging himself, but rather a medium for accumulating a reserve to help in the furtherance of his ideals.

An Expanding

Business

In preparing a new book for publication he never
his mind fixed upon the probable profit. He always
asked himself, “Is this a work which is really needed
in the educational world? How can I make it the
clearest, most interesting, most helpful and most durable work of its kind?”

had

of his business, Mr. Presser
quarters. In 1893 he moved
his business to a larger building at 1708 Chestnut
Street, where he was to remain for ten years. Then in
1903 his means enabled him to purchase a building
at 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, which had formerly been
a carriage factory and
warehouse. The following year, 1904, the busi-

With the rapid expansion
was obliged to secure larger

Company. The

business

occupied the lower
while the upper

were made

floors,

floors

used

into studios.

increase of
business, with thousands
of customers in various
parts of the world, was
extraordinary, and de-

manded

continually expanding space. In 1905

he bought a three-story
residence
on Sansom
Street, immediately behind his Chestnut Street

He

occupied

annex for
seven years, at which
time he purchased two
adjoining properties and
in 1912 erected a tenstory stone and steel

THE CHAMBER MUSIC HALL AT CASTLE TREVANO

modern

Theodore Presser met many famous musicians in the home of his friend,
Louis Lombard. Castle Trevano also had a full-sized opera house.

" MUSIC

office

building.
Presser pur-

In 1921 Mr.
chased the property at
1708-10 Chestnut Street

STUDY EXALTS

in the world.

The employees increased up to this time to over one
hundred, and the catalog was well on the way over
the ten thousand mark. The circulation of The Etude

shall

sicians

LIFE”

Philadelphia musicians have been President; including among others, Daniel Bachelor, Thomas aBecket,
James Francis Cooke, Stanley Muschamp, Dr. Frances
E. Clark, Dr. Edward Ellsworth Hipsher, and Lewis

James Howell. From a mere handful of teachers it
developed a plan to dignify music by giving banquets
at many of Philadelphia's leading hotels which were
attended by men and women in other fields who were
devotees of music and believed in its importance.
Artists, men in various callings, and speakers of international renown drew tremendous audiences on these
occasions.

Mr. Presser also started a highly successful Garden

and Orchard

Society,

which flourished

in Philadelphia

for several years.
In 1917 his philanthropic inclinations and his tireless initiative led him
of
to a real estate enterprise
considerable dimensions. He Continued on Page 781)
(

etude

differ

still

short section in

D

Minor

few ritardandos indicated, both pieces should be played
with great swing and fairly strictly in time.” Yet I
have often heard these Rhapsodies terribly distorted,
with terrific changes of tempo almost every eight
measures.
This sort of sin is also shockingly committed (even
by famous players) in the Chopin Ballades and
Waltzes. The first Ballade, G Minor, is composed in
episodes, so to speak. The first seven measures are a
dramatic introduction, quite free in time. Then begins
the main body of the movement, marked moderato.

One could speak Hamlet’s Soliloquy so slowly that
even with an expressive voice one would not get the
must
sense of the words. Even in an adagio the music
story. Slow yes, but
still “hang together” and tell its
instinct must tell you
it must still flow. Your musical
how far you can go in your slowness.
Leschetizky has said: “Play a slow phrase at such a
tempo that a good singer could sing that phrase in
one breath, so that we get the ‘bird’s-eye view’ of the
phrase, and can follow -the music.”
What is terrifically confusing to teachers and students is the way the metronome marks vary in differ-

—

,

=

and the whole B Major section should go a little slower
than the main body of the movement. In my edition of
these two Rhapsodies (Schirmer’s Library) I have expressly written: “These two Rhapsodies should be
played with a great deal of dynamic shading, but with
very few liberties of rhythm. With the exception of the

Confusing Directions

One of the paramount traits of Theodore Presser’s
character was his initiative. He was a great believer in
Beethoven’s favorite motto, “Nulla dies sine linea
(Never a day without a line) He seemed to be impelled to start something fresh daily. In 1891 he

Here

Ex. 1

play the first movement of the “Moonlight”
Sonata at such an extremely slow tempo that in spite
was utterly
of a beautiful tone and depth of feeling it
boresome to listen to, because one “lost sight” of the
outline of the melody.

Outstanding Characteristic

founded the Philadelphia Music Teachers Association.
As was his custom, he refused to become President.
This Association has become one of the largest local
music teachers’ groups in the world. Many foremost

The

artists

had written the many articles which had won me
the opportunity to become editor of the world’s largest
musical periodical. The business was incorporated as
The Theodore Presser Company in October, 1908.

=

when hundreds of lesser mumore? The temperaments of the

must guide us.
some famous
I have heard many students and even

ful,

forth.

surprised

performers also differ, and hence there are many diffeeling
ferent conceptions of the tempi as well as the
of a piece.
Of course, the answer to the foregoing questions
(How fast? How slow?) is: The musical contents of
of the
the piece— the character of the themes and
passages, and even the general form of the piece

soared to 125,000 to 135,000 subscribers. I entered Mr.
Presser’s employ in September 1907 as Editor of The
Etude. Despite my extremely youthful appearance at
the time, I had been a contributor to the magazine
for several years. I had been careful never to visit Mr.
Presser, realizing that if he noted my youth he might
have lost faith in my ability to write. The first meeting
occurred in the ancient railroad station of the Delaware & Lackawanna at Weehawken, New Jersey. Mr.
Presser’s first question was, “What’s the matter?
Couldn't your father come?” He appeared stunned and
disappointed when he found that I, who was so youth-

An

we be

passages— largo, allegro, and so

played
the slow ascending passages (.largo) should be
mysteriously pp and quite slowly, but not slower than
in
58. With all the allegro sections absolutely
M.M. J
final
112, except a slight ritard in the
time, M.M. J
three or four measures of the movement. The recitative
passages should be played with great feeling and imagination, and free in time. Often I have heard that
movement mutilated rhythmically by the quick sections being played ridiculously out of time.
Fine phrasing and beautiful shading are very important indeed, but to play rhythmically well is the
requisite in good musical performance. It is the

very life pulse of the music. Altogether too many
people forget it or disregard it.
Another evil habit that crops up often with some
players is found in compositions that can be easily
divided into sections: For instance, in the two Brahms
Rhapsodies, Op. 79. About every eight, twelve, or sixteen measures something new occurs in the music. In
the B Minor Rhapsody, it says sostenuto in Measure
and tempo.
22, to be played a little broader in style

eral way,
and
In musical literature we find hundreds of allegros
hundreds of andantes. They will differ in their degree
fast should this
of speed. So we can ask: “Just how
andante go?”
allegro go?” And “how slow should this
And if great artists differ on the tempo of a piece,

high on Walnut Street, containing probably
the largest assembly of sheet music and music books

six stories

recitative

first

—

.

The further

properties.
this small

shortly on the general topic of tempi in the
ance of music.
the great artists
It is a delicate subject since among
will fully
and conductors there are scarcely two that
agree on the tempo of a sonata or symphony.
moderato,
allegretto,
allegro,
presto,
terms
The
In
a genrelative.
all
are
adagio
andantino, andante,
slow.
allegro means fast, and andante means

in part
as the Greble Building, which he
increasing number
for business expansion and for an
the estabof studios. The Presser Building became
known as
lished music center of Philadelphia, and is
the heart of musical Philadelphia.
Since Mr. Presser’s passing, however, the mail order,
company
the
of
offices
stock rooms, and publishing
have been removed to a building one block long and

known

ness was moved to this
new location, which still
remains the retail store
and the official address
of the Theodore Presser
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pianists. I mean
indeed, with some great and famous
rhythm and
the deplorable passion for distorting the
moveform of a piece of music, and for playing fast
speed.
ments at an excessive
I will dwell
complaints,
Before I register my specific

is his
plays well otherwise. But what is unforgivable
course
taking erratic liberties with the time during the
of players in
of the piece. This is done by hundreds
heaven.
this modern age, and the crime of it cries to
That, then, is my first complaint.

perfoim-

America.

I

member

find

him tasting the

hy ^Jlein rich (j eh hart l

with performances by

pianists.

dealt

Part

Music

of

»

HIS

ductors,

Centenary Biography

Speed by Performers

for

ent editions of the same piece.
Personally, I find some printed metronome marks
incomprehensible. In some fast pieces, the tempo
given is so extreme that the music is swamped. Certain
either
allegrettos supposed to be graceful are given
at a lumbering or a galloping tempo. I can only recommend to students and teachers this: Feel the mood
the piece. Is it deeply serious, meditative, gently
of
pensive,

quietly flowing, of firm rhythm, of joyful
exuberance, dramatic, rushing along, and so on? Then
sing or hum (or whistle!) the theme away from the

The

feeling for

piano, and keep doing it for a while.
the right tempo will finally assert itself if you are truly
musical. Don’t think the tempo out with your brain;
it must come out of your heart.
When a young student or gifted young player hits
on the wrong tempo in a piece, it is forgivable if he
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HEINRICH

GEBHARD

tempo indicated by the composer, it is
quite feasible and esthetically right to play that theme
a hair’s breath slower. It certainly should not, however, be played about ten to twenty degrees slower by
the metronome than the rest of the movement. Yet
dozens, yes, hundreds of students and young players
is

no change

Ex. 2

of

play it so, thereby completely stopping the flow of
the music.
The beautiful second theme of the opening movement of Beethoven’s “Waldstein” Sonata comes three
times during the movement. The first two times it
should be played a trifle slower, and the final time
quite a bit slower than the rest of the movement. Time
and again I have heard young pianists “moon” over

A sweet melancholy pervades this first episode, which
should be played delicately, with touches of rubato,
120.
and the general tempo should be about M.M. J
At the twenty-ninth measure from moderato,

=

the music is soft, but gradually becomes louder, and
gradually faster, until at Measure 41, allegro should be
reached. From here the music is brilliant, and the
88 up to Measure 56.
speed should be about M.M.' J.

=

if the movement had suddenly turned
into an adagio. Such people seem to think that every
beautiful theme must be slow. When Beethoven wanted
to write a slow movement, he was quite capable of

that theme, as

doing

so.

At times, as in the first movement of the D Minor
31, No. 2, Beethoven alternates a fast
tempo with some very slow phrases and even free

Sonata, Op.
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from which place we carry out a calando, smorzando,
and ritardando, reaching meno mosso at Measure 61,
about 63. We get into piu animato at MeasM.M. J.

=
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means ®
ilabruptly. Ritardando
gradually. A good
faster
t r gra
coming
accelerando means get
ritardando
cc _
lustration of a perfect
of
p
that
and
into a railway station,
celerando is a train leaving
should govern the
that shouiag
These are the considerations
tempi of the Ballade. Too
sec tions being
Ballade terribly maltreated
on s hurand the fa sect i
with
dragged out interminably,
recognition of
all
beyond
ried through
sounding errata
accelerando*
the ritards an
grande^
the
architecture
centric, so that the
of the piece
composition and the presentation

Teaching Methods
Test Your
A

^perfect

=

about 92, reaching meno mosso
ure 119, M.M. J.
about 120. Finally,
at Measure 187, back to M.M. J
we plunge into presto con fuoco at Measure 203, M.M.
final
about 116, maintaining this tempo up to the
J
fifteen measures, which are free in time.
The great art of interpreting the Ballade is to make

=

—

the various moods (poetic, brilliant, and so
not
gradually “melt” into each other. This applies
also
only to the shading, expression, and feeling, but
played someto the tempi. The poetic sections must be
moderately
tempo
general
the
with
but
what rubato,
secslow (as approximately indicated) The brilliant
excessively fast.
tions must be in time; fast, but not
The transitions from the slow sections to the fast, and
from the fast to the slow must be done gradually, not
forth)

.

m

»

J

whole are completely

^

^

lost.

of
in the next issue
(This article will be continued
discuss, with Ms
ETUDE, when Mr. Gebhard will speed to the Waltzes
the relation of

markable
of

clarity,

Chopin, the Chromatic

works

of

Schumann,

as well as the studies o

C

mrrK

Quiz for the

Piano Teacher

hj Crlc Steiner
most fitting
the answers

The Great Russian Music

to your ways of

following system of scoring:
teaching with the
for each (a) that you
Score two points
points for each (b) ; six points for
checked; four

Hew

then find the total.
and 30, try to relax your
is between 20
you may be a teacher of fine
teaching methods;
high standards, but your strictness may
and
Character
average child.
the
from
cause resentment
C
50 and 60, you are too easyyour score is between
might like you for that, but regoing Some children
cnifc will be unsatisfactory.
50. indicates that you
A score above 30, yet below
fortunate teachers who know how
art one of those
tn)

v.

e

•

A

[yii

Universal Language

ing,
(a)

*i

F

somewhere in
period after World War IX. The scene is
Europe.
„ ,
“Our hospital wasn’t far from what was called, contemptuously by some, ‘where the Krauts lived,’ but a
things
few of us, mindful of the significance of small
and chilin human affairs, especially among women
could have a
dren, asked the Superintendent if we
party and were devastated by his emphatic,
Christmas

mixture of hate,
‘No! Christmas, with this dreadful
Why,
starvation, and germs and contrasting faiths?
give
such a thing is unthinkable!’ But we would not
apup our idea and went about a different way of

proaching our objective. We were fortunate in seempeople
ing a place to give the Christmas party and the
spirit. The surto develop an enthusiastic Christmas
decoraroundings were barren, but with a few colorful
cheer.
tions we contributed to the Christmas
“Mothers with many children came. The little tots
tearwere seated at small tables. The mothers, with
dimmed eyes, sat by, happy to look oh and see joy
come to the hearts of the little ones. Steaming hot
bill of fare
chocolate and doughnuts composed the

luxury
offered such unaccustomed comfort, a forbidden
move to
in so many homes, that the guests made no
provided
depart. Yet, there had been no entertainment
loss to
by the kindly hostesses, and they were at a
know what to do in such a situation. A genial G. I.
con(bless his heart, wherever he is!) produced a
Christcertina. In that bare room, where the Spirit of
mas had spread its blessing, he began to play softly,
the
took
up
chorus
a
English,
but
singing his words in
wonderful melody, a German song written long ago

unpreparedness
discuss the reason for his
with him, to avoid it In the future as much

country. His

phia,
two years,
of

Biographical Note
one Of the world’s
most distinguished contemporary composers,
Xl. offers a unique combination of hereditary and
environmental influences. Born in St. Petersburg, in

ALEXANDER TCHEREPNINE,

should be marked in the music?
that
(c) Let it pass without discussion, thinking
as long as the passage was well played, the

A

change did not matter?
If a twelve-year-old student plays B: h’s TwoPart Inventions with difficulty and without signs

he is the only son of Nicholas Tcherepnine, noted
composer and conductor, who was a favorite pupil of
Rimsky-Korsakoff. At six, he began music study with
Tcherepnine
his mother, the singer, Marie Benois
(daughter of the painter, Albert Benois, and the pian1899,

of understanding, do you:
(a) insist on continuing, hoping that gradually
progress will be made?
(b) choose easier compositions in counterpoint
style, to develop the student’s appreciation
gradually?
(c) discontinue Bach altogether and change to
compositions that appeal to his taste read-

Continued from Page 726)

earliest recollections cenabout the activities of his father and the warm
hospitality of his home, a meeting place for musicians,
in all home
artists, and writers. The boy took part
gatherings and accompanied his parents on all touis.
Although music was the language of the home, his
come before
education
general
parents insisted that
apspecialized training. Accordingly, young Alexander
for
proached music as personal fun, preparing gifts
family in the form of compositions. He did not

ist,

ily? ...,,

Jimmie, age nine, requests you to play a selection for him, do you:
(a) select the greatest masterwork at your disposal, to impress him with the fact that

Warrick Braithewaite, distinguished British conductor,
explained to me that by government edict no sums
amounts may
of money more than certain very small
ruling
be exported from his country. “It seems that the
payment of royalties to
is such that it includes the
to
Sibelius,” he said. “We have tried time and again
have the ruling relaxed so that he can have his just
payments but so far we have accomplished exactly
nothing. The money is piled up for him. I should
imagine thousands of pounds, but it is held here and
does

him no

good.”
this connection

should be noted that the only
In
publishers of the works of Jean Sibelius are, with one
single exception in America and in England, continental firms. The fault for such non-payments of
royalties may lie with them.
Sibelius was born December 8, 1865. He began the
study of piano at the age of nine and the violin at
fifteen. His parents wished him to become a barrister,
but he loved music. Music finally won, and he studied
under some of Europe’s most noted masters. His corn-
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it

positions in his youth were complimented by no less
a person than Brahms. His wife is a lovely companion
who has been his inspiration. Their home in Jarvenpaa

the walls being made of unpainted peeled logs.
Woods surrounds the dwelling and in the distance one
sees a glimpse of one of Finland’s lovely lakes. Even
here are to be found the touches of war, however, as
before one reaches the bard’s home the open country
covered with tiny and primitive cottages, built to house
the thousands upon thousands of displaced Karelians,
driven from the Karelian peninsula by the Russians.
Like Brahms, the history of Sibelius is the history
of his works. Since 1897 he has received a stipend of
some two thousand dollars a year from the Finnish
government, that he might be freed of financial worries and thus devote himself entirely to composition.
This he has done, so that at the age of eighty-three
he still is seized by the fever of youth, so far as composition is concerned, and often works far into the
night upon scores which have not yet seen the light
of the publisher’s lamp. Almost all his friends believe
that upon his death a veritable wealth of hitherto unknown beauty will rise from the closets in which they
have been entombed, a resurrection of the spirit of

there is greatness in music?
(b) choose a piece of music of fine quality, that

is rustic,

Jean

If the pupil, while

playing from

mind?-0

memory a

O
piece

0

formance?
7.

If Joan, after several weeks of practice, tires of
a piece, which you consider important for her

progress, without playing
fa)

(b)

(c)

insist

it

satisfactorily, do yonuntil it is 'vc

on her continuing

it

learned?
suggest to let it rest,” ’and to resume
later for further progress?
change to a new piece. (Continued on Page

The
enter the Conservatory until he was eighteen.
next year, the Russian Revolution broke out. The famTcherepnine became
ily fled to Tiflis, where Nicholas
Alexander
young
and
Conservatory,
director of the
began a varied career as pianist, composer, musicteacher.
director of the Kamerny Theater, critic, and
The three years’ stay in Georgia initiated him into
work. In
the Oriental color which has influenced his
this voyage, the
1921, the family moved to Paris. For
young man’s luggage consisted of a large bag full of

He continued serious study under Isidoi
He made phenomenal pianistic progress, but
hearing
hesitated to show his compositions. However,
becoming
that “Tcherepnine’s son” was on the. way to
teacher
a Tcherepnine in his own right, the great
asked to see the young man’s work and interested
publishers in it. At twenty, with his First Piano Concomposer
certo, Tcherepnine was established both as a
as a pianist. There followed tours in all parts of
manuscripts.

good points, discuss the mistakes?
••O
disregard these errors, as they seem insig"
nificant considering the otherwise good P er
•

(c)

.

his

O

that he knows quite well, strikes a wrong note
here and there, do you:
(a) interrupt him each time to correct the error?
(b) let him finish, and then, after praising the

Sibelius.
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simple and fitting to a child's
play whatever he requests?
is quite

(c)
6.

Maria Kind Benois) His

ter

5. If

compositions, so far

the first financial benefit from his
concerned.
as the United States of America is
And today in England, by some strange workings of
royalties.
the government, he is also barred from any

life

his

impresstyle. His early works, characterized by
inward
sionism and virtuosity, now gave way to more
compomusical thought expressed through stronger
innovations are
sition. Among Tcherepnine’s important
as an inderhythm
of
use
the
scale;
nine-tone
the
polyphony
pendent element of expression; and a new
render their
(of skillfully intercepted lines which
themes even more distinct by an ingenious system of

ALEXANDER TCHEREPNINE

given fingering?
occa(b) discuss the change and explain that
sionally changes are permissible, yet they

Today

he took vigorous part in the musical
China and Japan, at the same time maturing

own

velop the important habit of counting?
make it easier?....
(c) count instead of her, to
playing a certain passage,
3. If the student, in
changes the given fingering, do you:
the
(a) forbid such a change and insist on

4.

compositions have been introduced by
Black,

such conductors as Serge Koussevitzky, Frank
“Ol Ol’
Rudolf Ganz, and Fabien Sevitzky; his opera,
made
was performed on Broadway; and he himself has
Philadelfrequent concert appearances in New York,
For
coast.
to
coast
from
toured
has
Boston, and

—

(b)

for

Sibelius
(

2.

by a young priest and a village organist.
“They were soon singing it, each in his own tongue,
everybody knew it: ‘Silent Night, Holy Night!
Christ the Saviour is here.’ With the music, race
hatred was, for the moment, abandoned in the meaning of the Christmas story. Smiles and happiness were
everywhere. The Christ Child was born again.”

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR ETUDE BY GUHNAR ASKLUXD

as possible?
all right, but don't let it hap(c) reply “That’s
pen too often?
of study, finds it hard
If Jean, in her first year
do you:
to count in an even manner,
the ticking of a metro(a) make her count to
nome, to develop a sense of even rhythm?..
suggest “Let’s both count together,” to de-

mosphere of ‘Peace, good will to all men!
“The refreshments were gone, but the warm room

Pianist

Pupil of Paul Vidal and Isidur Philipp

—

cuses?

was gobbled down
for this Christmas banquet, which
in short order.
together
“There were the barriers of language, for,
the children
with the children of the unloved ‘Krauts,’
been invited. Many
of a camp of displaced persons had
happy attongues were heard in the restrained but

Today

RenownEd Russian Cnmposer and

do you:
expect him to be prepared
tell him, that you
won’t accept exevery week, and that you

(b)

GRAY, Western

of

^y^llexcin cler ^Jclter 'ejjnine

medium.
strike a happy
you at the start of the lesif Johnnie informs
time for practicthat he didn’t have much

J)iabe( lAJiiter

Field Secretary of
this imthe Board of Foreign Missions, related
pressive experience during the reconstruction

M.

Music

Conference with

son,

RANCES

the

K

i

Music-A

Has Influenced

Yesterday

Tf voi score

to

Christmas

It

of

_

U

Philipp.

and

the world,

which strengthened

h

etude

his position as a

mu-

unusual taste, sensitivity, and erudition. Between the two wars, he was a frequent visitor to this

sician of
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pauses) which the composer calls “interpunctus.”
Tcherepnine’s works include three operas (of which
Mous“Le Manage” completes an unfinished score of
and
sorgsky), three piano concerti, two symphonies,
works,
a large number of ballets, cantatas, orchestral
songs.
and
soli,
piano
transcriptions,
chamber works,
freliterature,
world
These works, a recognized part of
quently appear on the programs of eminent performMr. Tcherepers. During his visit to the United States,
nine has combined creative work with playing and
teaching.

A

Comparison

“I have a peculiarly warm feeling for ETUDE. Since
the liberation, we, in Paris, were able to keep abreast
of world musical thought through this excellent magazine which my wife’s sister regularly sent us from
Honolulu. I take pleasure in expressing my appreciation of ETUDE in the form of ideas and recollections
which, perhaps, may interest others of its readers.

"There is a certain similarity between Russian and
American musical development. Musically speaking,
both are still young countries; both began their mu-

when the expression of otherlands was already mature; both went through a period
of consuming foreign music before becoming producers
themselves. When Glinka founded the Russian national school, America was still producing popular

sical expression at a time

material (folk airs, Civil War songs, and so on)
before Glinka, Russia had been in much the same
position. In both cases, art-music was sought abroad.
It is interesting to follow the means by which a truly
national production was made possible.
“When Russia founded her national school, she had
two important resources: a vast body of church and
ceremonial music, and a vast heritage of popular art
which had no ‘purpose’ beyond expressing the national
character. These materials had' existed for centuries;
they remained fragmentary and unpersuasive, however, until a strong talent developed them as art. This
work was Glinka’s. Deeply learned in the music of
Germany, France, and Spain, he was the first to use
foreign musical forms as an influence, rather than

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

a model for imitation. He gave Russia a national
but by
school, not by copying the art of other lands,
adapting foreign forms to the uses of native Russian
material. The same thing is happening in America.
For years America has drawn on foreign art; even

today foreigners (Hindemith and Stravinsky, to name
but two) ax-e working here and necessarily influencing
American music. But the notable American composers
are those who have broken away from imitation, and
who use European influences simply as a means of
releasing native American thought. We are living
among American Glinkas without knowing it!

An

Interesting

Development

“Once the Russian school was founded, it had to
be developed— and this development is particularly
interesting. We Russians are a people of tradition;
we love our homes, our families, our backgrounds; we
are warm in our friendships and stick closely by each
other. These qualities gave us our musical development! In other lands composers have worked, perhaps
isolatedly; in Russia, we work in groups. The
great Group of Five were simply friends who worked
together; they showed each other their writings, criticized each other, helped each other, took a hearty
share in each other’s triumphs and disappointments.
Often they insulted each other (they never flattered!),
but their strong, friendly cooperation resulted in mu-

more

Balakireff,
stimulus. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Cui,
Moussorgsky discussed each other’s work;
pencil-marked it; their doors were always open to
other young composers who sought their aid. And
great work resulted from this mutual assistance. Further, at the head of their group stood the critic Stassov, not a musician but a competent and practical
judge. He did not confine himself to written criticisms
—reviews of a performance after the performance had
taken place. He guided these men, advised them, told
them what to do and how to do it. It was Stassov who
gave Borodin the book of “Prince Igor” and insisted
on his setting it to music. He did the same with “Boris”
for Moussorgsky. He gave them that push-from-outside
that every creative mind requires. Thus, the development of the Russian school grew from creative genius
plus a close comradeship of work and a guiding influence of expert criticism while the work was being
done. It would be interesting to see how such a close,
strong co'mbination would work in other lands. (In
passing, I may say that the test of this group-spirit
came when Rimsky postponed his own composing for
the disinterested and quite unpaid task of finishing
Moussorgsky’s orchestrations, after his death. Glazounoff did the same. So did my father. I am proud
to have continued this tradition with “Le Mariage.”)
“Even Tchaikovsky, who was not one of the group,
had his own critical mentor in Laroche. Laroche preferred foreign music to Russian, and his admiration for
contrapuntal form influenced Tchaikovsky’s style. It is
interesting to analyze the (Continued on Page 771)
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reveals a melodic

m
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charm that is both commonplace and
movement owes much to Mozart’s

•

The

opening
these days. Its

New

movement

Musical Wealth on Records

and

finale are

most sparkling

Moiseiwitsch plays the work with
wisely avoiding sentimental
The Vieuxtemps is an opus of
stress. A
sentiment too eclectic for its
theatrical bravura and
its composer, a famous
exploit
own good, written to
Those who revel in a sparkling
violinist in his day.
will find it here. The
show of lustrous violin playing
rather than on the composer.
spotlight is on Heifetz,
Requiem: Emile Passani Choir and OrBerlioz:
Fournet.
Columbia set 769.
Jean
by
conducted
chestra,
Stravinsky: Symphony of the Psalms: The London
Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir, Ernst Ansermet,

and piquant

style.

appropriate

brilliance,

fine recording.

Zw peter Jduc^li

W

of
each new advancement in the art
sound reproduction, it becomes apparent that
essential to
better than average equipment is
This proves to
reveal full range and quality of tone.
Playing record.
be the case with Columbia’s new Long
The player sponsored by the company barely reproThose owning
grooves.
the
in
range
the
duces half
extended range equipment with a two-way motor
pickshould purchase one of the modern wide range
Audak, or
ups, such as the magnetic Astatic, G. E.,
the long
Pickering, especially adapted for reproducing
motors
playing record. Those who do not have two-way

ITH

before buying
will do well to investigate and try out
or have
the several new players now on the market,
one built to match their own equipment. It is not
existent
convert
to
intimated,
previously
feasible, as we
changei
However,
speeds.
two
changers to operation on

manufacturers will shortly have new mechanisms on
the market operating at two speeds.

deluge of recordings being issued these days
gives the critic the feeling of assuming the role of a
Noah in selecting material for ultimate preservation.
which a
If from time to time, we omit recordings in
reader is especially interested, our opinions may be
solicited by correspondence, accompanied by a selfaddressed and stamped envelope.
Dvorak: Symphony No. 4 in G major, Op. 88: Bruno
Walter conducting the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New York. Columbia set 770.
Prokofieff: Classical Symphony, Op. 25: Serge Kous-

The

sevitzky conducting the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Victor set 1241.
Here are two favorites splendidly performed and
recorded. Dvorak’s Fourth is one of his most personal
works, in which he sings of the beauty and gaiety of
his country for his “heart’s consolation.” The first and

second movements remain among the finest symphonic
sections by the composer. Those who know and admire
the “New World” should sample this more elative and
spontaneous opus which, in our estimation, best sustains interest. Koussevitzky’s performance of Prokodelightful neo-classical symphony is quite unmatched for its deft choice of tempi and delineation
of the music’s delicate irony. Those who own his 1930
recording will rejoice that he has at long last refieff’s

recorded the work.
Brahms: Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80: The
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevitzky, conductor’. Victor disc 12-0377.

Dvorak: Slavonic Dances Nos. 1, 3, 4, 8, 10: The
Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, conductor. Columbia set 756.
Gershwin: An American in Paris: The RCA Victor
Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein, conductor.
Victor set 1237.
Granados: Goyescas Intermezzo, and Revueltas:
Sensemaya: Leopold Stokowski and his Symphony Orchestra. Victor disc 18-0169.
Hindemith: Lively from Five Pieces, Op. 44, No. 4,
and Pieces in the First Position for String Orchestra,
Op. 44, No. 3: The Stuyvesant Sinfonietta, Sylvan
Shulman, conductor. Columbia disc 72606-D.
Spirituals Transcribed for Chamber Orchestra: The

—

Busch Chamber

Players.

Columbia

set 764.

Stravinsky: Danses Concertantes and Scherzo a la
Russe: The RCA Victor Chamber Orchestra, conducted by the Composer. Victor set 1234.
Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on a Theme of Tallis:
The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor. Columbia set X-300.
Wagner: “Tristan and Isolde” Prelude and Love

—
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Death:

Peed
The

Chicago

Symphony

Orchestra,

Artur

Rodzinski, conductor. Victor set DV-21.
perfection of
The merits of this group vary. The
praiseworthy,
execution of the Brahms overture is
earlier version
but familiarity with Bruno Walter’s
is closest to
leaves us with the feeling that Walter
Szell plays
the heart of this essentially German music.
forthright
Dvorak’s “Slavonic Dances” in a healthy

manner, but with

little

his performances, proves

rhythmic subtlety. Talich, in

more

satisfactory in this le-

and
spect. Of all performances of Gershwin’s buoyant
youthful Parisian picture, none have given it more
zestful treatment on records than Bernstein. Moreover,
the recording is more tellingly realized.

conductor. Decca set EDA-52.
The English writer. Cecil Gray, says of Berlioz’s
“Requiem:” it “stands alone in music; there is nothing with which we can fitly compare
and more often than not pagan in
dynamic intensity in three movemen
applied to a setting of the Mass for

work

is

an awesome supernatural dra

garded it highly and late in life
threatened with the destruction of

wn
all

it.”

Theatrical,

with a
never before
ie Dead, this

spirit,

t.

Berlioz re-

:

"If I were

my

works save

Sylvestre Revueltas, ofcontrast. Vigorous, barbaric,

4 ..

him.”

1

are sure

,

j

26,

Vn. and

Pft.

.

with the Toscanini and Furtwaengler versions, the emotion seems restrained.
Poulenc: Concerto in D minor for Two
Pianos: Arthur Whittemore and Jack
Lowe
with RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra,

ROBERT AND GABY
Two famous French

Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor. Victor
set 1235
Saint-Saens: Concerto No. 2 in G
minor: Benno
Moiseiwitsch with the Philharmonia
Orchestra

Basil

1255.

Vieuxtemps: Concerto No. 5 in A
minor, Op. 37Jascha Heifetz and the London Symphony
Orchestra

Malcolm Sargent, conductor. Victor

set 1240

The Poulenc is witty, facile, and poetic
The com
poser has a gift for stylistic variety
and

vertisements, the provincial nature of the adolescent
pianos lead the list.
city. Steinway, Knabe, and Bacon
The other advertisements are those of local dealers
coal lamps, and
in groceries, flowers, gas fixtures,
known pianos.
clocks, along with those for nationally
The Barrett House, Broadway and Forty-third Street,
advertises rooms at “$ 1.00 per day and upwards.’
Thereafter, this excellent book records the complete
cast of every performance given at the Metropolitan
Opera House up to the date of publication. There aie
and the
also critical comments upon first performances
debuts of artists. In addition to this, there are excellent
half-tone portraits of one hundred and twenty-five of
the great stars who have brought glory to the Metro-

School
In 1924 he became associated with the Juilliard
1945 was presiof Music in New York and from 1937 to
dent of that institution.

politan.

This valuable book becomes a permanent source of
reference for libraries, journalists, and historians of
the future.

ST

chronotraces the history of piano literature
from the pre-Bach composers down to the
most modern works. His approach is not an involved
appreciamusical dissection of the works, but rather "an
of the
tion from the educational and artistic aspects
which will have a decided appeal to the

He

logically

master works,
amateur, as well as the professional. There is no subby Mr.
stitute for experience and the book is enriched
Hutcheson's long contacts with the art. Ifr is also profusely illustrated with notation examples from the

A

masterpieces.

....

relative degrees of the scale are identical, out
the melodies are definitely different.
.The general musical public knows little of the legal
battles which are continually bitterly fought by the
publishers for the protection of definitely original
copyrighted themes in their catalogs. We would advise
composers, who hope to escape litigation, to compare
their new themes with those listed in the ingenious

The

tenderness, but in comparison

Cameron, conductor. Victor set

*

Cdadiman

,

Franqois Couperin (1668-1733) Soeur Monique, Harpsi.
„

en-

sat Camille Saint-Saens, of the sardonic tongur
pronounced soprano lisp. On the left sat the venei..
Cesar Franck, already rather feeble, but very kind
benevolent. Further down the table sat Jules Massen jT
1
in the middle of his love affair with
ea
Europe and in Auiu*u or,„ sybil Sanderson y
7;
ne
most of the world’s great sympuoiijr. orchestras,
was
pupils
his
settled in Berlin as a teacher. Among
PianoOlga Samaroff. In 1900 he became head of the
and since
forte Department of Peabody Conservatory
World.
then his activities have been largely in the New

and our own

Ex.2

will

what a jury! I did not find out until la
members were. The president was the Dirt rks in the
eral of the Conservatoire, Ambroise Thomas,
e Aus _
of “Mignon,” “Hamlet,” and other operas. On l!?

Note how different the
by rhythm.
Op.

ETUDE readers

1/lfjereditL
*

;y Ernest Hutch'isher, Alfred A’.

Ex. 1

is the tonal beauty in the “Tristan” excerpts which recommends the new set. Rodzinski plays this music with sentient warmth

Sir

58765876.
when affected

degrees,

A. Zarzycki (1834-1859) Mazurka,
(Copyright 1899, Carl Fischer)

It

lyrical

of

themes sound

formance tends toward a sensuousness of
sound, as though opposing its implied spirituality, which Boult in his recording affirms.

and

Mr. Benoist was born
famous French virtuosoo. Rao
famous
as the accompanist of rnmnnc
years he was the accompanist
violin, and voice. His acquair
nostalgic flavor about his cole,

1

do not, however, imagine that Sc
or the whole assembly of masters in
worry very much about this. They po?j
proud of the enjoyment they have
who have followed them. Great i(j
made by mercenaries who have raideUf

We

—

used,

CAMILLE SAIP

rhythm.
Here are two themes which begin on the following

time. It is one of the composer’s finest
scores, suggesting a mood of inner reflection
in its dramatic restraint. Mitropoulos’ per-

I

.

times the size of this large volume. Manyc
themes of modern songs have been
pillaged from the melodic treasure hou§
some without identifying the source
as “Thank you” to the dead genius

lar

series

pleasantly reminiscent of the composer’s
“Petroushka.” Vaughan William’s Fantasia
is a work partaking of two worlds
that of
the sixteenth century Thomas Tallis, whose
is

WITH

<

..

may

price given on
receipt of
cash or check.

>.

of the scale but are quite unlike, because of the

music seems more self-conscious than in
the theater. The filler is more diverting

reviewed

be secured from
ETUDE, at the
..

which otherwise might not ever encounter them.
Some melodies often employ the same relative notes

these pieces.
Stravinsky’s Danses Concertantes offers an
commentary on the grotesque sequences
of traditional ballet. From the record, this

Any book here

J

n

+
The above quotation is made from be iackei
remarkable book. The second dtes Action
made with some reservation. There are V
i
musical themes which have had wide
yet which could not even be included it

public

ironic

Etude Music Lover’s Bookshelf

-

in mind, may find it easily. But if hd
the theme of I’m Always Chasing Rainl
be able to find it in the index unless b
as the second theme of Chopin’s Fantasie liny u, >>>..
Op. 66, from which it was originally swiped ad nauseum.
However, your reviewer has long since condoned this
form of musical burglary if it serves to bring these
musical melodic gems of great masters to a larger

striking
and often frenzied, it depicts the oppression
and suffering of a secret society of African
Negroes. The Hindemith studies for string
orchestra have character and vitality, which
the conductor ably defines. The over-elaborate orchestrations of a group of Negro
Spirituals by Mr. Busch leave one with the
feeling that the voice serves better most of

theme

Pages, 656. Publisher,

in part directly pillaged from CzibulJ
The book is divided into two parts, (
themselves, and second, is a kind of
betical index made for anyone who,

Mexican composer,

ecclesiastical

$5.00.

Here is a dictionary or a kind of thesaurus of “the
armusic of more than ten thousand musical themes
easily
ranged for ready reference so that quickly and
of any imthe reader can: 1. Find the exact music
Idenportant instrumental composition ever written. 2.
he has heard,
tify almost any musical composition
though the composition and composer be unknown to

of yesterday. One of the most famous
pieces, reputed to have sold over two®

The tonal vividness and brilliance in the
Stokowski record are especially rewarding.
Stokowski accentuates the sentiment in the
Granados but the overall effect is impressive. The accompanying tone poem by the
fers

John Erskine. Price,
Crown Publishers.

*
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Music in fthe /
/

“A DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL THEMES.” By Harold
Barlow, and Sam Morgenstern. Introduction by

reveals the influence

others, but its scherzo
of Liszt and
Saint-Saens in his
characteristic of

;

Composer Insurance

slow

concertos. This is music that,
minor and C minor
impudence and elegance, quickly wins
with its clever
It is splendidly played and recorded.
one’s interest.
favorite not heard so often
old
an
is
Saint-Saens

D

Musicciin tne norae,^:-,,

®

The

earnest

his

RECORDS

muSc

pianists

t ASADESUS

distinguished for their line recordings.

index,
one, I would crave mercy for
the ‘Requiem.’ ” Columbia
is to be congratulated
on making this French recording
available to American record buyers. It offers a
directed performance of a
stirring
great composers of the
nineteenth
Stravinsky’s “Symphony
of the
its purely physical
expression,

the Berlioz work. This
rhythmically complex

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LITE ”

Psalms” shares in
characteristic with

is

and tonally

o f barbarism and
In
piety, that impresses greatly.
our estimation, it
ranks among its composer’s best
works. Its performance
new
is superbly realized in this
recording.

and

suits.

(Volume

I)

323;

(Volume

II)

to the present, is a re:
fall of 1883 seems to
nary year, as many proj<
were inaugurated at tha

The

376. Price, $17.50.

Publisher, William Reeyes Bookseller, Ltd.

them was ETUDE itself,
a new period of civic a

century.

one

Iberia— Vols. I
piano). Columbia
set 757.

liam H. Seltsam, Pi
The H. W. Wilson

Mr. Seltsam’s remarki
performance of the Me'
New York, from the first'

“THE LIFE OF BRAHMS.” By Florence May. Pages

opus by one of the

also a highly dramatic score,
vivid in coloring.
T h ® re *s a spontaneous force to this music, partaking

Albemz:

and insure themselves against law

Our Opera;
“METROPOLITAN OPERi

II:

Claudio

Arrau

on Page
( Continued

“The Life of Brahms” by Florence May, one
finest biographies of the great symphonist,
pears in the second edition. The work has

for instance, the Brahms of Edwin Evans and
others, it does present a rich portrait of the master,
with a definite appeal to. the interested music lover.
as,

DECEMBER

,

1948

great suspension s;
East River, was opened
beginning to aspire to bei
opera house was the wo:
New York streets were
poles. The “Met,” as it is
days, opened with a perfor:
with Campanini, Schalchi,

first

met with

international success and is the result of long research
in Europe, made with a view of painting a picture of
Erahms the man. Although it does not delve deeply
into his works from a technical, analytical standpoint

776)

etude

of the

now ap-

first

program

is

very

ama,
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Wants Chord Pieces

The

give me the names
early grades
of pieces with chords, from
pupils
difficulty? Some of my

Would you kindly

medium

to

and they
are weak on playing chords,
order to
hesitate and sometimes stop, in
be
I will
get their fingers into position.
much obliged to you for this information.
(Mrs.) W. J. B., Kansas.

My

Hound Table

Teacher's

First

Day

From

Forthcoming Memoirs

tire

at

the

for

book

excellent

beginners

.

Brahms overture

keys)

Ships at Sea and Song of the Sea by
of the Night by
Majesty of the Deep by
F. Hamer, are good teaching

Homer Grunn; Shadow

more

Irina Podeska;

George

not use well-known
numbers in which plenty of chord work
hides behind a familiar melody, for inof Schubert’s
arrangement
stance: any
Serenade; Faure’s After a Dream transcribed by Guy Maier; Simple Confession
Francis Thome; Rachmaninoff’s Elegy,

why

by

and the old favorite, Melody in F, by
Rubinstein. There are many more, with
Debussy’s Etude pour les accords topping
the list in the highest grade. This is a
real “humdinger,” in front of which confidence wabbles, and fingers balk.
Chord study is advisable for all, because
keyboard, and
it develops the “feel” of the
helps greatly in making technic secure.
Is

Style?

In the auditorium of that large elementary school a program is being prepared.
The teachers have been careful in their
selections for both music and drama; but
as always happens on such occasions,
there is more talent available than opportunities and disappointments are inevitable.

One

little

to

girl

looks crestfallen.

She

play Ecossaises, the number
for some contest as

had worked up

she
well.

“Sorry to have to turn you down,” the
teacher says; “It is too long. I only need
exactly one minute and a half.”
“But,” the youngster insists, “I can play
play it
it fast, I can play it loud, I can
soft, I can play it any way you want

me to.”
“What

about playing

it

in the style of

Beethoven?"
“What’s thatV’
(Authenticity

is

Idness

conductor.

I

to

play

Part Inventions, they had
to be done very smoothly with very few
staccato notes. Now I pick up a Busoni
edition after having listened to the remarks of adjudicators at our recent Festival. «md I find that many passages are
marked staccato. In Number 6 almost all
the eighth notes are so marked, beginning
with the opening notes in the right hand.
I was taught to play these very legato and
have been teaching it this way for years.
My sincere thanks in anticipation of your

Two

very valued opinion.

— (Mrs.)

E. G., British

Your teacher was

right.

threatened with

the

.

-

indications, relying upon the discretion, the good taste of future interpreters. He could afford to do that because his music can be played in many

any

National Convention

Chicago, December 29th-January 1st, together with a fine representation from
Etude, and hope to see many of our
friends at that time.”

The multiplication of piano contests,
held everywhere, is the second musical
epidemic assuming major proportions. It
started mildly several years ago, increased from a drizzle to a shower, and
now it is turning into a veritable deluge.
Newspapers, magazines, radio broadcasts
carry announcements of all kinds, napast, and remember what Shakespeare
tional, state, county, city wide. It seems
for
“Hamlet,”
of
second
act
said in the
to split according to the atomic principle.
it applies perfectly to your case:
It resembles an octopus whose tentacles
“There is nothing either good or bad, stretch out and reach farther and farther.
T'*’’! v
but thinking makes it so.’
Arfomptays tms music withTeV rever 1 have traveled during tlle P ast
and lyrical tenderness, but ii ths 1 have been amazed by the huge
4r§ri0: The
y° un S s t er s whose interest was
with the Toscanini and Furtw, oer
'uctor. Columsions, the emotion seems res r ed scde ^ y u P° n an award or a classi'

RCA

Victor
conductor.

Revueltas:

Op.

No.

44,

4,

•ing Orchestra,
inietta,

Sylvan

3-D.
)rchestra:

have discussed

The Poulenc

34.

Scherzo a la
con-

chestra,

jme

Poulenc: Concerto in D mM 0n .° f 501116 sort. Besides, inquiries
Pianos: Arthur Whittemore a ? 1 suitable and brilliant contest pieces
with RCA Victor Symphor 1 comln S to this department. ComDimitri Mitropoqlos, conducto 31 ^ 8 are received, too, about unfair
“
Saint-Saens: Concerto No ?es: Why did 1 get an ‘average’ while
Moiseiwitsch with the Philh >lber contestant who played an easier
Cameron, conductor. Victor :Ce got a ‘superior’?” No longer are
vieuxtemps: Concerto N mds centered upon work and progress.
Jascha Heifetz and the Lon nly the outcome of contests is paraSir Malcolm Sargent, condu 3unt in a11 thoughts.

The

of Tallis:

Dimitri Mitrolude and Love

number

this

situation

of serious teachers
for a blt of fleeting glory

with

who

care
witty, fact
poser has a gift for stylisti
than they
for the ultimate musical welfare of
ir pupils. Invariably we came
to the
nclusion that this multiplication of
contests is harmful. In their eagerness to
g» m
R t l Ivin, youngsters remain on the same piece
is

an

entire year. How can they develop
rationally under such conditions?
for

For

"MUSIC sruofy EXALTS
LIFE”

peat it once more, the cnief elef progress is "variety." This prinjust apply equally to technic and
The diet must be watched
carefully by the instructor, who
Let like a physician prescribing what

what a jury! I did not find out until later who the
members were. The president was the Director-General of the Conservatoire, Ambroise Thomas, composer
of “Mignon,” “Hamlet,” and other operas. On his right
sat Camille Saint-Saens, of the sardonic tongue and
pronounced soprano lisp. On the left sat the venerable
Cesar Franck, already rather feeble, but very kind and
benevolent. Further down the table sat Jules Massenet,

for his patient.

/nose who favor contests will argue
ft they act as a stimulant, an incentive
(Wards hard work. I do not share this
opinion. I believe that they cause more
harm than good, because they make the
logical schedule go astray. And then,
think of the inevitable deceptions when
the results fall short of expectations. I
know of some cases, when hopes had
been raised so high, that failure and the
ensuing discouragement caused all music
study to be abandoned; at least temporarily.

In conclusion, I wish to state that I
not opposed to the principle of contests. But they should remain exceptional, and students should not run from
one to another, much less take part in
several at the same time. In doing that,
they act unwisely, for their work be-

am

Contestitis

the original Czerny edition has it all
staccato; Adolphe Wouters’ Belgian edition (prefaced by Gevaert), all legato;
Busoni’s, half and half.
I suggest that you continue teaching
this Invention the way you did in the

e

Saint-Saens and the
Mr. Benoist was born in Paris, April 4, 1881. Among Ms teachers were Camille
America and is best known
virtuoso, Raoul Pugno. After tours of Europe he came to
Heifetz, For thirty-four
as The accompanist of famous artists, including Nordica, Casals, Tetrazzini, and
include works for piano,
years he was the accompanist of Albert Spalding. His published compositions
picturesque and
violin
and voice. His acquaintance with musicians is well-nigh universal. There is a
Conservatoire, which we
nostalgic flavor about his colorful description of his entry into the Paris
Editor s Note.
are sure ETUDE readers will enjoy, as we have enjoyed it.

famous French

t

/ st

teachers

J3enoidt

Lecturer,

Teacher

’

“I am planning to be present at the
Music Teachers National Convention at

different ways and still remain admirable.
Take the C minor Fugue from the first
volume of the “Clavicord,” for instance;

and

(.oire.

,

wrong. How come? It s very si
ever you see in the way of tempi, shadings, attacks, or punctuation is but the
idea of one editor in one edition. Bach
himself left his manuscripts free from

French-Ainerican

Cnnductnr,

}

,

Columbia.

Busoni wa

brilliance in

Pianist,

“Requiem:” it\
ing with which'?
and more ofter/
siu
dynamic intensi
eti
applied to a setl
eso}
work is an awesi
garded it highly t

tellingly realized.

and

Eminent

L
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L

was taught

Famous Pianist-Accompanist

WITH PEN PORTRAITS OF AMBROISE THOMAS,
CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS, ALFRED CORTOT, JULES MASSENET

EngliSi,

m

n,

certified.)

The

German

are especially rewarding,
in the
Correspondents with this centuates the sentiment
ment are requested to li'but the overall effect is impresFand
Hundred
to One
by the
accompan y in g tone poe
n composer, Sylvestre Revueltas, ofotriking contrast. Vigorous, barbaric,
often frenzied, it depicts the oppression
d suffering of a secret society of African
Hindemith studies for string
,. groes. The
right. The adjudica
have character and vitality, .whiojf
«o, evei.>
are right. Yes,
Hpfip.
b
v

.ymphony Or-

7 34

Stravinsky
Philharmonii

praiseworthy,

’rd

Universal Bach
Years ago when
the Bach

is

music. Szell plays
Dances” in a healthy forthright
Talich, in
little rhythmic subtlety.
proves more satisfactory in this refinances of Gershwin’s buoyant and
picture, none have given it more
on records than Bernstein. Moreover,
sentially

wanted

o

th Bruno Walter’s earlier version
to
feeling that Walter is closest

What

of the

^t)ume5nif

spoUignff
Berlioz
chestra, cone

Orchestra Artur
Victor set DV-21.
group vary. The perfection of

Symphony

following exercises (to be played very
slowly at first, then transposed into all

pieces. Besides,

Conservatoire de Paris

re

Ov

is

“Chord Crafters" by Louise Robyn, and if
your pupils have patience, give them the

major and minor

*

jonducted by

—

An

v *‘

comes fractional and scattered. Instead,
they should concentrate their efforts
upon preparing themselves carefully, and
consider an occasional contest, whatever
outcome, as a worthw'hile experience.
Thus, their normal studies would not be
disrupted, and their chances of success
would be greater in the end.

its

Wants Waltzes
Could you give me the names of waltzes
suitable for auditions or contests? I like
form of music and waltzes seem to
please the audience and the judges very
much. Thank you very much in advance.
—(Miss) J. B. K., Texas.
this

Here are a few titles that will suit your
purpose excellently: Valse in E-flat Major, Auguste Durand; .Valse Arabesque,

A la Bien-aimee, Eduard
Valse Chromatique, Benjamin
Godard; Valse in E Major, Moszkowski;
Valse Printaniere, Evangeline Lehman;
Valse Romantique, Debussy; Valse, Op
42, Chopin, and Valse Impromptu, Liszt.
The above are between grades 3 and

Theodore Lack;
Schuett;

All are brilliant, effective, pianistically
written numbers; and clever too, for in
many instances this is fine for contests

6.

—

-they sound much more

difficult

than

they really are.

etude

AT THE BENOIST'S "VILLA LUBA"
Andre

Florence. Italy. Albert Spalding,

and Jascha

F

EELING

very

Benoist,

Heifetz about 1926.

much

like

a

lamb being

led to the

slaughter, I wandered through the long, dark
corridor that led to the examination hall, escorted by an indifferent usher. The usher opdned the
door and pushed me through. I found myself on the
stage facing a dark, gloomy, rather small concert hall.
On the stage was a grand piano, and on either side
of the music rack was a lighted candle. Somehow I
could think of nothing else but a wake! Through the
gloom of the hall, from which the usual fauteuils had
been removed, I could discern a long, green, baize-

covered table, at which sat a number of solemn-looking
gentlemen, some bearded, some mustachioed, and all
facing the stage. This, I thought, was the jury! And

at that time in the middle of his love affair with the
gorgeous American soprano, Sybil Sanderson, who was
the antithesis of the popular conception of the conventional prima-donna, for she had the face of an
angel, the figure of a Venus, and a voice of unparallelled beauty. Massenet was also the romantic type so
favored by novelists when they write about an artist
or musician; with his delicate features surmounted by
his shoulder-length mane of iron-gray hair he made

a really impressive figure.
It was fortunate for me that at that time I did not
identify the world-famous celebrities who were to pass
on my worthiness as a student. As it was, I wobbled
onto the stage, completely forlorn, until I spied in an
unobtrusive corner the beloved face of my teacher,

Emile Decombes, in whose classes I had been allowed
to be- a “listener,” or as the French put it, “auditeur,”
during my year of probation after flunking my first

examination. As
der, saying,
little

“Qa

I

went past him he patted

ira,

mon

one”). Suddenly,

petit

all

my

shoul-

(“It will go alright,

seemed bright

again,

my
and

since my bearded and benevolent professor had confidence in me, I would justify it. And with the disappearance of my nervousness and fear I picked my way
through several works I had to play, and did not do
too badly. Then came the sight-reading test, which
had to be done from manuscript, to make it more difficult. To make it even worse the manuscript was written for the occasion by Massenet, who proverbially
wrote flyspecks! By that time, instead of being nervous,
I was angry clean through. Consequently I plunged in

the best way I knew how, and read the two pages more
glibly than I could have done under normal conditions.
For a passing mark you were allowed three mistakes
per page, but it seems I had made only two. When I
arose from the piano chair, I thought I could detect
some nodding of heads among the “Vehmgericht” sitting in judgment. Again a pat on the shoulder from
dear Decombes, then back to Papa and Mama, who
were waiting with trepidation in the outer vestibule.

My

father had the gift of looking terribly impreshe never sallied forth without a Prince Albert
coat and high silk hat, under which he wore an upcurled mustache like the ( Continued on Page 772)
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not want to be
°Debussy did not like my book! He did
innovator, and he let me
called a revolutionary or an
emanatknow that he considered himself a Classicist,
Couperin. This

why

ing directly from Rameau and
I
is Music Going?,
in my previous article, “Where
not know that they
said that real innovators often do
considered so.
are such, and even do not want to be
himself, but
of
thinks
Stravinsky
what
I don’t know
also, like Debussy, wants to
I imagine that perhaps he
is

Critic

has found (as
be considered a Classicist. Anyhow, he
a new way of
did Debussy, but in another direction)
sensibility-.
expression, and has created a new musical
himself,
But all along his career he has transformed
the full
and in “Oedipus Rex” I think he has given us
sucmeasure of his genius. I affirm that nobody had
powerful, and
ceeded before him to give us such a deep,
Tiagedy.
Greek
the
of
interpretation
musical
genial
the
music
in
reexpress
dare
to
It needs a giant to
wonderful work of Sophocles, and to give us such a
powerful musical interpretation of it.
In Sophocles’ work human destiny is regulated by
pesdivine and mysterious decrees. A tremendous
simism pervades that immortal tragedy, whose authoi
all
once said: “Not to be born, that is the greatest of
the fortunes.”
How could Frederic Nietzsche affirm that Schopen-

hauer was mistaken when he wrote that the Greeks
were pessimists? Nietzsche only felt in them the exalted
dionysiac spirit. Did he not write, “I am a son of

^g

ful story

make us shudder and

are the real greatnesses of a work of art!) Stravinsky
obtains with the simplicity of his thematic schemes
and the power of his rhythmical dynamism that wonderful primitive atmosphere and archaic flavor which
are needed to reach into the depths and communicate
to us musically the pathos of the antique Greek
tragedian.
Classic music indeed, this of “Oedipus Rex!” It
makes us think of a new Bach, miraculously reborn in
This amazing musician, who
Stravinsky’s soul
pretends to hide his emotions and says he does not
want to give out the secret of his soul, has found in
“Oedipus Rex” a musical language so singular and new
that it seems to transport us into a far-away unknown
world, out of our own environment into a mysterious,
ancient age of which we had forgotten the existence.
At the same time, with his austere and archaic purity
of form, he attains the miracle of a new classicism.
“Oedipus Rex,” in Stravinsky’s musical interpretation, is a transfiguration of the sufferings of all human
kind. With this music Stravinsky has found the path
which brings him to the highest summit of his art,
and it is to be hoped that he will give us soon another
example of his wonderful musical interpretation of
the Greek Tragedy.
.

.

.

Editor’s Note: Santoliquido is one of the most individual of the Italian masters of today. Those
who read his previous article in ETUDE are acquainted with his fine, broad appraisal of contemporary musical conditions. In the present article he states that “Oedipus Rex” “makes us think
of a new Bach miraculously reborn in Stravinsky’s
soul.” It is remarkable to note in this connection

that in 1926 your Editor had an extensive interview

with Stravinsky (published in August 1926) in
which the composer stated most emphatically the
influence of Bach upon his work. Stravinsky wrote:
“Every composer must see and hear his artistic
visions with his own eyes. Chopin, -for instance, saw
his piano in a totally different manner from that in

which
HIS HOME IN PARIS
from "Claude Debussy," by Valias
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Through the better part of his life
he wrote melodies for the piano which could be played
by other instruments and even sung by the voice with
quite as great facility Yet Chopin is known preI see

it.
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Internationally

IGOR STRAVINSKY

came

not
eminently as the composer for the piano. Please do
think that I do not admire his works enthusiastically.
mine. AesIt is merely that he had other gods than
not
is
belonged to another age. Chopin

he

thetically,

musical god. I have higher honor and admiration
composifor the great Liszt, whose immense talent in
gods
tion is often underrated. Yet I do not go for my
rather
to Liszt, nor to the nineteenth century, but
universal
whose
Bach,
Sebastian
John
’way back to
never
have
art
musical
mind and enormous grasp upon
been transcended. One must go to the door of Bach

my

one would see my musical god.
un“I am sure that the native ear, that is, the ear
mudistorted by musical convention, will find in the
of
sic that I am composing new auditory suggestions
my great love of the master of Eisenach. Possibly a
badly trained ear might say that it is a caricature of
composers
Bach. Yet I am convinced that in Bach the
is
of the future will find immense inspiration. There

and knock

if

broad and rich art that
but
not only the promise of immortality

an organic character

to his

carries with it
also a kind of ever vernal character. Unlike the music
of many of his contemporaries, it can never grow old.
“Those who see in
music a caricature of Bach

my

My

are to my mind greatly in error.
been contrapuntal in character, but

works have always
now they are even

harmonic in type. But
this does not mean that I have sought to caricatuie
the polyphonic winters of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But we must realize that the polyphony of today should be differently employed from
more

so,

more melodic and

less

that of the polyphony of other days. Consider the difference in the speech of the Elizabethan period
England or the France of Racine and that of today.
“Some critics have even gone so far as to ask, ‘What
would Bach say if he heard your compositions?’ I can
only reply that Bach would unquestionably be astonished, he would be amazed. But it is only fair to ask
at the same time
say if he

m

what Bach would think and
were to be transported to a modem. American city. s °
utterly different from the quiet Thuringian village o
and
Eisenach. What would he say
all that he saw
heard in the

streets, the tall

to
cars,
buildings, the electric
probably think that

the subways, the radio? He
would
he had stepped out into an insane asylum filled with
crazy people running
hither and thither”

ETUDE

to this

We must not confuse tone itself with pitch (or range)
We know that the vocal cords naturally become longer
.

pitches
or shorter according to the lower or higher

they are required to sing. What is more important to
remember, however, is that the normal position of the
larynx must never shift, or change, as the pitch varies.
Always, for any pitch, the larynx must remain in the
low-lying position where Nature has placed it; and
always, the breath must pass through the exact middle of the vocal cords. Any deviation of this procedure
your throat
kills tone. Place your fingers at the base of
where the vocal cords lie. Sing a tone and feel the
vibration. Now, slowly, sing up and down the scale and
not r edoes
If
it
vibration
this
see what happens to
!

in exactly the same spot, if it seems td move
upwards as your tone moves upward in pitch, the tone
choked. I canis incorrectly produced, and will sound

main

country on Miss Moore’s invitation. In

the following conference, Maestro Pescia outlines
of the fundamental principles of his method.

Real Start

of

some

—

,

of the student and correct faulty
postures or uses. In singing, this is quite impossible!
Nd one can really show you what to do with your
larynx, your vocal cords, your chambers of resonance.
The best he can do is to explain. Thus, it results that
the teaching abilities of the teacher enter into a peculiarly close relationship with the learning abilities
of the student! The best teacher in the world can do

own hand on that

for a pupil who does not (or cannot)
stand. For this reason, I say that the real start of
vocal study takes place in the mind. The student must
learn the physical and acoustic sensations of the correct vocal act the use of the breath and, most ifnportant of all, the functioning of the larynx and the
vocal cords. And he must learn by sensation because,
quite simply, there is nothing else to guide him.
“In my opinion, the proper place to begin actual

under-

—

vocal work is not in the breathing apparatus. Many
teachers, I know, start their pupils with studies in
breathing, but I cannot agree with that. Why? Because correct breathing alone is no assurance of good
singing, the object of which is not merely to breathe
but to convert breath into properly vocalized tone.
That is the goal For this reason, I do not like to confuse my students with the double problem of breathing and converting breath into tone. No, I believe that
the first step is to learn to use the breath in vocalized
!

tone. At the beginning, the student may have but a
short breath; but even then, it is better that he begin
by learning what to do with it. This proper use of the
breath centers, not in the diaphragm, but in the vocal
instrument itself the larynx.

—

DECEMBER,

1948

not overstress the point that the lengthening or shortening of the vocal cords (or changes of pitch) is an
entirely automatic function of the cords themselves,
unaccompanied by any changes in the rest of the vocal
mechanism. We do not move the larynx does not move
the breath does not move. All the different tones
must be produced from exactly the same place in the
throat, by a breath that must pass through exactly
the same middle distance between the vocal cords.
“The best production of singing tone is effected on
vowel sounds. Very often, when a tone becomes thick
(and when the position of the larynx shifts) the cause
of the trouble is an unconscious loss of pure vowel
sound and a consequent creeping in of consonantal
stricture. Thus, the singer should early accustom himself to practicing every note in his voice on every vowel
sound—not just one scale on one vowel, but every tone
on every vowel! He should take care that there be no
tightening in his throat, no movement of the larynx
(except, of course, the vibration itself which, strictly
speaking, is not a movement of direction) Since any
upward motion of the vocal cords produces choked
tone, I advocate opening the mouth with a good yawning sensation, the lower jaw well dropped. This helps
to keep the larynx where it belongs.

—

Vocal Study

“Before there can be any question of singing, there
must be a sound natural production. We use the word
‘production’ freely enough, but how many really understand what it means? Production means the allimportant mechanism of singing and it begins, not
in the throat, but in the brain! In all other branches
of music, the student finds an instrument ready for
him; and his use of that instrument can be physically
guided by his teacher. He can literally be shown how
to hold his hands and arms. The teacher can put his

little

Distinguished Teacher

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR ETUDE BY MYLES FELLOWES

young
to teach with him and, at his death, left the
man in charge of his studio. Later, Pescia established
himself in Rome, where he was on the Examining
Committee of the Muzio dementi School, Professor
Institute,
of Singing at the Princess Mafalda Ladies’
and teacher to the Princess Maria di Savoia. He also
taught in Switzerland. He acted as coach to Gigli, who
Rina;
daughter,
his
of
teacher
the
him
as
engaged
and to Grace Moore, who urged him to come to the
United States as Head of the Vocal Department of her
Grace Moore School of Singing. Also, Miss Moore sent
her now famous protegee, Dorothy Kirsten, to Maestro
Pescia, in Rome. Miss Kirsten remained there for one
year and then continued her vocal studies and operatic
coaching in New York (1940) when Maestro Pescia

language

,

A

Ricci,
bardi (teacher of John McCormack), Guarino,
Amato).
Carrelli, and Cucciolla (teacher of Pasquale
Though not yet twenty, Pescia’s gifts as a teacher
him
invited
Cucciolla
Maestro
that
marked
so
were

regulates the life of the
and expiated
mortal works. All crime must be punished
Destiny is what
on this earth. This law of a merciless
Rex.”
creates the atmosphere of ‘‘Oedipus
unfortunate
Igor Stravinsky has surrounded the
The huTheban king with an immortal musical halo.
man contents of Sophocles’ tragedy find in Stravinlight and a power of
new
of
a
full
accents
music
sky’s
dreadthat
to
adds
which
before,
unknown

a tremendous power of suggestion, so as to
shake our souls from their stupoi
Stravinsky fully realizes his personal musical vision
richness
of the sorrowful story, with that marvelous
specialty.
of orchestral technics which is his unrivalled
His musical construction is at the same time powerful
and simple, just what was needed to express in sounds
the work of Sophocles. (Power and simplicity those

Singing Means Production!

she

Pescia
consecutive years. At the Conservatory, young
with the full
studied piano, violin, and harp, together
composition. At the
course in theory, harmony, and
vocal studios
in
accompaniments
played
he
time
same
voice.
and rediscovered his natural affinity for the
foreBefore he was eighteen, he was known as the
most accompanist of Palermo. Next, he studied voice
under several distinguished masters, including Lom-

the dionysiac
Dionysos”? Both pessimism and
Igor Stir in
are in the Greek tragedies, and
of both. His_ ° edipu
us a wonderful interpretation
and Dante
Rex” makes us think of Michelangelo
the summit of huIn fact, the Greek Tragedy is at
3 or Soplioman literature. Any of us reading Aesehyluoidei
wh ch
The moral
cles feels purified and ennobled.
universe pervades those im-

^

Astolfo Pescia revealed

immediately won
the Palermo Conservatory, where he
next year, he
half the Government Prize award. The
won the full award, which was granted him for seven

spirit

and Claude Debussy are unwho have apdoubtedly the last two great geniuses
peared in the musical world.
young then) I
Forty years ago, in 1909 (I was very
Dopo-Wagnei.
published a small book entitled “Le
in which I e
Claudio Debussy e Richard Strauss,”
musical art, and
plained the new technics of Debussy’s
which
immensely praised his “Pelleas et Melisande,
Of course 1
appeared to me right away as a miracle.
and an inclaimed that Debussy was a revolutionary

GOR STRAVINSKY

Sicily,

A

sician,

Jrance&co Scuxtoliauido
and
Noted Italian Composer

in Palermo,

his instinctive feeling for music by singing folksongs for his grandmother while he was still
church, and pura baby. He sang in the choir of his
gifted mustudies with his mother.
serious
sued
prepared him for his first examination at

Greek Tragedy
Igor Stravinsky and the
fn

ORN

ASTOLFO PESCIA

.

How

Tone

is

Produced

“The production of singing tone results from the
passage of breath through the vocal cords in exactly
the right place! By its own nature, the breath passes
exactly in the middle of the tiny space between the
cords. Thus, the management of this invisible and untouchable vocal mechanism is controlled solely by the
sensation that results when the breath passes through
this right place. This sensation is one of correct vibration. I say ‘correct’ vibration, because there must be
just the right amount, neither too much vibration
(which is a poison to good tone) nor too little (which
defeats tone) That correct amount of vibration, caused
by the passing of the breath in the one and only

—

,

.

correct place,

the only

is

means

what we mean by production.

It

is

of producing correct, beautiful tone.

“Now, as to the voice-box, or larynx. This important
organ lies low in the throat, and it must stay there!

VOICE

A

Continuity of Vocal Production
“Once the student has learned the sensations of this
correct tonal production, his task is to acquire continuity of correct production to keep all his tones
good. To secure this continuity, one must forget about
range, or registers of voice; instead, think of the voice
as a single, uniform, unbroken tissue a wonderful
natural fabric, like many yards of shimmering silk,
without any break or change. Quality and texture must
remain the same, no matter how low or how high the
tones to be sung. With other instruments, there is a
tendency for tone to become thinner as it grows higher
in pitch. With the correctly produced tones of this

—

—

marvelous natural instrument, however, this is not
the case! On high tones or low tones, the voice remains one unbroken tissue—one even column, changing nothing of its shape or quality. When ascending
tones sound thinner in quality, the singer reveals a

marked lack

“When
next step

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE

of schooling!
correct production has been understood, the
Continued on Page 772)
is to put it to use

—
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three-year and one-year members electits own membership, the
then elects, from among
President, Vice-President,
the organization:

h vear-its

pH—it

nffleers of

and Editor. The President apSecretary Treasurer,
Committees, and what special compoints the Standing
for the progress of MTNA. The
mittees seem necessary
ready to move forward into
then
is
whole organization
of this compact
year’s program. In the hands

next
women are the responsibilities for
group of men and
Meeting—place, program, atplanning the Annual
keeping and budgeting actendance, publicity— for
publications, and for the general progress

its

Music Teachers National Association
A

of

and Present,
Department Dealing With the Achievements, Past
the
America’s Oldest Music Teaching Organization,

Founded December, 1B7G,
Conducted by

Sbr.

OLcoilore

at

MTNA,

Delaware. Ohio

m

Head, Music Department, University
Editor and Chairman, Archives Committee

of Pittsburgh
of the

MTNA

sionally tempted to preface their remarks with the

Who

MTNA?

Runs the

.” These remarks
phrase: “If I were running this
are invariably good-natured, because everyone realizes,
after a moment of thought, what a big undertaking a
convention is. The suggestions following the phrase
are often worth hearing; the people who are interested
enough to make them ought to know how they can be
of real help to the MTNA. Its continuity depends on

an average period of about ten years, the
will contain aprolls of the
proximately twelve thousand names. Of these,
only a few maintain their memberships from year to
year. This is due to the fact that annual meetings are
moved from one city to another and are limited to the

O

VER

MTNA

membership

localities

where

hotel

accommodations and

—however

desirable

it is

How
The

MTNA

Howard Hanson, Donald M.
of MTNA have been
Swarthout, Albert Riemenschneider, Karl W. Gehrkens,
Edwin Hughes, Warren
Frederic Stiven, Earl Moore,
Quarles, Russell Morgan,
James
Allen, Glen Haydon,
and Raymond Kendall. A list of the activities, interests,
and accomplishments of these men— which, inciby most readers—
dentally, could be made mentally
would cover the vast field of American musical enterbeen in good hands!
prise during our time. MTNA has
have an answer
would
then,
question
Our original
which must be tabulated as follows in a kind of MTNA
Who’s Who:
President: Raymond Kendall.
Mr. Kendall is a native of California, educated at
Occidental CoUege, Stanford University, and Cornell
University. He has taught at Whittier College, Stanford, Dartmouth, and Michigan. During the war he
was Music Coordinator and Director of Activity Services for the USO, Music Consultant for USAFI and
the Secretary of War. He has been Executive Secretary

It Is

organization of

Organized

MTNA

is

set forth in

its

Con-

This document is amendable. In fact, it is
amended often enough so that the person interested
in studying it ought to look in the latest “Volume of
Proceedings” to see its most recent form. Originally
MTNA was intended to be a congress of representatives of state organizations. Such an assembly is still
retained in the Council of State and Local Associations
which has now, however, the status of a Standing
Committee. Since 1906 the control of the organization
has been vested in an Executive Committee. Three
members of this committee are elected each year from
among MTNA members, by vote of the membership at
the Annual Business Meeting, to serve for three years.
This nine-member committee may add to its membership, for one-year terms, a limited number of members
who have already served on the Executive Committee.
This represents the democratic element of MTNA government: all members of the Executive Committee
first came to that position by vote of a quorum of the

stitution.

This situation
from some standpoints—has
affiliation.

drawbacks, which seem to center around the question asked at the head of this paragraph: “Who runs
the MTNA?”
People come to meetings knowing that plans have
been made, meeting rooms secured, programs and concerts arranged. This preparation has to go on all year,
and it has to be done within the framework of what
is possible in the convention city. It has to be based,
moreover, on guesses not only as to what the attendance will be but how the interests of members will
be distributed over meetings that must be scheduled
to meet simultaneously. A convention planned to meet
such conditions inevitably develops a small amount of
friction. People attending for the first time are occaits

counts
organization. An immense amount
and welfare of the
has always depended on
of work is involved, but
few people to devote themselves
the willingness of a
of the musicwholeheartedly to the advancement
for instance, presidents
teaching profession. Since 1930,

that kind of interest.

possibilities

for interesting programs are adequate and attractive.
The policy of rotating meeting places is as old as
MTNA, and the opportunity thus gained to serve a
large number of music teachers who live and work in
widely separated places has always seemed desirable.
The attendance of thousands who come to meetings
over a period of years, when the meeting they attend is
near them, more than offsets the fact that only hun-

dreds maintain a year to year

for

entire

membership of MTNA.
the Executive Committee

When

is

fully constituted

for the

Rachmaninoff Fund, and

is

now

W

the Holiday season once more beckoning
of' the Christmas
us to renewed enjoyment
we may again fittingly turn our attenthe histhat perennially fascinating subject,

ITH

spirit,

tion to
torv of carols

If

Vice-President: Leo C. Miller.
Dr. Miller was born in St. Louis, where he has been
an active musician all his life. His training was received at the Kroeger School, Washington University,
and in Germany, where he made his debut in 1913.
extends back far beyond
His participation in
the time of the present writer; he was National Secretary in 1930, and for many years the members of the

MTNA

Executive Committee have depended on his interest,
advice, and help. He has given recitals and lecture
recitals in both America and Europe, and has maintained his own studio in St. Louis since 1916. He represents, always with sympathy and understanding, the
viewpoint of the private teacher.
Secretary: Wilfred C. Bain.
Mr. Bain is a native of Quebec and was educated at

Houghton College, Westminster Choir College, and
New York University. He taught at Central College,
Houghton College, w'as Director of the School of Music, North Texas State College, Denton, Texas: and is
now Director of the School of Music at Indiana University. He is active in MENC, ( Continued on Page 779)

C.

BAIN

Secretary

RAYMOND KENDALL
President

LEO

C.

MILLER

Vice-President

have to give the Angels’ Song priority. Theirs
The shepherds, who liswas the first Christmas carol.
as Milton called
tened to the “angelic symphony,”
rude and simple men. Some
their song, were rustics,
use the phrase, “silly” shepof our later carols even
unlearned men. At least,
herds in referring to these
their day
however the shepherds were wise enough in
when they came
and generation to recognize beauty
the world always has
silliness,
is
that
if
and

upon
need

it,

appealed to hundreds
of it. The Angels’ Song has
composers, and for centuries has formed
Bach, of
an integral part of the Christian Liturgy.
of the angels,
course, made a setting of the words

of musical

earth, peace,
“Glory to God in the highest, and on
cregood will toward men,” and Beethoven’s sublimest
setting of this same
ative energies were expanded on a
composed
Beethoven
and
Bach
Both
Angels’ Song.
the
both
in
and
settings in the bright, festal manner,
Hohe Messe and the Missa Solemnis, the Glorias are
masterpieces of coruscating iridescence, flashing with
the exact
energy. Since we can never hope to recapture
those long
strains to which the angels sang their song
present
centuries ago, every composer has a right to
of
setting
ideal
the
be
considers
to
what
he
us with

the words.

Joy the Keynote
Throughout the Middle Ages painters, sculptors, and
musicians immortalized the Nativity in a series of
conceptions which modern artists still find

stunning

impossible to surpass. Anyone who has even casually
through the Metropolitan Museum of Art or
the National Gallery knows what a tremendous proportion of the historic masterpieces in those museums
depict the Madonna and Child. The typical keynote
the typof these pictures is joy. And this is precisely
Ages the
ical note of the carol. During the Middle
carol was often something more than a joyous song
in honor of the Christ Child; very often it was a joyous song accompanied by dancing. Dante used the
Italian equivalent of the word “carol” to mean a dancing choir, and pictures all the saints caroling in Para-

it

strolled

pilgrim,
dise. Chaucer, in the gay tale of a Canterbury
mentions a carol by name, a carol which, by the way,
Nicholas,
is still sung today in its original Latin form.
a college sport and man about town, sings the carol
at night to the accompaniment of his “gay psaltery,”
a stringed instrument with a delightful tinkle. Chaucer
gives the name of the carol Angelus ad Virginem, and
the words quite naturally go on at charming length
to recite the story of the Angel Gabriel’s visit to Mary.

A

Particular Favorite

Shakespeare’s age was the heyday of caroling. In his
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” Shakespeare adds up all
the details of a gloomy time, and one of the details
would be absence of hymn and carol. Caroling was
such a popular sport that each season of the year, not
only the Christmas season, had its own particular
repertory of carols. In “As You Like It” Shakespeare
gives us the words of a fetching carol, which the two
singers in the play are supposed to sing off key (delightful thought)
with a “Hey, nonny, hey nonino”
refrain. A few years after Shakespeare’s death caroling had so lost its Christmas connotation, and indeed
its religious connotation, that certain zealous reformists in England and in New England tried to suppress
carol singing entirely. The idea of too much dancing
with caroling was repugnant to some of the Puritan
worthies, although they were quite willing to acknowledge the propriety of religious dancing. Did not Psalms
such as the 149th and 150th specifically enjoin dancing
as an act of worship, and did not King David dance
a frenetic ballet before the Ark of God?
Carol singing came into its own again during the
nineteenth century. In Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol”

THEODORE M. FINNEY
Editor
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Carols and Caroling
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of caroling, Christmas without The
absolutely unthinkable.
Christmas Carol, of course, is
memory with a faint
The very word itself haunts the
across the powdery snow,
iinsle-jangle of sleigh bells
memory the refrain of the
and again evokes in the
one starry morning that loveangelic choir singing
all, Gloria in Excelsis Deo.
liest song of them
want to be strictly chronological we shall ob-

and
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St,evens on
frosted nose
he pictures for us an urchin placing his
door, and
against the keyhole of Ebenezer Scrooge’s
you merry,
piping out the first two lines of “God rest
furgentlemen, let nothing you dismay.” He gets no
spread Chiistther however, in his valiant effort to
popmas’ cheer. Scrooge chases him away. The really
but
carols,
medieval
not
are
day
our
ular carols of
nineteenth cenrather carols of the eighteenth and

World. A popular show on Broadway just recently, has
had the same wonderful title. The very reverend and
decorous Dr. Isaac Watts, author of the words, might
conceivably wonder at his latter day popularity! As
the
a matter of fact, the amiable Dr. Watts, one of
Joy
finest writers of English hymns, never intended
Christmas song.
to the World, the Lord is Come, for a
He wrote the words as a paraphrase on an Old

The premier carol of them all
without .doubt, Hark! the
Herald Angels Sing. Some might choose

turies.

remains,

Holy Night, for first place,
some other personal favorite, but
Hark! the Herald Angels Sing, has un-

Silent Night,
or

doubtedly received the greatest

amount

of official recognition.

The words were written by Charles
Wesley, and his first line has been considerably

changed.

know that the

How many today

first line

was originally,

“Hark, how all the welkin rings!” The
word, welkin, is a dictionary word, and
today rings few bells. Many of the
greatest carols have been changed, some
slightly, some considerably, in order to
reach the greatest lrumber of people.
Charles Wesley and his more .famous
brother, John, were always interested
in giving the common man a break,

and both of them readily chopped up

hymns of other writers in order to
make hamburger when the original
meat was a little too tough. Their
the

hymn

books are

from other

adaptations
Charles Wesley
to the dynamic
replaced his

filled with'

authors.

owes a debt of gratitude
Whitefield,

who

first

“welkin” line with our familiar, “Hark,
the Herald Angels.”
Music for this carol was written by
Felix Mendelssohn exactly a century
after Charles Wesley wrote the words.
Mendelssohn, we may safely assume,
knew nothing of Wesley’s carol, since
the words were unknown in Germany.

Strangely enough, Mendelssohn wrote
the music as the second- number in a
festival chorus for men’s voices with
brass accompaniment. The words were
in honor of Gutenberg, the inventor of
printing. Mendelssohn himself conceded

CHRISTMAS CAROLERS OF THE FAMOUS ST. PETER'S CHOIR
after the English tradition.
that his music was better than the
SI Peter's maintains a choir school conducted
reorganized
original words, but he thought the
The School was founded in Philadelphia in 1836, but was
Wells Gilbert, Mus. Bac.,
music hardly suitable for sacred words.
as a Choir Day School in 1903. Mr. Harold
George Washington
Church*
the
Organist
of
the Headmaster, is also
He wrote: “There must be a national
historic
church.
this
attendants
at
colonial
famous
was one of the many
and merry subject found out, something to which the soldier-like and
buxom motion of the piece has some
Testament Psalm, the one numbered ninety-eight.
relation, and the words must express something gay
Compare if you will, Watts’ words with the latter half
and popular as the music tries to do it. It will never
of that Psalm, and see if you discover the kernel of
do to sacred words.” Even Mendelssohn could be
thought which Watts has so facilely sheathed in poetry.
wrong!
Watts never allowed himself to be too literal when
Written a few years before Hark! the Herald Angels
he sat down to the making of a poetical paraphrase.
Sing was another popular Christmas song, Joy to the
He always said that if you want the Psalms, you can

ORGAN
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have them literally, or you can have them poetically
and sometimes the likeness between the two versions
can be almost coincidental!
The music, according to the hymnals, was written
by Handel. The music was (.Continued on Page 774)
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he subjected to destructive
concerning its proper use. It was
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of

be found

al-

the tip (about one-quarter inch from the
the reed
end) of the reed, and the tongue will strike
not
from underneath, or from straight behind, and
tongue
from above the reed. The striking point of the
tongue
the
size
of
will be determined of course by the
will
vary
and its normal position in the mouth, which
will
with each individual, but the normal articulation
be found best in every case.
will strike

many

entering

high school graduate

find the

articulation will

the

and because of
music education programs,
unnecessary

bon our

musictotaUy

school
the portals of the university
requirements and too
ignorant of the basic entrance
hem. Altogether
frequently, ill-prepared to meet
in their p p
deficient
are
who
many students
are forced to expe
requirements
of various entrance
t

Some Observations and Reactions
Part

Two

Playing Position
The angle of the alto clarinet mouthpiece in the
mouth is correctly provided for by the angled construcangle as
tion of the mouthpipe or neck, and the same
embouchure
that used in the normal soprano clarinet

"headaches” because^

ence both “heartaches and
the high
the present lack of integration of
college music education programs.
schoo
A well integrated course of study for Wgh
=
music students should include preparation
as do pi
college music entrance requirements,
”

that if
should be adopted. It will be found however,
of the
the player is accustomed to an extreme angle
obtuse,
clarinet with the body, whether it be acute or
held at
the alto clarinet will necessarily have to be
if cusobtuse,
less
and
acute,
is
angle
if
the
less acute,
totomarily obtuse. The reason for this convergence
ward the norm of the extreme angles is occasioned by
the fact that the alto clarinet is held with a neck-strap
means
as well as with the thumb-rest, and these two
support tend to strike a balance when holding the

m
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^TTSo in defense of
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tirely

me

curriculum
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in order.
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P
sified in content
tire

prove that music educators can also be musicians. With
each succeeding year the music education entrance
requirements of our colleges have become more rigid,
and the curriculum more elaborate. Whereas, the program of the past devoted little attention to technical
proficiency and artistic performance of the student's
major instrument, today’s curriculum not only places
great emphasis upon this phase of the student’s musical background, but also we find many of our schools
of music requiring graduate recitals of the music education majors. This step certainly has done much to
encourage “music in music education.’’
Another important change in the curriculum is the
emphasis now placed upon the requirement of an academic minor; that is, the development of the program

chUdren of 0ur public
That the program attracts

.
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science^
of English, history, mathematics, and
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programs at least Inform the high school
time
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to hinder their progress, nor deter their development
of musical and professional achievements.
True, such students are in the minority. Nevertheless, they are representative of many who tend to
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students meeting every
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The Alta

of-

in
most impossible. It will be necessary to articulate
articulation in which
the simple and correct style of
of the tongue
tip (or about one-quarter of the end)

Needed
Better College Preparation
lack of coordination
At present, there is a definite
school and wfivers &
seconda^
the
of
integration
and
this situa

Conductor.

by means of

cedures
clarinet.
in Dlaving the alto
that a larger airIn the first place, due to the fact
of sound on the
rolumn is involved in the production
be found that somewhat more
will
it
clarinet,
alto
fill the tone of the instruto
required
be
breath will
added quota of
this
With
level.
ment to the proper
a somewhat more
breath will come the necessity of
introducpronounced breath support as concerns the
the instrument.
tion of the breath into
and reed of the
In the second place, the mouthpiece
the mouthpiece and reed
alto clarinet are larger than
to the proportions necesof the soprano clarinet, due
of the instrusary to balance the larger air column
in size, it will therefore
difference
ment. Because of this
slightly longer ‘bite’ on the
be necessary to take a
will be
mouthpiece of the alto clarinet. This ‘bite’
longer by re’onger by comparison, but not actually
to the increase
lation It will be in direct proportion
than five-eighths of an
in size and should be not less
one -half inch of the
inch. This will permit at least
“free-reed.”
reed' to be taken into the mouth as
and larger reed, the
‘bite’
Thirdly, due to the longer
lower point by
tongue will strike the reed at a slightly
again,
comparison than on the B-flat soprano, hut
to the increase in
this will be directly proportional
the tongue in contact
size of the reed and will place
The action of the
with the vital focal point of the reed.
employed in
tongue will be the same as is usually
the clarinet, with the exception that

it is

curriculum.^

this article

involved between the basic profering the differences
necessary in playing the soprano clarinet and

*

,

^mah? and

*
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^

instrument which is usually more constant than when
hold
playing the soprano clarinet. It is quite wrong to
playeither the alto or bass clarinet on the side, as in
held
ing the saxophone. These instruments must be
directly in front of the body.
The general embouchure formation should be a little
more forward when playing either the alto or bass
variation
clarinet. This may be considered as a fourth
may be
of the usual procedures. The smile muscles
slightly relaxed and a more pronounced ‘OOOO’ formaThis can
maintained.
be
should
tion of the oral cavity
when a
adopted
position
be illustrated by the mouth
an
long, low whistle is being formed by the lips. Such
embouchure formation will prevent the common fault
will
of exaggerated tenseness of the embouchure and
help to avoid the breaking of the notes, B-Natural,
D, E, F, and

G in the

clarion register, especially

Twd

Part

hij f-^rofleS&or

William J4. Stall Ul5
techniques
tion in the basic application of the usual
reed and mouthpiece. Alis the adjustment of the
though these two important factors are essentially the
a slightly
that
true
is
it
same as the soprano clarinet,
comparison to the
closer lay and slightly softer reed in
clarinet will give
lay and reed used on the soprano
to those
better results. This is particularly important
who desire to change from the soprano to the alto or
The following rule will be very helpful:

clarinet, except
be the same as on the soprano
The covered
that larger keys must be manipulated.
been found
tone-hole alto and bass clarinets have
tone-hole models are
wholly satisfactory, and the open
estimate ol
an
make
to
anyone
For
obsolete.
decidedly
knowledge
a
on
based
instruments,
the facility of these
models, would be as erof only the open tone-hole
based
clarinet
roneous as to estimate the facility of the
The
acquaintance with the simple Albert system.
will

the bass.

on an

which were
covered tone-holes eliminate the stretches
the older insuch a hindrance to facile technique on
reasons why
struments and this may well be one of the
the alto
with
acquainted
really
not
are
many people
play.
and bass clarinets and think them difficult to
and
Nevertheless, larger keys must be manipulated,
necessary
itself is a slight difference which it is
this in

become accustomed to in playing. The position and
real difference
use of the left forefinger, however, is a
clarinets.
between the soprano and the alto and bass
bass clarinets a
It will be found that on the alto and
oboe, is used
the
on
found
that
to
similar
plateau key,
covtone-hole
The
hand.
for the forefinger of the left
larger than
ered by the action of this key is necessarily
of the harmonic regis correct for the proper speaking
order properly to tune
ister, but must be made so in
register. Therethe E-B and F-C Chalumeau to clarion
speaker aperture has been drilled in the

to

fore,

a small

closes this
finger plate which activates the pad that
motion
tone-hole; this aperture is opened by a sliding
desired.
the forefinger when the harmonic register is
of

Such motion causes a small aperture which makes
harmonic regispossible the correct production of the
tone-hole, and at the
ter, without opening the entire

of the entire tone-hole when
playing
the aforementioned tones are played. When
any note above C above the staff, the left forefinger
aperture, and not the entire
small
the
must open only

same time permits the use

tone-hole.

A

Serious Defect

The aperture for this purpose must be in this first
tone-hole key, or there will be literally no fingerings
any note above C on the instrument. In this connection it is interesting to note that one of the bestknown manufacturers of musical instruments in this
country does not provide this necessity on the bass
clarinets which it makes. This is a serious mechanical
and lack
fault, and points with shame to the lassitude

for

knowledge so prevalent in this field.
While speaking of mechanical necessities of the alto
and bass clarinets it is well to mention one other matcareter of vital necessity which should be observed
fully in the selection of an instrument. This necessity
alto and bass
is the low Eb key which should be on all
clarinets, not because of the fact that there are many
low Eb’s to play, but because the addition of this key
in the construction of the clarinet permits an added
resonance of B Natural, third line. Without the low Eb
key, the resonance of this pitch is very dull, and on both

of

the’ alto

and

bass, such dullness is

most pronounced.

To continue with our discussion of the differences
of the alto clarinet, it will be found that a sixth varia-

on the

hand position when playing the
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alto

and bass

Whatever the strength of reed, or whatever the openreed
ing of lay used on the soprano, a slightly softer
and closer lay should be used on the alto.

The

literature for the alto clarinet
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is,

quite simply,

most of the literature for the soprano clarinet. This
by
small body of original compositions includes those
Mozart for the Bassett horn, many additions from the
saxophone repertoire, and much fine music as transcribed

from

viola

and

violoncello literature.

An important fact which should be recognized in
the
respect to the belief that there is no literature for
the part
alto clarinet is the unfortunate assumption on
and the
of most people that both the alto clarinet
staff,
bass clarinet are limited in range to C above the
as written for these instruments. Nothing could be
-

_

more indicative of the lack of knowledge concerning
them. The normal clarinet range is readily playable
on both of these instruments and an extension of the
harmonic register of the alto clarinet is possible, which
carries it at least a seventh above the normal range of
the soprano (not in pitch but as written for the instrument.)

Suggested Material
As far as teaching material for the alto clarinet is
concerned, any good basic method for soprano clarinet
may -be used. The problem of range having been solved,
any clarinet music automatically becomes available.
In addition to basic methods, all of the etudes and
studies for soprano clarinet are in good order. In particular, the “Thirty-Two Etudes,” by C. Rose; -the
“Etudes Progressives et Melodlques,” by Jeanjean,
and the “Etudes de Genre et dTnterpretation,” by
Perier are exceptionally fine.
As far as solo literature is concerned, the same is
true as has been said of the teaching material. A

numbers from soprano clarinet literature
which have proved exceptionally effective in my work

partial list of
is

here appended.

Von Weber
and Second Concertos
Concerto, Opus 107 (Particularly the Adagio ) ..Mozart
Fantasia and Rondo (from the “Quintet for Clarinet
Von Weber
and Strings”)
Debussy
First and Second Arabesques

First

Jeanjean
Jeanjean
Jeanjean
Gaubert

Matin
Deuxieme Andantino
Clair

Arabesques

Romance

Dyck

Invocation a Euterpe

Hahn

Sarabande et Theme Varie

Decruck

Cantilene

G. Pierne

Canzonetta
Melodie

Cocquard
Lefebvre

Fantasie Caprice

attack.

A fifth variation from the accustomed style of playing the soprano clarinet will be noted in the need for
several adjustments in hand position. Essentially the

Clarinet

Premier Fantasy

Marty

Sonata, Opus 167

Saint-Saens

An

interesting solo program,

(

Continued on Page

776)
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Faber, as follows: “We are
kindness of Bertha
salmon and char in plenty,
here There is
exorbitant we seldom

,c

are so
have
though the prices
hand cutlets and bacon-cakes are
Vthpr on the other

s^^Music/«nd.rStu,<*y''vS>^-

Brahms and His Famous

Lullaby

Best of all, a certain B.F. (Bertha
within our reach.
sometimes sends us a wonderful
mihprl of Vienna
supper; and when we go to see her
™eat pudding for
the unrivalled Aussee brand of
she stuffs us with

The poor woman
Trbkuchen (gingerbread).

“My

first

(Bertha)

just now in the sudden death
has suffered so much
she bears up bravely for her
her father ... but
a letter, written in Germany
mother’s sake.” (Such
ago might well have been written
years
some
seventy
its familiar cry of high prices
with
in America today,
and low budgets.)

.

Who
not know the Brahms’ Lullaby?
TTTHO does
whistled
\ A/ has not sung For played
known
the
one
heard
VV
More
musical
melodies
it,

and

in

arrangements have been
any other melody-even
°f

WeT usually

think of

The

or at

wolil,

made of it tha n perhaps of
Brahms himself heard some

Brahms as bearded,

for it

and Brahms

cleverly

used this as

t

was
syncopating the beat and
of his piano accompaniment,

most of his porduring that period of his life that
younger Brahms, the
traits were made, but it was the
Wiegen smooth-faced Brahms who wrote the Lullaby (
of age at the time of
lied ) he being thirty-five years
is a published photoThere
1868.
in
composition
its
showing him
at the age of forty-two,

melody which was a
it the appealing
Waltz-song Hermai
part of himself. Concerning this
that he had used
Dieters wrote: “Brahms informed me

combining with

,

of him
still beardless, and

Simplicity, sometimes
quisite and winsome simplicity.
is the simplicity
of itself, bespeaks greatness, and such
of the Lullaby.

it,

to posterity.

JOHANNES BRAHMS
(1833-1897)

conductor. When he left this position the ladies of the
Choir presented him with a silver inkstand. Perhaps
they held a whimsy that the silver inkstand for his
creative pen might, in a small way, help to compensate
for the lack of the “silver spoon in his mouth” at his

Bertha married a well-to-do young man, Arthur
Faber, and it was for their child that Brahms wrote
the Lullaby from his retreat at Bonn and sent it to
Bertha with a note: “You will not take it (the dedication) amiss? I always wanted to ask your permission
but my pen was, of late, so busy with boring revisions
that it quite unlearned the well-mannered amble of
correspondence.” With this he sent a companion note
wrote
to the husband: “Frau Bertha will realize that I
birth.

little one. She will, however,
quite in order, as I do, that while she is singing
to sleep, a love song is being sung to her
song is suitable for boys or girls so you will not
have to order a new one each time.” An honest humor-

the Wiegenlied for her
it

:

Brahms!

was Brahms! The key of the manuscript was E-flat,
but in a letter to his publishers, the Berlin firm,
Simrock, he wrote in 1875 a request that the key be

As the years passed, the composer enjoyed keeping
with his friends and companions through
correspondence and retained his friendship with the
Fabers to the end of his life.
In 1876 Brahms received a letter from another of
his friends, Elizabeth von Herzogenberg, in which she

edition of the song bore the

speaks of the conditions of the times and of the gra-

.
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vibrato, it

seems

the use of vibrato in solos until a little

more preparatory work has been done on
unless, that

it:

is, it

appears spontaneous-

which will very likely be the case.
Your practice material can be consid-

ly,

'

Long

tones are certainly good, but they are not the whole story.
You should also practice short notes of
two seconds and one second duration,

erably expanded.

except the twinkle in his eye, he said to his P

(Continued on

your

—

matters

if

to

emotional vibrato in solos. The vibrato
must be absolutely smooth and even
and relaxed. If I were you I would forego

for solo instruments,

be

question will be answered in ETUDE
unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials
or pseudonym given, will be published.

No

#

.

—

all, do not try to vibrate rapidly until
your vibrato is perfectly relaxed and controlled at a moderate speed.

The ability to produce “a fairly smooth
and even” vibrato on long notes does not
quite justify the immediate use of an

’

it

the String?

“In a recent issue of ETUDE you advised Miss N. G. of Illinois that the martellato passages in certain measures of the
Vivaldi-Nachez A Minor Concerto should
be played at the frog for best effect.
Should the bow leave the string after each
note? (2) At what tempi should the three
movements of this concerto be played?
F. F. C., Ohio.

happening in your

probable that you are trying to vibrate
rapidly before you have acquired the
necessary relaxation, and also that you
have not sufficiently diversified your practice material.

later:

“How would

is

degree of flexibility.

“Your husband fails to send me s®
wa
coat.” By the end of another month his friend E
beth von Herzogenberg writes to him: “The wor _
bearer of these lines is taking a hat, which you
be kind enough to appropriate for your own use.
Of the Lullaby, Brahms left two manuscript cop
^
the original one which he had written on the back
another lullaby, and the copy he made for Bertha,
the arrangements made by other musicians have
with
P*
without number arrangements for voices
and with other instruments; for combinations of v01

lisher,

what

dence in the balancing power of the little
finger and, in addition, a much greater

a Concert

and combinations of instrumc
Brahms himself heard some of them, for they
ne
to appear soon after
the song was published. O
perhaps, when the beard concealed most of h is

suspect, is

with separate bows, but connecting the
tones so that the vibrato passes from
one note to the next without break. The
Martele bowing, too, is very helpful in
developing the vibrato on short notes.
Your next step should be the practice
of fairly slow slurred notes. At first take
two notes, each of two seconds’ duration,
to a bow. Then four notes. Then allow
only one second to a note. Later, take
eight notes to the bow. If you work along
these lines you will soon develop a dependable vibrato.

Pd9 e
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III, Section 2, of Sevcik's
“School of Violin Technics,” you will find
many exercises that will develop the
strength of your fourth finger. But you
should play them as if they were melodic
phrases; that is, with vibrato, and with a
full consciousness of the tone quality you
are producing on each note.
The fourth finger, however, is not
alone responsible for the tone it produces: the bow, too, has an important
role to play. Many players, too aware of
the finger’s seeming weakness, unconsciously cramp the bow stroke when they
are using that finger. This, of course,
exaggerates any weakness that may be
inherent in the tone. Instead, the bow

be faster and somewhat
Taken in this way, almost any
fourth finger note will sound satisfactorily, even while the finger is in process
of being strengthened.
One suggestion I should like to make:
when you have a long, sustained, and expressive note, take it with the third finger
rather than the fourth, if you possibly
can. No matter how well, developed your
fourth finger may be, the third will always produce a better vibrato.

stroke should

Does the Bow Leave

But you must have patience. And, above

Your aim, then, should be to take more
bow in the upward direction and less in
the downward. Try to feel that the little
finger is pushing the bow along. As you
acquire this feeling you will gain confi-

His characteristic indifference to superficial
his
shows at the time he was invited to conduct
have
second symphony at Dusseldorf. What would
con
been a thrilling focus point for most composers
en
writ
cerned him very little, or he would not have
1
to Bertha’s husband: “They want me to go to
Festival, which means dress coat. I must think
t
over.” This was followed by a letter to Bertha

months

creased.

This,

stick.

case.

also

in his accompaniment of the Wiegenlied the air of a
waltz which was known by the lady to whom the song
is dedicated.” Thus it is established that the accompaniment had Viennese, if not earlier folk-song content. Furthermore, Brahms himself admitted he had
the Waltz-song vaguely in his mind when he wrote to
Arthur Faber “Frau Bertha would do me a great favor
if she would write out for me this same love song, Du
meinst wohl, du glaubst wohl, with the words and
music. I have it vaguely in my head but now you
must put appropriate verses with it.” Brahms therefore made Bertha’s gift-song a pleasant memento of
those Hamburg days by incorporating in its accompaniment the waltz he heard her sing. A cavalier was

you

—

at Breslau in 1861.

for

slow scales for a couple of weeks,
will have no difficulty in acquiring
the necessary coordination between the
movements of the thumb and those of the
hand. When this is gained you will find
that your technical fluency is much in-

many

is

cause the finger to leave the

feel

An Old Coat

and Conductor

and endeavor to compensate
for this by taking more bow in the downward direction which of course will

to say,

he did not

Prominent Teacher

be taking,

the urge to list the experiences
Ne\erusually published with pride by lesser lights.
Pliilosop y
theless, he did receive a degree of Doctor of

—

Who was this Bertha Faber, the inspirer of the
Wiegenlied, or Cradle Song, as it is sometimes called?

to F.

of a

wrote:
to fill in a biographical blank, he
communicate. I
“I have had no experiences I could
muhave attended no high schools nor institution of
purfor
sical culture. I have embarked on no travels
f 1 °m
poses of study. I have received no instruction
knowing
eminent masters.” No. Being great without

As Bertha Porubsky, a young Viennese singer, daughter
member of
of an Evangelical minister, she had been a
the Ladies’ Choir in Hamburg when Brahms was its

changed

judgment

when asked

should

Hans

should, so he
Levi, for his opinion

“One can never hope to get up to the
One can
level of such giants as Bach and Beethoven.
Once,
only work conscientiously in one's own field.”

The World's Most Famous Lullaby
Written. By a Bachelor

find

Hermann

the
alteration, evidently feeling

He used

seems strange that the world’s top lullaby
twenty
have been written by a bachelor. Bach, with his
of things,
children, should have been, by the nature
by a
the lullaby writer par excellence, but Brahms,
of his
son
infant
the
for
this
wrote
proxy,
sort of
young mother,
friends, dedicating the song to the
kind
best
the
gift
Frau Bertha Faber. This was his
Faber family
of gift a composer can ever offer to the

and

tendency to lift from the
because you take too long a Down
stroke and not enough Up stroke. In
practicing the Wrist-and-Finger Motion,
the player must be very careful to see
that at the completion of the Up bow
the elbow, wrist, and knuckles are in a
straight line, and that the little finger is
well curved. Most violinists, when they
are studying this motion, are afraid to
bend the finger as much as it should be
bent; they are subconsciously afraid that
noticeit will not balance the bow if it is
ably curved. Therefore, they cannot take
as much bow as they know they should

stick

lus own. He
startingly frank
may not have been anticipating Levi's
else knows how to
reply “Neither I nor anyone
verse of the Lullaby."
do anything with the second
submitted
Brahms therefore let the words stand as
I can think
and wrote resignedly to Simrock, “Since
continue with the printof nothing better you must
“I wish it went betsighed,
he
later
months
ing.” Six
Brahms. On one occater there.” A perfectionist was
suppose that my
sion he made the remark, “Do you
tormented mysongs occur to me ready made? I have
Do you know—but do
self in curious ways with them.
be able to
not take this too literally— that you must
whistle a song; then it is good.”
his
A great genius, paradoxically, often increasessuch
it;
of
unconscious
being
own strength through
humble.
strength is found in humility. Brahms was

compositions,
it is only the writing of large
that generates the
or the painting of large canvases
with expower to compose or to paint a miniature

—

an

each note.
In Book

(I3erhfeij.

.

finger has a

trustworthy than
friend and poet more

Sometimes

It

asked his poetic friend,

a solid grip and a solid tone, you can well
use the vibrato.
string,
(3) Shifts of an octave on one
first finger to fourth. Treat these melodically, and strive for the best tone and
the most expressive vibrato possible on

Conducted by

One can take it as a fundamental rule
the
that the little finger should be on
bow-stick whenever the lower half is being used. As you say, the weight of the
upper bow must be counterbalanced, and
the little finger is the agent to do it.
your
I rather think that the reason

Brahms thought they

the melody as
of

years later,
it was not until several
of him,
when he was nearing fifty that Hanslick wrotePerhaps
“Brahms is cultivating a patriarchal beard.
and Tchaikovhe liked beards, as apparently did Verdi
Franck seemsky and a few other composers. (Cesar
ingly preferred a compromise.)
showing
The opus number of the Lullaby is 49, No. 4,
travelled far, -having
already
had
composer
the
that
for piano and
written a piano concerto, a quintette
by PaTheme
on
a
Variations
strings, the difficult
and piano, to
ganini, and the trio for horn, violin,
compositions.
mention a few of his consequential

I

old.

the fifteenth century one verAlready at the end of
as a love letter, and Brahms may
of it was known
when but a child. One verhave heard a version of it
words Gute’ nacht, mein kind;
sion opened with the
abend, Gut’ nacht.
Brahms used the words Guten
originated, the Lullaby,
Wherever the words may have
rapidly became popular, and
with its cameo character
verse, selectsecond
a
Brahms
to
Simrock submitted
from a book of children’s poems
ing some of the lines
chosen lines did not fit
published in 1849. Two of the

graph

Forun

Violinist’s

—

son

best
of
literature.

it is

best loved

it,

it,

or

it?

least

Origin of the Lullaby's Words
Waltz-song was very
Doem of the Viennese

The

*

string, using the fourth finger only. Practice these slowly, and at first without
vibrato. Later, when you are conscious of

question concerns bowing. In

tempo at the
short strokes of moderate
remainfrog either leaving the string or
little finger used to
ing on it. how is the
counteract the weight of the upper bow?
is done
stroke
the
if
that
It seems to me
has a
finger
little
the
wrist,
with the
tendency to lift off the stick.
“(2) Thank you for your authoritative
suggestions on the vibrato; mine is imsmooth
proving. I can produce a fairly
when
and even vibrato on long tones, but
it in compositions on two
I try to apply
and often
or more notes to a bow, it fails
.”
trembling
nervous
into
a
degenerates
M. E., Indiana.

’

L

Lj [lizalelli (jest

.^MusieA and v Study^c-

Little Finger and
Staccato Bowing

The

w+prLff

to the weight of the bow, it is
almost impossible to produce a satisfactory staccato or martellato effect at the

Owing

frog

without

lifting

the

bow.

measures you mention, and in

Thumb

Descending Scale
"When shifting from the fifth to the
third position in a descending scale or
arpeggio, my thumb does not move into
the third position but merely bends outward, thus <, and remains so until I
shift to the first position. Will you kindly
advise me if this is satisfactory, and, if
not, what steps I might take to correct it?”
F. C. H„ Ohio.

all

.

similar

J=126-132.
I do not have the space here to discuss
your third question, but I have answered
it in the Questions column, and it probably will appear in this issue.

and

Your method of shifting is faulty,
you should try to correct it as soon as
possible. The bent shape of your thumb
cannot help creating a tension in your
hand, Which must adversely affect the
fluency and accuracy of your technique.
The movements the thumb should make
are mush more easily demonstrated than
described, but I will do the best I can.
Let us first determine the shaping of the
thumb in an extended third-position passage. It will be about opposite the second
finger, and the neck of the violin will be
resting on the second joint and not down
at the bottom of the V. In the fifth position, the tip of the thumb should be in

the curve of the neck, and the knuckles
of the hand brought around so that they
are about opposite the tips of the fingers.
In shifting from the fifth position to the

thumb should slide back to its
accustomed third-position shaping. If you
are playing a rapid descending scale this
shaping can, of course, be only momentary, for the thumb must slide back beneath the neck in preparation for the

third, the

shift to the first position.
If

you have the patience to practice

Fourth Finger Troubles
"Can you help me with my problem?

.

.

.

have such trouble getting a good tone
on notes I must play with my fourth finger. Can you tell me how to strengthen
the finger, or what else I should do to
makte a good tone with it?”
Miss M. L. R., Idaho.

.1

*

—

Many

you are.
The fourth finger is naturally weak; no
matter how much one practices, it cannot become as strong as the other fingers.
But that is no reason for being discouraged: it can be strengthened far more
than most people realize. I suggest that
you practice consistently the following
three exercises for the next two or three
violinists are troubled as

months
(1) Slow trill studies with the third and
fourth fingers, lifting each finger alternately as a pianist would, and being sure
that the fourth finger grip is as instantaneously strong and as well maintained
as that of the third finger.

(2)

Octave scales and arpeggios on one
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A

Mechanical Problem

In the

passages, the required effect cannot be
obtained unless it is lifted. How much,
however, depends on the technique of
the player and the exact effect desired.
The tempi of the three movements
should be approximately as follows: Allegro, J=88-92; Largo, ;=52-56; Presto,

Position in

lighter.

how

to get the
“My violin problem is
method is burntail-piece gut to hold.
ing the ends of the gut, but it always pulls

My

out.

What do you advise?”

—Miss

N. K., Virginia.

Putting on a new tail-gut is not so
easy as you think. Many violinists who
attempt their own repairs run into the
same trouble you are having. It arises,
of course, from the fact that the knots
are not pulled tightly enough.
Professional repairers, having tied the
knots, put the short ends of the gut in a
vise and pull with all their strength.
Then they burn the ends down quite
close to the knot. This burning not only
causes little knobs to form, it also causes

the gut behind the knobs to expand, thus
tightening the knot still more.
If you do not have a small vise in
your house, you should buy one, for only
by using it will you get those knots really
tight.

However, it is my personal feeling that
should have a professional
do their repairs. Many a good violin has
been ruined by inexpert tinkering. Moreover, there are always little things to
consider that are not apparent to the
layman’s mind. The tail-gut, for example,
must be measured with great exactness,
for if it is too, short or too long the tone
of the violin will be adversely affected.
The violinist should make it his business to play his instrument, leaving to
other, more qualified hands the repairing
of it. This is particularly important when
the interior of the violin is concerned.
For instance, thousands of instruments,
all violinists

from Strads down, have been irreparably
harmed by amateur soundpost setters.
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Answers
Questions and

for Harmonic
Ear Training

Material
I

C-sharp, and five for
notes to the first
Although it is
each C-sharp thereafter.
necessary to keep this distribution
fairly closely

—

Wares

W- K.
you.
columns in ETUDE. Thank
material is
A. Any simple harmonic
I advise
suitable for your purpose, and
haiown
your
out
get
all
to
you first of
pianist
mony note books and have your
when you
play the chords that you wrote
will
pianist
began to study harmony. The
chords slowly,
of course have to play the
paper as wel
you writing them on staff
comparing what
as you can and then
you origyou have put down with what
Easy hymn tunes are good

J(ar(

W.

m

I

tell

more.

great effect

and legato wiU have a
playing; and toe
upon your pupils’ piano
theory will help
work in elementary music
intelligence
them to read with greater

quality

^

advise you
anfsorry that I cannot
matters as hand
with regard to such
My suggestion here is that you

Some time ago one of the questions
department asked
that was sent to this
theme song
us to state the source of the
radio proused on the “Lone Ranger”
had never hapI
that
replied

position.

“refresher couise.
yourself take a sort of
a
words, if you want to become

In other

to be
teacher you yourself ought
someone who
doing some studying under

fine

m

ETUDE,

I

this answer appeared
began to be deluged with
all

of

m

so

much good piano music

available that

single out some
it does not seem fair to
books and
particular book or series of
recommend them above all others. I sug-

mediocre pianist, but ? ev e
I am only a
u lls th®
years ago I began taking as P P
a

friends

between twenty-five
could have twice as

a class of

and thirty-and I
many if I had the time.
ground work in har
I have had some
each
mony. and in my teaching I give piece
new
pupil the scale and key of the
work on it. I also
to
begins
he
when
them the common chords, and we
.

.

teach
keys.
transpose these into the different
keys I give
After they learn the major
beginning
them the minor ones, usually
when they are in the fourth grade. Please
plan.
my
approve of
tell me whether you
should like also to have your suggesI

also about
tions concerning materials, and
finger acsuch matters as hand position,
that you can do
tion, etc. In fact, anything
piano teacher will
to help me be a better
—Mrs. V. C.
be greatly appreciated.

recommend
A. I do not ordinarily
there now is
specific materials because

and it
knows much more than you do;
hand
you yourself are learning correct
so on, then
position, finger action, and

me? Any information

things

I am greatly in favortranspose their
of teaching children to
the veiw belittle pieces from almost
until the fourth
wait
why
ginning. But

Wfiy Arc There hour
1.

Why

How

2

de Lune?

19 of D^bussYs Clair
measures.
find nine beats in those

A.

1.

It

Play the notes on the lower staff
with the right hand as indicated (R.H.)
doing the glissando with toe third and
fourth fingers, with the hand inverted
so that you play on the nails. The notes
LIFE’’
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by listening to these ancient instruments.

that

measure. This means
w uc
measures consist of three beats
usually
divided into smaller parts,

triple

nine
Instead of feeling and counting
the p
tinct beats in each measure,
bea
.
former should feel three larger
divide

each of

them

triplets.

‘

•

,

,.

th
and divide each into two or
l
wiU
as may be necessary. You
more
this will give a much
musical flow to the entire compo

rts

.

of note in
ican audiences. Mr. Hahn is also a violinist
municipal
Shanghai, where he will be a member of the
he play
council upon his return home. Not only does
he has
but
violins,
both Chinese and western style
made no fewer than five of the latter himself, importpurpose.
ing special woods from Europe for the
Sweetness characterized the unusual sound of the
who
butterfly harp, as played by Dr. Chu Ven-yee,
with two
daintily hit the steel wires of the instrument
bamboo quills. A singing smoothness was the dominant
by
played
fiddles
Chinese
quality of the two-stringed
Dr Chow Wei and Mr. Tsao Su-chen. The sheng, or
mouth organ, is said to be the oldest musical instru-

bash attached to bamboo shaped like the wings of
a bird.
one
If one listens to these sweet-toned instruments,
hears the swaying of a tree under the wind, the ripple
music,
of water on sand, or the notes of birds. Chinese
great harmony
so different from our own music, has
and can contribute much to our understanding of
these
if we will be patient in listening for
underlying sounds.
The Chinese word for music is the same as that for
good
“joy,” “happiness,” or “to rejoice,” which gives a
was
clue’ to its underlying meaning for them. Music
placed among the first accomplishments of civilization
in ancient China, and its origins date back to 2486 B.C.,
in the Shang dynasty. Legend tells us that the Emperor Huang-ti sent a man named Ling-lun to Tashia,
identified as ancient Bactria by its unrivalled splendor
and beauty. In a valley he saw some pretty bamboos,
of the bamall nearly the same height. He cut one
boos and blew upon it. Two birds nearby heard the
sound and they, too, uttered flute-like sounds in reply.
Eleven other bamboos then were cut to reproduce the
nature,

sounds made by the

birds,

(

Continued on Page 786)

Descriptive Music Plus
Mr. Sung Yue-tuh, leader of the musicians, played
amazing solo on the pi-pa, a guitar-like lute,
which indicated the complete sounds of a battle which
took place in the Third Century B.C. His nimble fingers
depicted toe massing of the troops, the march, the

a most

into three s

they were
But the second beat of Measure * int0
divide °
each beat of Measure 19 are
k s
That
two instead of three parts.
^
o
each eighth note actually worth
^
__°n
only
of
instead
a half beats
r
finding
are
that is the reason you
than nine beats in these niea5U E' ( oUnt
when performing this piece, do n
herj
nine beats to each measure,
e
count three large beats to each

divisions, as if

be,

signifi-

3

w

Clair de Lune, is

456

may

Composed of eight musicians, toe orchestra presented several concert numbers and solos. That many
Americans failed to understand and enjoy the music
critic
is attested by toe remark of the news magazine
that one of the instruments sounded like a dried pea
being dropped into a pot from a height!
The most outstanding instruments were two archaic
harps, considered ancient even in the time of Confucius, who lived some five hundred years before Christ.
The seven-stringed cliing and the twenty-five-stringed
se produced a most unusual harmony as they were
plucked by two musicians who showed great control
of wrists and fingers in producing the ringing tones
which have been described as “melody in indescribably
ethereal diminuendo.” An understanding of nature, an
appreciation of quiet, and a sense of calm were induced

staffs instead o
write this music on two
then be so ma y
four, but there would
music v 0
notes on each staff that the
Another yet
be more difficult to read.
the m
more serious objection is that
clearly seen
line would not then be so
chords.
distinction to the accompaniment
oi
measure-sign
2. 9-8, which is the
‘
often called co ™p° u”

12

politics

enjoy and appreciate their music and

mastered the
to have caused
called because its sweet tones are said
symbolism, to
the Phoenix Bird, legendary in Chinese
dance in time with toe notes of the flute.
way in which
clever
the
see
to
It was a real pleasure
bronze
Mr. Hahn Chen-han played the drum and
time to indicate
gongs, striking them at just the right
small mallet
the beat for the entire group. He used a
its hollow sound
to strike the wooden block, and
Amerbrought forth a murmur of appreciation from

ment extant, and it was played with finesse by Mr.
Sung Shek-sing, who brought forth melodious sounds
from its depths. The instrument is made from a cala-

origins.

to

possible
would, of course, be

123

(b)

«nnot

I

still

cance of each. The visit of the Chinese Cultural Theatre Group in this country affords Americans an
opportunity for learning more of this expression of
Chinese art.
A national news magazine wrote of the New York
performance, “The music was the hit of the show,”
and told of the amazing effect on the audience of some
of the unusual musical instruments used, dating far
back into toe mists of legendary history in their

Staffs?

nre the last two P a 8“
'sbaTp M
Rachmaninoff's Prelude in c
™%>
instead of two
written on four staffs
as easy
Wouldn't it have been just
two
have written it on
d
18 ana
do you count Measures
Q.

thus:

grade before introducing minor? The
minor mode is no more difficult than the
major, and there is no reason why children should not learn to play in minor
A. (a) Play the octave A-flat in the
keys almost as soon as they begin major. right hand, and the A-natural
in toe
You are right, though, in emphasizing left hand, thus:
sight playing, and I suggest that you
have each of your more advanced pupils
community
of
book
buy an inexpensive
songs and play through the entire book—
perhaps one song each day. An ordinary
hymn book is good for this purpose also.
your pupils to If this is too difficult, shorten toe trill
I advise you to encourage
to six, or even only four, notes,
sing as well as to play, one of them play-

Whatever one’s opinions on Chinese

drama when one understands the underlying

any Jewish hymn.

lated to

RIENDSHIP

one can

I

larity.

you are doing, and

ing the accompaniment while some of the
others sing. This could be worked nicely
into a weekly class meeting at which you
might introduce them to chord construetion and analysis, and other details that

between nations depends upon
understanding," said Miss Averill Tam of
Shanghai, China, who recently appeared in this
country with a troupe of Chinese actors and musicians
on a good will tour of__ major cities and universities.
“Nothing speaks from the heart of one country to
that of another with so great an appeal as native art,”
added Miss Tam. “The true expression of the life of
the people can be seen in its painting, heard in its
music, and enjoyed in its drama.”

F

as I know toe
stated definitely. So far
Ivanovici had no
original melody by
waltz which
words. It is an old Viennese
considerable popuat one time enjoyed
know nothing of its being re-

you will also be learning these
them
from the standpoint of teaching
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to

Mr. Ju Chien-fee, actor famous for warrior parts, and
Mickey Kwan, boy acrobat, members of the Chinese Cultural Theatre Troupe, take formidable
poses in a scene representing a nocturnal duel.

will be greatly

theme
Story. I
Columbia picture “The Jolson
words are by
assume, therefore, that the
this is not
Jolson and Chaplin, though

gest that

have

my

Research
Mr. Sung is chairman of the Chinese Music
music of his
Institute, active in reviving the ancient
also has
country which was becoming a lost art. He
sodifficult playing of the phoenix flute,

a

let-

studied P ia "°
Q. When I was a girl I
since that tun
for about seven years, but
for two years and
I have taught school
married and am raising a

now have

it
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the drums, bugles, the chase, the scaling of the
the ambush, the battle, the war cries, the
the city, and the tragic suicide of Prince
Hsiang Yu of Chu. Some of these sounds were indicated by the twanging strings of the instrument, others
by running chords, and still others by the rapid tapgallop,

city walls,
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sician’s fingers on the board of his instrument.
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Chinese Cultural Theatre Troupe orchestra play classical numbers
Letterman General Hospital. San Francisco.
lor convalescent soldiers in ward of
stringed violin); Dr. Chow Wei. low
Left to right, Mr. Hahn Chen-han, erh-Hu (2
oldest musical instruments
erh-Hu' Mr Tsao Su-chen, sheng (mouth organ, one ol the
(lute); Mr. Sung Shek Sing, di (flute); Dr.
in the ’world); Mr. Sung Yue-tuh, pipa
Chu Ven-yee. yang-chin (butterfly harp); Mr. Tsao Chen-chuan, yuan (moon guitar).
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Comeback-Words and Music
A

distant harp, but the
he delicately subdued, like a

Thrilling Conference with

roman

J^ane

The Number One Musical Heroine

of

World War

II

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR ETUDE BY ROSE HEYLBUT
Biographical Note
returned to the airwaves as star of “The Pause
gifted and
That Refreshes,” over CBS, she took rank not only as a
one of the spunkiest personalities in the enteras
popular singer, but
height of her success,
tainment world. In February 1943, Miss Froman, at the
Clippei
Yankee
a
boarded
offered her services to entertain the armed forces and
Lisbon and Miss Froman susto join a USO company. The plane crashed over
her right leg so badly
tained all but fatal injuries. Her right arm was hurt and
thought dirteishattered that the doctors advised amputation. But Jane Froman
returned home and set
ently. After two months of hospitalization abroad, she
five and a halt
about finding a doctor with as much faith as she had. In the
At the presoperations.
twenty-five
undergone
has
years since her accident, she
small one and expects
ent writing, she has just exchanged a large leg brace for a
four out of five of those years of
to walk normally within six months. During
coming back, she has appeared professionally.
atBorn in St. Louis, Jane Froman grew up in a markedly musical home
and is at
mosphere. Her mother, an accomplished singer, was her first teacher

W

HEN lovely Jane Froman

Missouri. Five of
present instructor of singing at Stephens College, Columbia,
Columbia, Misher aunts were singers. While still small, Jane’s family moved to
the University of Missouri
souri. She sang in church choirs as a child, but entered
the Cincinnati
entered
she
A.B.,
her
earning
as a Journalism student. After
and studied
harmony,
and
piano
Conservatory where she read ETUDE, worked at
appearance was with Fritz
singing under the late Dan Beddoe. Her first public
for a weekly
the Cincinnati Symphony, after which she was engaged

Reiner and
program on a

Subsequently she came under Paul Whitemans
management and earned a contract for country-wide network appearances. She
Chesterfield Program
stepped into radio limelight when she was engaged for the
known and loved in every corner of the land.
been
has
she
then,
on CBS. Since
triumphed
The spirit and spunk of Jane Froman, the American singer who
Musical Heroine of
Number
One
gloriously over disaster, have made her the

World War

local radio station.
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JANE FROMAN

Test of Faith

tone.

The

—

— m

—

mere

girl

can do

it,

so can I!’

“Yes, singing helped to bring me back, and people have asked me just how.
There are two answers. First, there was the sheerly spiritual lift of working at
the job I love best. And, in second place, there was the physical lift of drawing
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me

entire body.

No

"Tricks" in Singing

m

offering
“Fortunately for me, I was given a good vocal foundation, ann
‘tricks to
counsels to young singers, I stress that first and most. There are no
ed on the
singing. It should be thought of as an entirely natural function, ba
abdominal
natural, abdominal breath. The good singing breath begins in the
muscles, and the vocalized tone sits upon it. Since my accident, I ha\ necessarily
had to do nearly all my vocal work sitting down and it makes no difference
whatever if that deep, supporting breath is in good order.
have all seen
“Another important factor in good vocal emission is ease.

—

We

who come out on the

platform, settle themselves in the wing of the piano,

ning themto go through a series of wriggling gestures, straig!
selves up, placing themselves into position, getting themselves fixed. It looks
highly professional—but it isn’t! The
singer gating herself

and then begin

“The past five years have been enlightening for me. Lying flat on my back,
that had
buried in something like a hundred pounds of casts, I learned things
never occurred to me before. I learned faith. I learned not to feel sorry -for mydied. For about four months,
self. I learned that, without work, I should have
just
got to
day,
I
one
Then,
thoughts.
I just lay there, thinking not-too-pretty
wondering. I wanted desperately to sing; still, I hadn’t sung in so long that I
wondered whether I could. There was a popular song at that time, about *a
could open
sleepy lagoon, a tropical moon’; the words had a good OO that I
up on— and so I just did! And it felt wonderful. The people in the hospital
thought I'd gone crazy that the leg pains had worked up to my head—but that
the breathdidn’t matter. I could sing r Whatever else was wrong with me,
bellows and the voice-box were sound, and that was all that counted. Every day,
I
blue’ feeling out of
I vocalized and I sang, and it took the ‘I’m ill I’m out
me. Pretty soon I got the most pressing urge to go back to work.
“In November of 1943, nine months after my accident, I went into a Broadway
show. Everyone was lovely to me. I was wearing a thirty-five-pound cast, I
couldn’t walk, and I had to be picked up and carried about, forty-four times a
day—we counted. But they built a slanted prop for me to lean against, my gowns
were made with full skirts, and the audience saw me just standing there. Since
then, I’ve been working all the time (between operations, of course!) and I’m
perfectly convinced that working, singing, doing things has brought me back.
This conviction earned me a gratifying, if left-handed, compliment! In the
spring of 1945, it occurred to me that, if I could work at all, I could go back to
Europe and be of some possible help to the hospitalized GI’s. In three months,
and singing in
I traveled thirty thousand miles, visiting camps all over Europe
my casts. The wounded men seemed to like that. They said, ‘Well, gosh if a

—

opening up on good, free
it good, healthy support; and
-.nig to
son:
sheer physical rightness of good singing habits doc.,

a good breath; giving

singers

A

..

The series appeared in 1850
the .i.U, in , series of ,„„e pieces for p.ano by Lis,..

moment you see a
you may know that she isn’t in good shape to start with. Good natural
good breath control, require no wriggling aids at the
minute. To sing well, one must be completely at ease. Being free, relaxed—at ease—should be a habit. Only then do breath and tone come without
fixed,

posture, good habits,
last

forcing.

“Whatever field of singing you hope to enter, put yourself through a thorough
basic-training of classic literature. Many young singers seem not to realize that
work in popular songs requires just as much musical background as work to
Lieder. The classic songs have definite vocal values.
The long line of the classic
careful
phrase, the need for pure vowels in. classic diction,
scale, the
the even

dynamics—all

these are a necessary part, not merely of mastering classic
repertoire, but of developing the voice.
My professional work has always been to

the more popular field. Yet my basic training
was exactly what it would have
been had I aimed at Carnegie Hall and the
opera Speaking from the purely voca
viewpoint, Begin the Beguine must
be sung
would sing an aria

exactly as vou
et Dalila!’
often hear that a background in the classics is
invaluable as a means of building
musicianship and taste, and so it is. My point,
however, is that this classical background
means of
is equally valuable as a
building voice!

from ‘Samson

urie
.

We

?y on mis matter of building

taste, I

am

grateful that

my

eai

pene ™= e of great music. Of course I love the ballads
thehit
e hit-tunes
tun'LTw^
that make up the popular
literature— they are gay, they arc tunel
6
°f
that embody wante But we want other valu
e*
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“Prim and pretty”
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the best description of this lively and pleasing little composition. Look out for
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SILENT NIGHT

SILENT NIGHT
SEC ON DO

Molto moderato
Qv-

-sQ

FRANZ GRUBER
Arr.

^v
'

'

by Clarence Kohlmann

Andante pastorale
*

m

FRANZ GRUBER
Arr. by Clarence

Kohlmann;

Molto moderato

i
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Great Russian

CHINESE SCENE

Grade 2j.

of

WILLIAM SCHER
(i

Andante

Music

Yesterday

Continued from Page 731)

enthusiasm for Tchaikovsky which
entire world.
spread over the
of this century,
"At the beginning
nearly so popular
Tchaikovsky was not
years—perhaps the
he is now. Those
in musical developinteresting
most
the taste for novelty.
rerent

^

\

5«-

Slowly

(J

h*L
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SL
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ment-introduced
less than innovaTradition counted for
were the great days of Detion Those
hussv

five

StravinR. Strauss, Schoenberg,

were examined less
sky and new works
content than for startling
for depth of

the “Sacre du
departures of form. With
the fund of pure
Prin temps,” however,
exhausted. Still, the wish
novelty seemed
and many comfor novelty continued;
really had nothing new to
posers

who

on trying to be ‘clever.’ They
show their real selves; instead,
mask of what they
they hid behind the
world to think them. This
the
wished
cleverness. But—
was the era of artificial

say kept
feared to

ait

demands more than

requires sincerity of soul.

cleverness;

We

it

discovered

the
with the War. The suffering,
years
the hopelessness of those
cared
changed our habits of thought. We
turned
we
cleverness;
cerebral
less for
more to human heart and soul. Thus, the
ended
day of the musical masquerade
abruptly— and Tchaikovsky, who knew
heart and
the secret of pouring out his
suddenly became an idol.
soul, quite
Tchaikovsky never pretended to be clever;
he wrote what he felt and consequently
the
revealed both the greatness and
weakness of sincerity. Since the present
trend in music is toward complete human
and spiritual sincerity, Tchaikovsky is a
better guide than the purely cerebral
this

fear

ien.
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we had blini delicious little Russian
pancakes. Liadoff adored them. He accepted several servings; then, turning to
me, he said, ‘I shall eat twenty-five of
these then I shall explode.’ Electrified,
I kept count. Indeed, he did eat twenty-

L

-©

there suddenly loomed the great, bearded
figure of the venerable master. As he
embraced my father and wished him
well, people around us whispered, ‘See
there is Rimsky!’ I was nine years old,
and very proud to be a part of that group.
Liadoff I knew better. At least, I remember him better. He often came to us, and
was always kind and jolly. He was very
stout and enjoyed his food. Once, for sup-

composers.
“To return to the development of Russian music, there may be a valuable lesson in the way this music reached out
find that Russian
into the world.
rwrm
ivmr<in Un/inmn

We

preted it. The world became enchanted
with the Russian ballet because Russia
was able to send out dancers like Pavlova
and Nijinski. Russian orchestral works
came to the world through great Russian
conductors. Russian opera found its way
to the world-stage when Chaliapin and
Baklanoff carried it there when they
died and no other great Russian singers
came to take their places, the vogue for
Russian opera declined. The constant re-

per,

and

may

explain, in part, the continued appreciation of Italian and German opera. It is
the great interpreter who keeps alive the

music of his land.
“My own part in the development of
Russian music is but a small one yet
one that is full of happy memories. During my childhood, the great figures in
St. Petersburg were Rimsky-Korsakoff,
Liadoff, Glazounoff, and my father. Stravinsky w'as known only as the son of
his father, a famous singer. Rimsky was
a frequent visitor at our home, and I
should, perhaps, have many memories of
him; but only one stands out. That was
in 1908. My father was on his way to

—

Rimsky’s “Snow Maidand the master came to the station

Paris to conduct
en,”

to see us off. It

wooden station, smoky and dusty from the woodburning stove, and through the haze
Copyright 1947 by Theodore Presser Co.
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British. Copyright

was an

secu>‘
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old

JLrue musical capacity and

blini

and

I waited,

breathless, for
result from the

the concussion that must
exploding of so large a man. But what
happened? Nothing at all! I loved Liadoff
dearly, but it took me a long time to get
over my disappointment.
“Glazounoff was also a big, stout man.
He was chief conductor of St. Petersburg,
but my father often substituted for him
in his periods of recurrent illness. Glazounoff was of a type that, alas, seems
to be disappearing. His whole life was
devoted to music— he talked music, made
music, lived music, was interested in
nothing else. There were often times
when he did not know where tomorrow’s
breakfast was coming from, but that did
not trouble him. A good, rousing musical
discussion was enough for Glazounoff. I
remember that he once came to my parents in Paris and arranged to dine at a
restaurant. Naturally, my parents took
me along. Bur when the great moment
arrived and the waiter stood by us with
the bill-of-fare, Glazounoff forgot his
dinner. Turning to my father, he began,
‘Ah, dear Nicholas you remember that
beautiful section for oboe in the second

beautiful styling are the

Aero sonic pianos
things you want most in a piano.

and enhance

richer,

the

They are famous for quality

in traditional
the small piano field. Seven models,

modern designs,

make

life

charm of homes, for thousands of

justly proud owners.

—

in rare

and

in

and

attractive woods, are available.

OHIO
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI.
PIANOS
BALDWIN, ACROSONIC, HAMILTON AND HOWARD

THE BALDWIN ELECTRONIC ORGAN

—

of the Brahms? Ah, how magFor a long while, the oboe section in Brahms held the two gentlemen
and dinner had to wait.
“All that belongs to a different day—
different world— and the memories are
bitter-sweet. It is a privilege, however, to
have assisted, if only in a small way, in
the development of a Russian national
school that made its way into the world
through splendidly gifted composers
working together in a true spirit of hu-

movement
nificent!’

man

—

newal of the ranks of great Italian
German (or Scandinavian) singers

T

brotherhood.”

Fealty for Fifty Years
ETUDE has continually received, from
subscribers young and old letters which
is one
are very stimulating to us. Here
from a friend in Arkansas:
tribute
“I take this opportunity to pay
ETUDE, a magazine greatly loved by
to

Mother. Over fifty years ago my
Mother, Mrs. J. F. Rorex, started taking
ETUDE, and took it continuously through
the years until her recent death.
“When my Mother rested she usually
went to
took ETUDE to bed; when she
has
the hospital she took ETUDE. She
found it an inspiration for her teaching.

my

THE
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W 1 If

have found it an inspiration in the
home, and it doesn’t seem natural to me

I

for

on

a piano to be without an

ETUDE
Mail

it.

this coupon for
copy of the new

taught music in five states.
She was always a student as well as a
teacher, having studied in four states.
ETUDE followed my Mother to twenty

free

addresses in eight states.
“Mrs. A. C. Kruer.”

trated.

“My Mother
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* HAPPINESS PIANO

Singing Means Production.

r

Voice Questions

r

(Continued from Page 737)
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will be yours this
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ROUNDS

FIRST

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
FOR ANY AND ALL COMBINATIONS OF

make

it

result in beautiful tone!

How?

Here again the answer is not breath support, but placement. (By way of a parenthesis,

it

is

interesting to see that this

commonly-used term, support,

is really

a

Compiled & edited by Harry A. Feldman

false expression! It is, obviously, a translation of the Italian appoggio. But that
in itself is not a natural term in vocal

For Beginning Instrumental Classes
(Grades 1*2)

care. Like the terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’
tone, it is at best an arbitrary expression,

WIND AND STRING INSTRUMENTS

some very
some

20 unison rounds in the set

familiar, some less well known,
entirely original. For drill! Transposition!
Rhythm! Solo! Ensemble! Skill!

Following Instruments
keys C, F, Bb, G
and Eb Major)— 20^ a copy.
SaxFlute, Oboe, Bb Clarinet, Eb Alto
ophone, Bb Tenor Saxophone, Bassoon,
Trumpet or Cornet, Horn in Eb, Horn
(Euphonium),
in F, Trombone, Baritone
Tuba', Violin, Viola, Cello, String Bass.

Published

lor the

rounds each

(4

A

—

in 5

For Private or Class Instruction
new and exciting idea for beginners
piano ensemble

invented by teachers to suggest an approximation of what does not really
imexist!) This placement the Italian
postazione is the sole means of giving
means the
life to the vocalized breath. It
the
of
tone,
vocalized
the
by
exploration,
various chambers of resonance. The
breath rises into them, as though they

—

were the sounding-boards of a violin,
and comes out as sounding, resonant, and
resonated tone. And that is what gives
tone its carrying power! It is the lifeblood of singing, and needs even more
care for soft tone than for loud tone!

—

FIRST

Natural Breathing

ROUNDS FOR PIANO

By Raymond Burrows
Nos. 3896—2 Players; 3897—3 & 4 Players
Send for complete Century Instrumental
Catalogue in which sample pages
rounds are included.

—

of the

“As to the breath itself, I think it is
ninety per cent a natural thing! Certainly, some help can be given to the
student who finds any marked difficulties.
For the most part, though, the breath is
natural unconscious, spontaneous. Like
the trill, it can be explained but not
mechanically demonstrated. I have found.

seem

like

that what often may
readily corrected
breath problem becomes
on the
once the student concentrates
through
correct passage of the breath
explained)
have
vocal cords (as I
conscientiouscannot
“As to exercises, I
because I firmly bely recommend them,
should never work
lieve that the student
the guidance
out a new vocalise without
understands his
of the teacher who
Until
structure, and its needs.

also,

NEW EASY SOLOS
Bamboo Grove

Come Out

exercise to
the student has perfected an
serve as
the point where he is able to
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Giovanni
Hopkins

Second year eight-measure exercises
major causes of technical difficulties,
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and valuable

and

experience,
Written and used by teacher of long
teacher
and pupil of eminent concert pianist,^
and
and lecturer. (Exponent of Cortot, Levhinne,
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James

others.)
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cataTeachers say our new graded and classiLed
selection of
logue is an invaluable aid in the
material. Send for your copy today. It is Free.

in

ordained the breath to
the middle of the small space between
the vocal cords and let it pass there!
Find out how Nature has prepared
resonance chambers, and use them! That
is production.”

—
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A Practical Book on Mastering

HIGH
TONES!
You'll be thrilled at the ease
and beauty of your high tones
once you've mastered the

correct rules set forth by this
internationally famous teacher. Mr. Freemantel's book is
a real find for everyone who
sings clearly, authoritatively
written, easy to follow. . It
will teach you to sing high
tones with wonderful new
confidence. Send $3. today for
your copy of "High Tones
and How to Sing Them."
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"High Tones
and How to
Sing

Them"
By

Frederic

Freemantel

FREEMANTEL VOICE INSTITUTE
Dept. E
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SUCCESSFUL SINGING

Frenchmen we

All this did not prevent him from possessing a devastating sense of humor
which he was not averse to using even

against himself. However, this time he
thoroughly puzzled me, for he gravely
examined my neck, front, back, and sides,

me quizzically and said,
“Well, the guillotine didn’t do such a
thorough job today after all,” upon which
Mother and I went into peals of laughter

then looked at

and the day was saved.

was at last alone.
The haughty concierge, upon reading my
bourg Poissoniere and

name on a list, condescendingly told me
where to go. The old, gloomy building
was full of dark corridors, permeated by
musty and dank odors. From what I
learned later, it had been a military barracks before being turned to its present
From the room next to the one to
I had been directed issued forth
brazen sounds, and to my horror, I-found
that it was the class of Monsieur le Pro-

use.

which

It took three days of waiting before
the verdict came. Three days of fingernail biting and heart fluttering. At last
the official-looking document arrived.
One Benoist, Andre, was accorded the
honor of becoming a student of the Conservatoire National de Musique et de
Declamation at the expense of the ReEgalite,
(Liber te,
Frangaise
publique
Fraternite) To say that we were elated
would be an understatement. I was for
refather
my
once,
but
at
buying a cane
marked that, being in my first year, it
might be wise to wait until I saw what
the customs were in the classes. After
all, this was not the time to show off.
.At last came the day when classes
opened, and, with a black moroccan
leather attache case filled with sheet

fesseur Cerclier, who taught (of all
things) the trumpet! The class I entered,
consisted of about twenty boys. Naturally,
they were all talented! But they were not
all angels. Far from it! Although one of
them did look like one. His name was
Armand Ferte. He wore his very blond
hair shoulder length in what you would
today call a page-boy bob; but this bob
had been carefully curled around a curling stick. The front was cut in bangs.
rosy complexion, and beautiful, regular
features completed the picture.

WM.

music under my arm, I started, accompanied by the ever-present “gouvernante,”
for the Shrine of Music. I must admit
that, in spite of my apparent jauntiness,
my heart was going pit-a-pat. We finally
arrived at the great door in the Fau-

trouble himself, or getting someone else
into trouble. He was without a doubt the
most gifted boy of all. He had a way of
looking at a composition, playing it over
a couple of times, and it was imbedded

" MUSIC

Camille Decreus, and without being deliberately mischievous, he was either in

(Continued on Page 782)
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Our Monthly Break Bulletin enables s
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IHSTRUCT-O-TONES

A

As everyone knows, a class in any institution of learning always contains an
imp of some kind, and our class was no
exception. The imp in this case was called

5

Flutes of Distinction

JULIA STACY GOULD

I

Q. I have been studying voice for two years
and do choral club work as well as church
singing. Recently I have been troubled with
my throat becoming dry , either during singing
or before I begin to sing. I know that part of
this is due to a nervous condition , but thought
that you might help me with some simple
remedy for temporary relief. I will be ever so
grateful for your reply. S. M. M.

learn

•

SIERRA MADRE, CALIF

An uncrowded

profession

comunlimited income
your own
plete independence
business with no money tied
up in equipment. At home or
traveling, work is waiting for
you.
Learn with sound recordings in 30 days. We proinstruction
vide
recordings,
tools.
necessary
book,
all
Write Dept. E for detailed
information today.
.

.
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a

scientific

ITABLE and UNCROWDED fisWUNPIONEER SCHOOL— 50th YEAR.
booklet.

APPROVED.
NILES

Write for

for Various Occasions
Q. I am eighteen years of age, a mezzo soprano, and have studied for six years. I am
frequently asked to sing for various events,
but often I am at a loss to know what songs
are correct to use. What should I sing at
church socials, bond drives, variety programs,
luncheons, dinners, formal and informal parties for young people? I buy The Etude every
month and enjoy it very much indeed. A. A.

Some Songs

—

A. The fact that you have not been troubled
with this dry thoat before and during singing
just recently, seems to indicate some

until

rather slight disturbance of the natural function of the mucous membrane lining the cavities of the throat and nose. Thousands of
lozenges and throat gargles, which purport to
relieve this condition, are available and easily
and cheaply purchasable in every corner drug
store. However, as you seem to have a voice,
and “do choral work as well as church singing,” we would advise you to consult the best
known throat physician in your neighborhood.
He will be able to determine accurately just
what the trouble is (if it exists), and to suggest a safe and sound remedy which should
cure the condition and not aggravate it.

—

an enormous
question covers
A. Your
amount of territory and a detailed answer
would take up more space we fear than the
editors would allow us. We can only make a
few suggestions and hope that they will be

helpful. Listen to as many, radio programs as
possible, especially to those that are similar to
the ones upon which you are scheduled to appear. These clever entertainers know well just

what the public wants and you can learn a
from them. They are very much
“up to date” and combine old favorites with
great deal

the latest novelties in the proper proportions.
Socials— Sing religious or semi1. Church
religious songs with fine words and appealing
melodies. The Lord’s Prayer, by Malotte and
He Smiled on Me, by O’Hara are fine examples
song, but of course there are
this
type
of
of
many others.
Songs of a popular charac2. Bond Drives
ter with patriotic words and tunes with a
strong rhythm are suggested here. They should
be familiar to your audience, which must be
encouraged to join heartily in the singing. If
they do not do this, you will not sell many
bonds, which after all is the main purpose of

a former opera star of seventy-one years
and started
is teaching a few students here,
singing lessons with her. She has classified my
the
voice as dramatic lyric soprano and is of
opinion that I have all the qualities of an
singer. My means are limited and unless

the assembly.

free

BRYANT SCHOOL

10 Bryant Bldg., Washington

16,

P-

TUNING
AT HOME

CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
E.

Michigan Ave.

Lansing,

Mich.

Fourteen Wants to

Sing Operatic Arias
fourteen
Q. Could you tell me if a boy of
Middle-C
with a range from an octave below
should take voice lesto A above Middle-C
I have no
sons? My voice has changed and
reaching any of these tones.

difficulty in

you think

when

I

I

am

too

young, would you

should start?

tell

.

Chicago

in

tell

If

,

me some

who

—D.

B.

entirely into
A. The question resolves itself
settled sufwhether or not your voice has
able to stand daily
ficiently for you to be
lessons each week,
nractice and one or two
up to
question
without straining it. Put this
you
teacher
singing
the most famous
and honest
neighborhood, and ask his frank

m

opnuon^oujd

you
be muc h wiser to wait until
before you.
have consulted the singing teacher
therefore we
practicing operatic anas;
any. If he decides
refrain from recommending
study, he will outline
that you are ready for
exercises for you. It is una course of daily
many songs at first.
likely that you will sing
music cenChicago is one of the greatest
start

it.

Dept. E, 816 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 51
Please send free booklet showing “America’s
Smartest Piano Fashions.”

Name
Address
City

...

..State..

WITH TONE

LESSER MASTERS

Inexpensive and tonally good hand-made fiddles. Books on
the violin invaluable for technique, general fiddle knowledge
and connoisseurship. Antique musical instruments. Lists free.
Houghton Music CO- 42 New Brioge St., Newcastle-on. Tyne, Eng

—

Be

careful that your selections

theirs, and yet are not so
become monotonous.
Luncheons, Dinners, and Informal Parties

$o not conflict with
similar as to
4.

—

for Young People Songs of a light and pleasing character are needed here. After a good
dinner or even the usual refreshments offered
at an informal party, songs of too classical and
serious mold would be in poor taste. The usual
listener can scarcely digest Bach, Beethoven,
or Stravinsky and a great deal of food at the
same time. Sing something that will send your
audience home with a smile.
Sinusitis

Again

Q. I ardently desire to give all my time to
vocal training but I realize that the first requisite is that the throat and nasal passages be
void of any obstruction. For some years I have
been inconvenienced with a slight case of
sinus trouble which causes mucous to drop
into the mouth. Will this infection disqualify
me as a singer, and if not, could you suggest
a remedy or a solution that would free the
passages of the mucous sometimes found?

— B.

me

operatic anas good
not strain my voice.
for this range that would
years of piano lessons
1 have had four
become an opera
3 I hope some day to
know some teacher
singer and I would like to
would be good for my type
Please

2.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY

D.

A. You live in a great city and there must
be several physicians living near you who spe-

and
with
one of them, have a thorough examination,
and ask him to diagnose your trouble and to
treat you until it is cured. As the infection is
not always present in your sinuses it can
scarcely be very severe. We know of no
miracle working “solution” which will accomplish this effect, although if you listen to the
advertisers who talk so glibly and convincingly over the radio, you may be led to be-

cialize in treating diseases of the throat
suggest that you get in touch
nose.

We
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have upon
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Programs You must carefully
3. Variety
study your audience and the effect that the
other entertainers upon the same program

adA. The great city of Los Angeles and its
exceljacent Hollywood contain so many very
composers, and
lent singing teachers, singers,
conductors that we would hesitate to recomany
have
you
mend any individual one. If
by
doubt concerning the advice given to you
your teachthe former opera star who is now
asking for an
er write to two or three of them,
the soluaudition and for frank advice as to
you. It will
tion of the problem that confronts
will be well
cost you some money, but it
your
worth the expense. As you point out in one,
important
letter, the decision is a very
and you
future,
whole
your
affecting as it does
wish you
cannot afford to make a mistake.
world.
all the good luck in the

The Boy Who

\

—

opera
do not want to
I have a career of singing, I
waste time and money. Please recommend
some one in Los Angeles or the vicinity who
would give me an audition to substantiate my
I be free to
can
then
Only
teacher’s opinion.
plan a career. D. S. F.

of voice.

GAUGE

plenty of time to decide
whether or not you may some day develop
an operatic voice. It is certainly impossible
that you should have it at the present moment.

—

by
still see in story books.

ommend any in
many. You have

who

exSkilled professional service costs nothing

performance, famous for over 50 years.

America and many famous singing
We would hesitate to reca city which contains so

teachers live there.

Should She Consider Making a Career of 4
Singing at Twenty-six?
Q. I am twenty -six, married, and 1 have a
child of three years. 1 have always loved to
consing, but until seven months ago had not
sidered singing as a career. Last summer 1 met
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ters
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own guide and control,
of his teachit only in the presence
grasped and exer. Not before he has
under
perienced the correct sensations
ready to
the control of his teacher, is he
sing anything alone!
teacher
best
the
though,
sense,
one
“In
Nature! Coming back to what I said
is
clear mental
in the beginning about a
understanding of the vocal act, we have
the
only to see what Nature has done in
construction of our throats. Find out
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PIANISTS CALL

THE MOST DELIGHTFUL PIANO NOVELTY

IT

fiddle
40

VIOLIN SOLO (Piano Acc.)...

STRING ORCH..

TRIO

.75

CONCERT ORCH.

2.50

.

(

addle

PIANO DUET (One

Piano

—4

Set A, 4.00; Set

1.00

Piano)....

1.00

Set C, 7.00

B, S. 50;

by LEROY ANDERSON
Guy Maier's recommendation list

TWO OTHER POPULAR WORKS
on

•
JAZZ PIZZICATO
Piano— Hands, each

Piano Solo, each

One

.60

4

DISTINCTIVE PIANO SOLOS

for

on many recommended

CONCERTO

IN

Violin Solo (Pa. acc.),

STUDY

each

.75

CONCERT

and

lists

by Donald

JAZZ

Phillips

Piano Solo (Combined Piano and Orchestra Version) 2.00

THE DREAM OF OLWEN. by Charles Williams
by Morton Gould
PAVANNE
by Ronnie Munro
MUSICAL TYPIST
by Solito de Solis
FIESTA MEXICANA
by Sam Raphling
NOVELTY SUITE

.75

.

.60
.60

1.00
.75

The Proper Approach to Popular Piano Playing

PRACTICAL TECHNIC
in

problems

through

illustrated

graded sequence. Develops

for Popular Piano Playing

MARVIN KAHN

by
Technical

original studies
interpretation.

modern

and

and

style

if

we except Hark!

the Herald

Angels, which, as we have seen, was never
intended for a carol. The composers such
as Franz Gruber ( Silent Night), Lewis

Redner (O Little Town of Bethlehem),
and Richard Storrs Willis (It Came Upon
the Midnight Clear), and many others
too numerous to name, were all humble
musicians, with no title, to fame except
the writing of one carol melody.
Perhaps this is as it should be. Since
the angelic song came not to the Wise

Men

(Three Movements: Fugue, Blues, Workout)

NEW!

we might better say,
phrase from Handel’s chorus, Lift Up
Your Heads, from the “Messiah,” with
a soupgon from the tenor recitative,
Comfort Ye, thrown in for good measure.
The truth is, that none of the really popular carols was written by a famous composer,

JAZZ LEGATO

1.00

Continued, from Page 739)
suggested by a

Hands)

Cello,

(Violin,

Carols and Caroling

YEARS!

LEROY ANDERSON

by
PIANO SOLO

-f

IN

compositions
Price 1.00

but to the Shepherds, perhaps it is
eminently fitting that our most popular
carols should have been written, not by
learned composers, but rather, by everyday musicians whose affinity to the shepherds seems more marked. The Wise Men
came with gifts of frankincense and
myrrh, and our wisest composers have
offered tributes such as the “B Minor
Mass” of Bach and the “Solemn Mass,”
but the really popular note has been
struck by those composers who are nearer
the shepherds than to the Wise Men.

carols, we can still maintain, are not
more than two hundred years old. Music

Carol Societies abound, and where whole
books of carols (for instance, “The Oxford Book of Carols”) are issued in frequent editions, the future of the noble
art of carol singing is assured. Wherever
the spirit of joy asserts itself, there is
the true home of the carol. With joy in
the heart, singing becomes easy and even

Some Christmas

inevitable.
Irving Berlin’s

Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Chicago 4,

64

E.

III

Jackson Blvd.

MILLS MUSIC, INC. 411
New York 19, N. Y

W. 7lh

SI.

1619 Broadway,

Calling All Music Lovers!
Sure, recordings are fine.

and

but

. .

why should

the Rubiturbistowskis

'Tune off the radio

the Paderachensteins

have ALL

and tune up

the fun?

the Piano!!

Join the MELODY MASTERS CLUB
and be the "maestro,” yourself!

rhythm and minor-major shift,
seems quite a sizeable musical accomplishment, when we remember that not
gestive

Our

unique plan
•

•
•
•

wii

enjoy your

own piano

playing

your family and friends
enrich your leisure
enhance your music appreciation

entertain

Each month you receive a selection of 4 or 5 pieces chosen from the great composers and edited
with care and authority, especially for you, the everyday average player. You collect a fine
library of church music, folk tunes, old and new favorites, enchanting metodies from operas,
oratorios, ballets, etc. Our editions are exclusively ours and can be obtained only through
us. They are easy to play, but sound wonderfully effective.
This helpful sensible, convenient service costs only 71c a month. Become a member today.

MELODY MASTERS CLUB
At/s.

Gottfried Galtton, Pret.

6174 Kingsbury Ave.,

St.

Louis 12, Mo.

check or money order:
Enroll me as a member for 6 mos. $4.75
Send me more information

Enclosed

is

1

yr.

$8.50

j

I

Name
Address
City

774

•

*

Zone

State
j

only the music but also the words were
written by the same man, the Rev. John
H. Hopkins, Jr., an Episcopal clergyman.
His father, by the way, was a bishop.
There is a large class of popular carols
whose authorship is completely lost in
the shades of night. No one really knows

who wrote O Come

Ye Faithful in its
original version. Neither does anyone
know who wrote The First Nowell. Yet it
All

seems likely that even Adeste Fideles
(O Come All Ye Faithful) was not written before the middle of the eighteenth
century. At any rate, the first instance
of the tune and words together seems to
be in a collection from the Year 1751. We
have many carols, the words and music
of which go back to the Middle Ages, but
somehow or other their archaic flavor
has not won them anything resembling
the popularity of this eighteenth century

Latin
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carol.

The

really

popular

jLsu,ered Lf

FREDERICK PHILLIPS

installed
a About 1903 our local church the
name
pedal organ bearing
„ twih manual,
a
(named),
ft has the following stops

with
an improvement program on
question comes up as
our buildings and the
buy a^new organ or repair
to whether to
rue have

that the tone is
this old one. I feel

to is

made by one

firms in this country, who put
instrument. We suggest
out a very excellent
manufacturers, whose
that you contact the
solicit their adaddress we are sending, and
the repair and
vice. Personally, we feel that
present organ
possible remodeling of your
If you have
satisfactory.
most
the
would be
requirements,
these
beyond
spare
to
money
any
made. The
possibly some addition could be
would be very glad to advise you as
of

the best

makers

A The

Methods
(Continued from Page 730>
dropping the old one altogether?

.

.

a young child, after six months
about the difference between Major and Minor, do
you:
(a) explain the structure of the

8. If

of lessons, inquires

(b)

(c)

9. If

Major and Minor scales and
the location of whole tones and
half tones in each?
teach the Major and Minor
triad, how to change one into
the other by altering the middle note, and bring the difference in sound to the child’s
attention?
simply say that Majors are

—

happy and Minors are sad?
Susie, age ten, after two years

that she wants
music,” because all her
friends sing and play it, do you:
(a) reply, that you' don’t approve
of it and that you 'won’t each
of lessons, decides

“popular

.

it?

permit her to play one “popular
song” in her weekly assignment, provided that she does
justice to the rest of her assigned program?
(c) answer
“Certainly; if that’s
what you like, why play anything else?”
10. If little Joe, in the midst of the
lesson, Brings up a topic that has
no connection with music, yet seems
very important to him, do you:
(a) cut him short, asking him not
(b)

to waste
(b)

devote

time?

a

maximum

of

three

ests
(c)

let

and to win his confidence?
him go on for any length

of time to

.

make him happy?-

etude

4’s.

—V.

’

M.

you say nothing of 8’
believe that you have
and 4’s, which is somewhat

fact that
leads us to

couplers
only the 16’s
unusual, as 8* is the nonnal. The natural
function of the 4’ coupler is to add brightness,
but since this would add an octave to stops in
use on the coupled manual, you will have
harsh
to be careful to avoid too many or too
4’ or 2’ stops on the coupled manual, as this
would throw the tone quality out of balance
the
in the higher registers. A 16’ stop on
coupled manual, with the 4’ coupler, would
be effective in restoring a balance. Just the
reverse is true with the use of the 16’ coupler.
16’
coupler
On the coupled manual with the
in use. the 4* and 2’ stops could be safely
used. When we say “coupled” manual we of
^

course mean the manual which is coupled
to the one you are actually playing. For instance, the “Swell to Great” coupler means
that you would play on the Great, and the
Swell would be “coupled” to it. These are

just general principles to follow, but if you
will spend some time experimenting with
possible effects, we are sure you will acquire
satisfactory results.

Q.

recently bought a small reed organ,

I

which needs some repairs, and I am unable
to find anyone to do it. Would it be wise to
ask my piano tuner? The original manufacturer
is no longer in existence. The organ has been
kept in an attic for some years and has gotten pretty dirty, and maybe the mice have
got to it. We have cleaned it thoroughly
but the bellows seem to be giving trouble. We
put new straps on the pedals, but the bellows
do not return to position promptly, and the
pumping gets very difficult and the tone uneven. We found some little round holes in
front of the bellows, but when we covered
these the bellows didn’t work at all. Most of the
stops and couplers work, but two do not. What
should I do about them? It has a set of chimes,
but some of the hammers need new felts and
one or two do not hit on the bells. Can they
be fixed? How do I go about fixing a few
W. H.
notes that stick?

—

Read organs are

A.
that

it

is

very

so

difficult

little

to

in use today

find service

men

who understand them, and the mechanism is
so different from the piano that the average
piano tuner would know little more than

We hardly think your organ can
be put into satisfactory working condition,
however, without the assistance of someone
who knows, and can personally examine it
the

minutes to it, hoping to gain information regarding his inter-

am interested in the purchase of an elecorgan in the near future. I have a small
home, and am looking for one that has a pipe
organ tone. Could you recommend one?
Q. I
tric

•

organ you refer

A The

with 16’s and

Your Teaching

valves which should remain open. The firm
whose name we are sending you is still manufacturing reed organs, and may have some
service connection in your vicinity who would
be able to take over the necessary repair work.
We suggest you correspond with them.

9°°d. but

stops need work. Would
the manuals and the
to re-work this old mstruit be satisfactory
it. he better to buy a new one?

*

Silent Night was written by a humble
pair of men, a village priest and a village organist of Austria. It was written
for a specific occasion, and neither of

the two foresaw its eventual popularity.
O Little Town of Bethlehem was also
written for p, specific occasion, and not
until many years after it was first performed by a children’s choir at Holy
Trinity Church in Philadelphia did it
spring into prominence as a Christmas
carol. Redner, who wrote the music, was
a Sunday School Superintendent. Would
that more of our Sunday School Superintendents had his gift of melody! Evidently it was written in great haste, yet
it hardly betrays the twenty-four hour
period in which it was composed, unless
by its utter simplicity and spontaneity.
Another carol has for the composer of its
music not a Sunday School Superintendent, but this time a preacher! We
Three Kings of Orient Are, with its sug-

ami Choir Questions

suggestions
Q. Wilt you please make some
couplers on
as to ways to use the 16 and 4
my organ. It is a three manual organ, all

Test

of Simplicity

music, like

White Christmas, cultivates the winsome, nostalgic note, but
the more typical carol spirit is the happygo-lucky mood of Santa Claus is Coming
to Town, and the other songs in which
his sleigh bells get properly jingled.
Carol singing does its good work when
a misanthrope, a Scrooge, if you will
have it that way, once again goes back
to the earlier, better times, and hears
the angels singing. In their mood of joy
and of urgency, even the most veritable
Scrooge finds a rebirth into a new happiness in living, the kind of rebirth the
angels so exultantly anticipated, because
this day of all days is the birthday of the
King, the King of Love and Peace.

Write for Free Piano Catalog! Dept. K-12

Models

Dhgm

of the Middle Ages, like the speech of
Chaucer, has to be studied in order to be
appreciated.
Nowadays carol singing has captured
the fancy of English speaking countries
throughout the entire world. Where

layman.

to discover the

causes of the several troubles

you mention.
a leak

holes

We feel sure there must be
somewhere in the bellows, and the two
^ou covered up are probably escape
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ETUDE

does not
instrument, but

ticular

recommend any

we

parare sending you

the names of firms making electronic instruments, and suggest that you write them for
their literature, and the names of local dealers where you could obtain demonstrations.

Q. I would appreciate some information
about making out a program for the dedication of an organ. I have an idea as to a regular program for an organ recital, but am not
sure as to the correct procedure for a dedication.— W. O. Y.
A. The musical portion of such a service
would comprise three elements, the organ, the
choir, and soloists. The organ numbers should
be chosen with a view to bringing out the best
effects of the organ, by which we mean the
general ensemble tonal qualities, any special
solo stops, and the effective combinations in
soft and moderate groups, keeping in mind at
all times the fact that the organ is an instruof worship, praise

ment

and prayer. The

choir

anthems should be largely of a festival and
praise nature, and there are several settings
of the 150th Psalm which would be particularly appropriate for such an occasion. Any
soloists would also follow this same general
idea, and here the organ could he shown to
advantage as an accompanying or “background” instrument. It goes without saying
that the minister would largely plan other
parts of the service, such as congregational
singing, scripture readings, prayers, and sermon, to have as the major thfflne the place
of music in worship.

Ask colden-haired

!

And why not? In their home, as in
thousands of other homes across the
nation, the glad strains of Joy To The
World and Adeste Fidelis will sing
out from Hammond Organs on Christmas Day. Each succeeding day thereafter will find these homes further enriched by the glorious music of this
gift of all gifts

over.

but
played church services for several years,
chimes, and this
the previous organs had no
Registration of organ listed.
is all new to me.

—H. L.

chimes is
A. This question of accompanying
considerable
rested very excellently and at
mgth in a very fine book on “Organ Registramuch inforion” by Truette, which contains
believe it
mation of general value, and we
book to you
rould be worth the price of the
would be too
or just this one article, which
the space
ong to quote even in substance in
find it
will
you
doubt
No
lermitted here.
It is the
he library nearest to your town.
make it so difivertones in the chimes which
effectively. Try using
icult to accompany them
the upper reg-our Voix Celeste or Aeoline in
closed and the tremsters, with the swell box
use the pedal at all we suggest

!

or to give, little else

To own,

Q. I would like to get some suggestions on
playing chimes. It is customary to play a
hymn on the chimes each week after morning prayer, using a different hymn on each
occasipn. The chimes, however, seem so loud
that 1 am wondering what stops to use with
the chimes to give the best effect. The chimes
are played with the right hand on the Great.
What stops would you suggest on the Swell
Should any
for the left hand accompaniment?
pedal be used? I have tried various combinations but am still not pleased. I understand
device,
some
by
down
toned
be
can
chimes
the
but would not care to suggest changes to
music committee. At times the Swell stops do
chimes,
not even seem to be in tune with the
going
though the organ has just had its yearly
The organ is eleven years old. I have

julie, nestled
Or ask Jeff,

there against her father.

stretched out on the floor, where
Christmas carols come from. Quickly
enough, they’ll tell you, “From our
”
Hammond Organ

can

excel the Hammond Organ as a generous provider of constant pleasure.

There’s
this

Go

a
to

still

time to plan on making
Christmas.

fine pianos

Also, you’ll

your dealer. Let him demon. .

If you can play the piano,
you can play tlie Hammond Organ
for a

few moments alone to taste

be delighted

to

know

is no special installation required for the Hammond Organ. You
simply plug it into an electrical outlet
and it’s ready to play. The Hammond
Organ can be moved easily anywhere
in a room, and this is the only organ
in the world that never needs tuning.

there

Once the Hammond Organ is yours
you will always be able to express
your moods in music just as you want
them expressed— as only the versatility of the Hammond Organ can express them.

Make

Hammond Organ

strate that

Ask

Don’t hesitate to ask the cost of the
Hammond Organ. It is surprisingly
low— no more than the price of most

it

a musical Christmas —

mail the

coupon today

I

For your family, for yourself, see, hear,
and play the Hammond Organ at your
dealer’s.

mas

!

Do

it

now— act

before Christ-

Then you will understand why
been so highly praised
of the most eminent musi-

this organ has

the thrill of playing this great instru-

by many

ment. Let your fingers wander over
the keys. At once you’ll feel an inspiration you’ve never felt before to play

cians of our time, proved in perform-

on and

on.

ance in thousands of homes for- many
years. Send the coupon today for the
name of your nearest dealer.

Hammond Okgan
MUSIC'S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE

m

ilo

on

If

you

not couple to
the Lieb Gedeckt, and do
On the
nanuals. Even this may be too loud.
effective without any
vhole, chimes are quite
,nl y

iccompaniment.
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The Alto Clarinet
(

Continued from Page 741)

be played on the
States, was
alto clarinet in the United
presented at the University of Michigan
Eggert, who is
Frederick
last year by Mr.
at Texas
at present the Band Director
Teacher’s College, San Marcos,
the first

THE ONLY PEDAL
EXTENSION THAT

PERFORMS
ACTUAL

faculties of oni colhigh schools and the
departments will
lege music education
and
efforts in the study

full recital to

State
of a
Texas. His program is illustrative
literacareful selection from the field of
ture as mentioned above.

LIKE

STUDENT RECITAL SERIES

PEDALS!

Frederick C. Eggert, Alto Clarinet

James

L. Merrill,
assisted by

Piano

B-flat Clarinet
Bernard Leutholtz, Alto Clarinet
Charles Hills, B-fiat Clarinet
Robert Sohn, Bass Clarinet
Rackham Assembly Hall
Friday, April 16, 1948, 8:30 P.M.

Warren

Beilis,

program
development of such a
suggested thaj a
Many educators have

program is the answer
five-year college
Some colle s
to the problem.
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completion of the
quire five years for the

PIANO

FOR ify

STUDENTS

music education

to

tention

which

is

Courante
Prelude
Minuet
Allemande
Mozart
Two Duets, Op. 487
From the original for two bassett horns
Adagio
Andante
Minuet and Trio Minuet and Trio
"•

advantages of correct posture and
the early ability to
master the pedals.

With

Roy

Goodman

Junior

pedajs the piano pedal mechanism is literally raised to the
level of the child's feet, avoid-

improper posture and
strain on the abdominal and
back muscles. Roy Goodman
ing

pedals,

Junior

attractively

covered with tan leatherette,
fit

Powell
Scherzo
Mr. Eggert
Mr. Beilis
Mr. Sohn
Mr. Hills
fulpartial
in
presented
(This recital is
fillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Music in music

$12.50

10%

in single carton. Less

in cartons of

(Shipping

by Frederick Eggert.

The Music Education

6 or more.

weight

Curriculum

lbs.

6V2

each.) Manufactured and
tributed exclusively by

dis-

Roy

(
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Goodman's.

must lower the hurdles so as to permit
those who are incompetent to pass by,
even though they have failed to meet the
program requirements.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Junior pedals.

d

Enclosed find remittance in full,
Enclosed find $5.00 deposit. Ship balance

C.O.D.
Mail descriptive

r

belittle

and

criticize

and address of the

music educa-

will
I am confident that we
cureventually realize the solution of our
further
rent problems and thus achieve
ahead.
years
progress in the

folder.

piano tuning at home.

A

City

instrument. I woifid
mining the origin of an
for appraisal to The
suggest that you send it
42nd Street
Rudolph wurlitzer Co.. 120 West
know that
New York, N. Y. I think you should
violin being a genuine
the possibility of the
Guarnerius is very remote.

upright, grand
harming mechanism. State
mute, full lnstrucor spinet Send $5.00 for
Money back guarantee. Uichard.
1120
Mavo, Kano Technician, Dept. 003,
Latona Street, Phila. 47, Pa.
‘'Old/
OFFERING: 150 (Tonepost Fitted
$35.00 to $4,200.00.
New” Master Violins; Zion,
111.
PATMOR FIDDLERY,
SIC
TO
Ml
SHEET
71 \C1C POPULAR
)

and Flute Duets
write
Miss E. I., Georgia—I suggest that you
publishers of The Etude for a catalog of

Violin
to the

violin

pipe
ORGANS FOR SALE: Guaranteed
c.unnarsa
organs, reed organs and pianos,
Organ Compan y, Hollldaysburg, a.

A Word

732)

Bach Fantasia and Fugue in D major:
Guiomar Novaes (piano). Columbia set
X-298.
Bach-Liszt: Prelude and Fugue in A
minor; Byron Janis (piano). Victor disc
12-0379.

Chopin: Barcarolle, Op. 60: Artur Rubinstein (piano). Victor disc 12-0378.
Satie: Trois Morceux en forme de
Poire: Robert and Gaby Casadesus (duopianists) Cojumbia set 763.
Bizet- Horowitz: Variations on Themes
from “Carmen,” and Chopin: Mazurka
in F minor. Op. 7, No. 3. Victor disc
12-0427. Prokofieff; Toccata, Op. 10, Debussy: Serenade for the Doll, and Poulenc: Presto. Victor disc 12-0428. Schumann: Traumerei, and Mozart; Rondo a
Turca. Vladimir Horowitz (piano).
la
Victor disc 12-0429.
All of these recordings command the
respect of the reviewer. Arrau’s perform-
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than

list

They can give you a

I

have space for here.

3641)

lifts

.

—

ideas

m-ekel a

bouthpoit. Chicago

of Appreciation

the
D. W., Connecticut I fully agree with
expressed in your letter and wish I
space at
could print them. Unfortunately, the
my disposal is very limited. Thank you for
writing to me.

l

13

Slim Fingers

111.

“The

Grover Morris
75% Teacher Discount. Oklahoma.
1401 So. Main St., Tulsa,

for SALE: Violin. Glorious J. B. Gua
dagnini. Like new. Theodore Marehetti
472 E. 6th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE: Antique Grand Piano
with

No Handicap

—

thirteenF. F. C., Ohio If, as you say, your
year-old student is talented, ambitious, has a
good ear, and loves the violin, then I can see
no reason why she should give up the study of
are so slim that
it merely because her fingers
her
she cannot stop a perfect fifth. Probably
gets
fingers will become a little larger as she
older. Anyway, I have known many girl vio-

SOLOS, medium
TWO BEAUTIFUL
Lord’s Prayer’’; "Mother.

voice;

but who
nevertheless played beautifully and with lovely tone. Your pupil should have the strings of
her violin spaced a little more closely, both on
the bridge and on the saddle. Any competent
repairman can do this, and it has little or no
effect on the tone of the violin.

or

linists

inHarpsicorde. Spanish mahogany
lay Mrs. E. Johnstone, Boswell, ICootinay
Lake, B. C., Canada.
A few hunSHEET MUSIC BARGAINS!60—
$-00 V.
dred left. 3— 25c; 20 *1.00;
Johnson, 1130 Sixth, Des Moines, luua.
.

—

HAENDEL
SAMMONS
SZIGETI

-

SANDLER

-

TERTIS

Purest ingredients used

•

• Moderate

who had the same

difficulty

—

Sebastian Wagner
of a large family of violin
in Meersburg, Germany, durcentury and a half. His instruments were carefully made, and if in good
condition should bring today between thirty
and fifty pounds sterling between one hundred and twenty-five and two hundred dollars.
There is no evidence that the great Richard
Wagner was a member of this family—Wagner is a common name in Germany. (2) There
really is no book that explains to the inexperienced amateur how to repair and adjust
his violin. This is a matter that calls for con-

de

F.

S-,

Madras, India

Photocut of

TERMINAL, 4S1S&

paid.

cago

From Far-Off Asia
T. E., Lebanon, Asia— It was a pleasure to hear

LetANY Instrument— H'O Post-

terheads— 100 Envelopes Both

$-.o0

Kimball, Chi^

25.

Carol Gardner, job for you. No matter
what happens, you said." Box 1, ivtuae.
‘

PIANO

MELODY,
Bauer

I OUR
ARRANGEMENTS FROM
included.

Chord symbols
Oshkosh, Wis.

$3.00.

Bros.,

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
RECORDS.

PHONOGRAPH
Hirschmann,

100

RARE

sells
Lists.

Duncan, Jersey

price, 85*f the cake

KENNETH WARREN

was a member
makers working
ing the

28 East Jackson
Chicago 4, 111.

last

—

at the

perfect

a

and training. However,
you would find some elementary hints in
“Known Violin Makers” by John H. Fairfield,
obtainable from The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
120 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. Another book that would tell you something is
E. Heron-Alien’s ‘‘Violin making as it Was
and Is.” This book, which is published in
England, has been out of print for a number

switch

ECitj.

New Jersey.
FOR SALE: Two

.

upright pianos; one
jardine. two manual pipe organs. All m
ul)

Write William North,
E. 201st St., New York 58, N. Y.
WalFOR SALE: Hammond Novachord.excenut finish case and instrument in Seld
lent condition, Model H, Serial 96.
used in network affiliated radio stati
Ram”
call,
wire
or
w
rite,
Price, $9115.00.

from a reader living in such a far-off country.
Good reports have reached me about your conservatory, and I hope you are enjoying your
studies there. I am sorry you have had to wait
so long for an answer to your letter, but many
letters come to me and they have to be answered
in the order they are received. The words
“Medio Fino” on the label of your violin are
the trade mark of a commercial French firm in
Mirecourt. Violins bearing this trade mark are
usually worth between fifty and one hundred
dollars. It would interest me to hear how your
violin work is progressing and what you are
studying.

of years, but I

am

glad to say that

it is

UNVARYING

many

avail-

metronome
the most notable improvement in
construction since 1816. From your Dealer or Send
Check or Money Order for Direct Shipment

able once more, and may be secured through
the publishers of ETUDE.

Apparently a Genuine

Franz Manufacturing Company,

—

A. W., California From your description,
violin might well be a genuine Didier
Nicholas Aine. If in good condition, and made
personally by the elder Nicholas, it could be
worth four hundred and fifty dollars; if made
people
in his commercial shop, or made by the
who took over the rights to his name and
trademark, it would be worth at most two

$15.00 With

your

hundred

and

fifty

The

dollars.

label,
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Two Contemporary Craftsmen
G. H. L„ Michigan—Both the makers you
mention are still living and working; so 'I
as
hesitate to mention their names, inasmuch
you would be
I must tell you that I think
the
better advised to buy a violin made by
second maker, priced at seven hundred and
first whose price
the
by
one
than
dollars
fifty
fifty doUars. There is a
is two hundred and
tremendous difference in the workmanship.

artists
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—
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Expert Repairing. Send for Catalog

the

superb quality of piano tone that Horowitz produces from the record? The
fnagic of his playing is revealed in every
one of these compositions, generally familiar to his admirers as encores in his
programs.

Brahms: Sonata in D minor, Op. 108:
Mischa Elman (violin) and Wolfgang
Rose (piano) Victor set 1232.
.

Mozart: Quartet in G minor. K. 478:
George Szell (piano) and Members of
Budapest Quartet. Columbia set 773.
Viennese Waltzes by Johann Strauss,
Joseph Lanner, and Josef Strauss; Alex-
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Westchester Concert Bureau
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and soloists agree that my
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Address for Appraisal
certification
E. C. Z„ Ohio For appraisal and
take or send
of your violin, I suggest that you
Co.. 120 West 42nd
it to the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Lewis &
St„ New York, N. Y„ or to William
IlliChicago,
Avenue,
Wabash
Son, 207 South
find that it is
nois. But don’t be surprised if you
not a genuine Guarnerius del Gesu.

An

St.,

New Haven
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VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION
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Inc.

Dept. ET
53 Wallace

Year Guarantee

"Metronome Technique" by Frederick Franz
a most interesting and helpful book. Handsomely
bound, a welcome gift for musical friends. $1.00

you

label

to be a repairman's
very probably Hungarian.

transcribe seems

METRONOME.

FRANZ

Get

lightfully,
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you ve mastered the
You'll set greater enjoyment from your music once
ELECTRIC
correct tempo by practidng with the
flip the switch and you have an
Just plug it in, dial the desired tempo,
click marking
resonant
with
a
beat,
ACCURATE,
tubes to bum out.
any tempo from 40 to 208. No springs to wind— no
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siderable experience
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ance of the Albeniz music fully substantiates its charm and unexpectedly intensified emotional appeal. Moreover, the
10th Street,
piano tone is rich and varied in repro- Station WREN, 411 West
It is not essential that we establish
Topeka, Kan sas, phone 2-0505,
more intimate relationships and closer duction. The Bach, by Novaes, more
COMPOSERS, SONGWRITERS. MUSIfamiliarly known as Toccata and Fugue,
CIANS, Arrangers, Teachers. Directors.
cooperation with our secondary school
cleanly played with sensitivity and Use Musicopy Service profitably e '®™.
music educators. We must establish is
day! Free catalog. Musicopy Service, bomeans for providing assistance in the artistic reserve, and the Bach-Liszt, by 181, Cincinnati 1, Ohio.
development of the high school music Janis, offers a competent performance in
FOR SALE: Steinway Grands—B-6.
which
is
the
fugue
taken
at
a
rather
fast
theory,
A-6‘4", M-5‘7" A. B. Chase Concert Grand
curriculum which should include
9‘ Kranieh & Bach Semi-Concert Gianu
7’ Woodman Piano Co., 14233-3o Detro
music literature, and the study of piano pace. Chopin’s Barcarolle emerges from
its latest record in a highly personalized
Ave., Lakewood 7, Ohio.
for all music students who expect to
FOR SALE: Fine Lyon and Healy Harp.
make a career of music. In brief, colleges interpretation by an artist who knows
Minn.
should assist in the guidance, prepara- how to get results in tonal coloring in Write Nels Ilemlin, Red Wing,
climaxes. The music of Eric Satie has an
tion, and development of a pre-college
atmosphere
and
style
of
stuits
school
own.
Satie
high
our
for
program
music
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
was
a
satirist,
as
as
his
name
with
for
this
them
provide
work
dents. We must
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
complete and thorough musical back- —Three pieces in the shape of a pear—
to
Offers thorough training in music. Courses leading
ground as is possible, and thus prepare conveys. But beneath his irony lies a
degrees of:
Bachelor of Music, Bachelor or
u
Education. Master of Music, and Master of J»
them for the music education curriculum delicate perception and a cultural refineEducation.
, ,
c
as it is now set up by our university ment that gives his music distinction.
Member of the National Association Schools or
Bulletin Bent free upon request
schools of music. It is hoped that in the The Casadesus team plays this work deW. ST. CLARE M INTURN, Director
(Continued on Page 777)
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Spokane, Washington
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education.)
* Arranged
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Provide your elementary pupils with this indispensable
item. Teach them correct pedaling from the very start with
Roy Goodman Junior pedals.
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Reverie
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rosins are used and endorsed by such artists as Menuhin,
others of
Szigeti, Tertis, and many

These fine

Violin Questions

Quality matched.
niece for piece, 5c each;
oppe, Delton, Mich.
Burpee's Specialty Sh

sities

Intermission

Pedal provides
young students the

the

prepared music
necessity to the properly
the addieducator. Of equal importance,
our music
tional year would also permit
cultural and
students to partake of the
our universocial activities as offered by
and which for the most part have

Field-Stubbins
Nocturne
"Scene and Air from “Luisa di
Bergson
Montfort”
Granados
Playera
"La
Debussy
"Arabesque No. 2
Roy

.much

more and more becoming a

Mr. Eggert and Mr. Leutholtz
Von Weber
* Concerto No. 1
Rondo
Adagio
Allegro

A

programltwouldseem

would do
that this extra year
deficiencies now
eliminate the numerous
students. Sue
found among our present
also permit oui
extension of time would
give more atcollege music students to

Purcell-Stubbins

Rondo

Jr.
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PROGRAM

Suite

CLASSIFIED ADS

coordinate their

is played with an artistic
restraint and tonal beauty which are admirable, but one feels this work asks for
more ardor and intensity than is conveyed here. The Mozart, one of the composer’s finest chamber works, is performed with admirable artistic com-

The Brahms

OWN AN

ITALIAN VIOLIN!
imported Italian

Lowest prices anywhere! New and Old
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Expert repairing oar specialty.
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to
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success should, for the "know-how," write to
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BARITONE
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TEACHERS
who

FINNEY VIOLIN

JACK EPSTEIN

surely deserving of a better
recording balance. These works by three
famous Viennese waltz composers are
patibility

wholly delightful and diverting. They
were originally written for a chamber
group of five string instruments, as

i
N.J.

E.J.&J. VIRZI CORP.. 503

Fifth Ave.,
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Comeback-Words and
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because

it

takes in

all

the

this ex-

The musical pattern of

one
ercise is the simple scale. Using
breath for each degree of the scale, sing
the syllables HUNG-YEE-OO-OH-AH.
step
next
the
and
breath,
another
Then
syllables,
of the scale, on the same five
and so on, through your entire normal
range. Start each tone very softly and
enlarge it, dynamically, as you feel yourthat
self ‘opening up’. You will observe

Music
(

I like it

vowels.

746)

spoke a while back about opening up
tone. Once the tone sits safely on top of
a good supporting breath, its next need is
proper resonance. This is best
for
achieved by sending the tone through the
chambers of resonance on a pure vowel
sound. Many singers have ‘favorite'
“I

the final OO-OH-AH of this little drill
are perfectly normal vowel sounds. Preceded by the HUNG-YEE, however, they
take on greater carrying power. It is this
carrying power that is the very soul of
resonance. My ‘Hung-yee’ drill did me
worlds of good when I was getting back

vowels; some find that EE gives them
better freedom in opening up resonance,
some prefer OH, and so on. I have an
exercise that was taught me by Dan
Beddoe, at the Cincinnati Conservatory,

into vocal form.
“I

have another vocal hint to offer
isn’t really a vocal matter at all!

which

you might

call

it

weighed one hundred and forty-eight
pounds! Looking in the mirror, I was
horrified. But then I noticed an odd
I

or a

a health hint,

your point of
beauty hint, depending on
that I sing better
view. I have found
realize p
when I am not too thin. I
fashionable figure is all
fectly that the
pounds off. The singer
in favor of taking
that she is
however, must also realize
exactly as the
dealing in body-weight,
And to wi
pianist or violinist is doing.
of actual
endurance, a certain amount
lw
I
body weight must be there. haveif
My big0
fact.
been slim— too slim, in
it was
and
problem was to put on weight

^

having been ill, I had more
endurance in singing than I had ever
before! At present, I weigh one hundred and twenty-eight pounds (no, I
have not dieted; the twenty pounds disappeared naturally, in proportion as my
life got back to normal) and I feel better and sing better than when I was at
one hundred and three pounds. Certainexcessive stoutly, I am not advocating

thing. Despite

had

,

as unwholesome as it is
unbeautiful! I do advocate, however, sufficient body weight to reinforce the body

to do My
always a difficult thing for me
one hunnormal weight used to be around
while I never
dred and three pounds, and

ness!

That

is

0 f inspired

nice the spirit,

music

—that

helps

the entire being.

I

the

began

I shall end there! For
a ’choir and
there comes a time when
“very singer
spectacular engagements are no
the big
advisable. Then comes the great

longer
Question:

The modern method of placing
the upper teeth on the mouthpiece, with
the lower lip placed slightly over the
lower teeth, is the accepted and most
successful embouchure for clarinet and

sirable.

L

house
times, and sooner or later,
two thousand
the third thousand. Perhaps
T’ll start on
I

during the past

realized,

five

“Regardless of a singer’s vocal prosuggest keeping in touch with
choir work. There is that about ensemble
singing—particularly the ensemble singficiency, I

years,

was passing through one of those
others. Perhaps
mansions, on my way to
which helped me to come
it was that

Concerning the Bassoon

bassoon is made;
most widely used?

—F.

also,

M.

which system

Band Questions Answered
l f 2V

Wittlan, 2>.

R.Jli

R., Phoenixville, Pa.

A. The two most common and at present only bassoon systems in use are the
French system and the Heckel system.
is not used very extensively by modern bassoonists. It is a
slightly smaller bore instrument and its
fingering is somewhat more complicated

1.

I

than the Heckel. Practically
sional

What beginners' methods

are best for

3

and play

the

What make

of clarinet reeds do

you

Association

R. v., Moorpark, California.
A. 1. There are several excellent
methods available for your purpose.

Mu

band

MTNA Secretary since 1944.
Treasurer; Oscar W. Demmler.
Mr. Demmler, a life-long Pittsburgher,
was educated at Columbia University, the
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh Mu-

Some

more successful methods are as sical Institute, and Carnegie Institute of
“World of Music,” “Easy Steps Technology. His career has been made
Band Playing,” “S.Y.B. Method.” in the Pittsburgh Public Schools, where
to
These methods may be procured through he is now Supervisor of Instrumental Muthe publishers of The Etude. There are sic. Oscar is so well and affectionately
also several other popular and successful
known by those who have worked with
methods which would prove useful to him that it is difficult to think of him
your group. I suggest that you look over except by his first name. He was Asthe
all the methods available and select
sistant Treasurer of MTNA from 1924
one that is most adaptable to your par- to 1930, Treasurer from 1930 to 1942. In
ticular needs and situation.
1942 he tried to retire and succeeded to
Betterment,” by Edwin the extent that he exchanged titles with
2. (a) “Band
Franko Goldman; (b) “Getting Results Mr. Kendall, who had been appointed
and
With School Bands,” by Prescott
Assistant Treasurer in 1942. When Mr.

by noted

No

teachers, leading
of

entrance requirements except for

Courses. Credits earned

Music.

Degree

by using your spare

.

Chidester; (c) “Success in Teaching,”
by Righter.
3. I suggest that you hold daily rehearsals and that they be limited to one
hour; particularly if you do much full en-

time for advancement.

You can prepare yourself for a better
by studying at your convenience by

position

Catalog and illustrated lessons sent without

the Ex-

tension Method.

A DISTINGUISHED FACULTY OF ARTIST TEACHERS
EQUIP YOURSELF FOR
WHAT PROGRESS ARE YOU MAKING?
Your musical knowledge

—

—your position and

A
in-

come today are the result of the training you
have given your natural ability. Additional train-

new

ing will open up
greater income

fields,

new

opportunities,

and higher standing

in the musi-

cal world.

This valuable training, through our Extension

may be taken at home with no interference with your regular work just by devoting to

Courses,

self-study the

many

minutes each

day

that ordi-

narily go to waste. The progressive musician, as

busy as he may

be, realizes the

are available

YOU

to

value

of such

Well paid positions
those who are ready for them.

study and finds the time

can do

it

for

it.

too! It's

up

to

YOU!

proof of quality

is

A

BETTER POSITION

This

Our courses

Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information
regarding course I have marked with an X below.

in the past.

ence schools in the United States with headquarWashington, D. C. Members are admitted

ters at

only after rigid examination of the training courses

-

offered.

We are the only school giving instruction in
music by the Home-Study Method, which includes
in its curriculum all the courses necessary to obDegree

Voice

Piano, Student's Course

Choral Conducting

— Beginner's
Public School Mus. — Supervisor's

Clarinet

Mus.

Advanced Composition
Ear Training & Sight Singing

A Diploma

Is

Harmony

Your Key to Success!

— Trumpet

Professional Cornet

Street

EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A-6 53

)

CHICAGO

15. ILL.

Violin

Guitar

the beginner.

Banjo

Degree

studied Harmony?

work

a complete chronological

survey from 1350 to 1750 of the progression of

music from vocal

art

to

keyboard polyphony.

am

quite surprised to learn that

some methods and players still recommend that the upper teeth should not

Kendall was elected President in 1947 the
Executive Committee insisted that Oscar
again take over the work of the Treasurer’s office. So from 1924 until at least
MTNA
1948, he has been involved in

Representative compositions of 71 composers

from' Dunstable to Bach, 71 chapters of analytical text, a

of historical significance, reproductions of original notations

For

John

volumes for a whole generation were
the sucedited by Karl W. Gehrkens. As
Gehrkens, the
cessor to Pratt, Boyd, and
a
present editor would rather preserve

humble

silence.

These,

then,

are

the

people

whose

early

keyboards

—

all

these are outstanding features of this anthology.

with
four editors since, the series began
Meetthe book covering the 1906 Oberlin

was Waldo S. Pratt, who as
President, Treasurer, and Editor did the
work from 1906 until 1915. The 1916 book
was edited by Charles N. Boyd. Beginning
with 1917 and extending through 1938,

and manuscripts, photographs of

famous organ cases and

finances!
Editor: Theodore M. Finney.
The familiar green volumes have had

ing. First

chronological diagram showing

teacher-pupil relationship, organ specifications

students and teachers, for amateurs

and scholars,

FOUR CENTURIES OF
MUSIC FOR ORGAN an invaluable addition to
Klein’s

FIRST

is

musical literature.

In two handsome cloth-bound volumes

$20.00

Send for the descriptive brochure

by a Committee Report
which may be seen in the 1935 Volume,
duties, outlined

keeping the
involve the responsibility for

wheels of MTNA running.
think that
It would be a mistake to

their work alone. The
upon the mouthpiece, since this is these officers do
the Executive Committhe accepted modern method of em- other members of
and members of the
bouchure on clarinet and saxophone. The tee, the chairmen
special committees, the
older methods recommend the double lip standing and
Past-Presidents, all make their
of
Senate
which
embouchure. (This is the system
Most of all, each individual
teaches both lower and upper lips be contributions.
member because of his
drawn over the teeth.) However, this member who is a
of MTNA is an imteaching is obsolete and is rarely taught interest in the work
keeping his organizatoday. Naturally, the system which pro- portant element in
duces the best results is the most de- tion functioning.

Associated Music

rest

No

Have you

touch the mouthpiece in playing the clarinet and saxophone. A good saxophonist
with whom I talked recently, remarked
that touching the teeth to the mouthpiece
was the old method. Some clarinet methods suggest that the teeth touch the
mouthpiece; others say not. Does it really
make much difference?
C. L. W., Enterprise, Kansas.

A. I

D Double Counterpoint
Age

:

Teeth and the Mouthpiece
Q. We have been questioning recently

—

Mandolin

State

hove
Are you teaching now?
If so, how many pupils
Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate?
Y ou ?
the
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Dance Band Arranging

Saxophone

—Trumpet

Cornet

Name.

of Bachelor of Music.

4. I prefer the Van Doren, Martin, and
Saccone clarinet reeds, Nos. 2 or 2%, for

whether or not the upper teeth should

Piano, Teacher's Normal Course

Q] Public School

History and Analysis oi Music

University Extension Conservatory
778

— Mail the Coupon Today!

rests.

28 East Jackson Blvd.. Chicago, Illinois

NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
The Council is an Association of which we are a
member. It includes the outstanding correspond-

tain the

Your Opportunity

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-653

offer

you the same high quality of preparation which
has developed and trained many successful musi-

and teachers

is

important for one inter-

ested in further musical training.

cians

semble playing. Immature embouchures
can not stand long rehearsals, since they
tire quickly and must be given frequent
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Check coupon below.

obligation to you.

time in one edition this

first

available

the

of

Diplomas, and Degree of Bachelor
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Extension Courses
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NATS, NASM, Phi
been

recommend?

to

by John Klein

you recommend we hold each

long do
rehearsal?

how

‘Jor Organ

0f -Music

profes-

Music Teachers National

available that would
2.
prove helpful in this project?
How often should we rehearse, and

4.

prefer

bassoonists

all

am

What books are

1948

Cfirst Cjfour Centuries

The

Heckel system bassoon.

attempting to organize a Comhelp me
munity Boys' Band. Can you
with the following problems?

MEMBER OF

the publication of

is

The French system

Organizing a Band

1903
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Christmas has

many

rich associations

America since it became a
in the life of
can claim a number of fanation.
all customs
miliar carols but practically

We

FOR THE

FIRST

YEAR

IN

of the day came from other
look back to early colonial
wonder why the early
days, we may often
prejudices and dislikes of Christmas mucelebration were tolerated by
sic and its
people who came to America to escape
lands.
religious persecution in other
in observance
lands. As we
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the following

from a recent

from Dr.

letter

and erected twenty-eight residences and
an apartment house group, as well as a
the excitements to loud applause were
frequently irresistible. The performers

writes in a letter dated December 24,
1787: “As tomorrow is Christmas we intend to introduce chanting into our
church”; and a week later he writes:

peared to
lence of the town and vicinity. We shall
not particularize, but some of the solos
merited every praise. The choruses were
sublime and animating. All the parts of
the Chapel from which the music gallery
could be seen were full to crowding.”
The concert ended with the Hallelujah

sure!
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be found excerpts from such favorite operettas as:

Mikado, H.M.S. Pinafore,
Patience,
Jury.

The

The

Gondoliers, Ruddigore,

Pirates

of

and

Penzance,

The

lolanthe,

Trial
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the exact date is unknown. In New York
these early colonies soon established the
Christmas music of the Church of “England. Festive carols held sway, but in
1756 William Tuckey, at one time vicarchoral of Bristol Cathedral, in England,
led the Christmas services in St. Paul’s
Church, probably the best of their kind,
up to that time in the New World. Trinity
Church soon followed with elaborate
services including selections from Handel's "Messiah,” at the Christmas services.
Christmas was a festal season during

780

the Revolutionary War. The soldiers were
fond of gathering around the camp fires
and singing choruses led by their fifers.
Billings’ Chester was one of their favorites

and the New England troops often

vented
words:

their

fervor

on his vigorous

“Let tyrants shake their iron rod.
And slavery clank her galling chains;
We’ll fear

them

not, we’ll trust in

Neio England’s

While

God

New England

God;

forever reigns.”

did not believe in
celebration of Christmas,
there were occasional musical observations of the day, and one or two notable
events are associated with it. In old St.
Michael’s Church, in Marblehead, Mas-

a

particular

about one hundred, and apembrace all the musical excelto

to the feelings experienced in attending

the inimitable execution of a most
judicious selection of Pieces from the
Fathers of Sacred Song. We can say that
those who were judges of the performances were unanimous in the declaration
of their superiority to any ever given
in
this town. Some of the parts electrified
the whole auditory, and nothwithstanding the sanctity of the place and
day
to

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS
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known regarding

the
instruments in the early days, but there
is an account of the music played in a
Little

must be remembered that
the Moravian orchestra performed the
accompaniments of only sacred services,
while this Boston orchestra often played
symphonies by Adalbert Gyrowetz, and
even an occasional symphony by Haydn.
Three days after the concert an interesting essay was published in the Columbian Centinel regarding the event:
“We have not language to do justice
history, for it

The Musical Christmas

amounted

was done before a very crowded audience of Churchmen and Dissenters, and
to general acceptance”; and he adds that
he believes his to be, “almost the only
church on the continent in which this is 'Chorus, which led another enthusiastic
critic to write: “There is nothing to comdone.”
In 1815 an important musical event pare with it. It is the wonder of the
took place on Christmas Eve in Boston. nation.”
The Treaty of Peace with Great Britain,
Christmas concerts were somewhat
after the Revolutionary War, had been regular in New England after this time,
signed at Ghent on Christmas Eve, 1814, for not only did the Handel and Haydn
and Boston had celebrated this with a Society give them, but other musical orgreat choral jubilee two months later. So ganizations and cities followed the Bossuccessful was this festival that it was ton lead. In those days the audiences
determined to attempt something perma- were patient as regards programs, for
nent on the same lines. As a result, the the concerts began at six o'clock and
Handel and Haydn Society was organ- lasted well into the night. The Handel
ized and gave its first concert on Christ- Society of Salem, for example, gave a
mas Eve 1815, in King’s Chapel. There concert on Christmas Eve, 1817 (adverwas much excitement about the event. tised as an oratorio at the Baptist MeetTwo days before, the Columbian Centinel ing House) in which the program conprinted a long editorial on the subject.' sisted of fifty-nine compositions selected
The concert was in three parts, consist- from the works of more than a dozen
ing of selections from the compositions American and European composers. A
of Handel and Haydn, and began at notice regarding this event in the Salem
* six P. M. Tickets were one dollar each,
Gazette gives a most unusual application
but anyone buying four tickets received of the “bar” in music:
a fifth gratis, while those buying six re‘Tickets may be obtained at Cushing
ceived two extra ones free.
& Appleton’s, Henry Whipple’s, and S.
The chorus consisted of ninety gentle- West’s book-stores, and at the bar of the
4
men and ten ladies, while an organ was Essex Coffee-House. Price, thirty-seven
used for some of the accompaniments. and a half cents.”
There was also an orchestra of ten members. This orchestra was the PhilharViols and Trombones
monic, the first orchestra in American
musical

"I’m really thrilled with your latest Gilbert and
Sullivan issue

NEW YORK

they introduced chanting
sachusetts,
(possibly the first in New England) on
Christmas. The pastor of this church

“It
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started to build a village later known as
Presser Park, with the idea of providing
superior suburban homes for his employees. He purchased a large tract of
ground on the outskirts of Philadelphia

S<

Price: $.35

EDWARD

L<

POINCIANA

YOURS

is

church at Bethlehem, Pa., on Christmas
Day, 1743. The instruments used included
the violin, the viola da braccio, the viola
da gamba, flutes, and French horns. One
of the earliest references to trombones
comes from the same town, when in 1754
a number of them were brought from
Europe. Some years later a girl, writing
to her parents, describes the Moravian
Christmas
“We began with music. There were
four violins, two flutes, and two horns,
with the organ; which altogether sounded
delightfully. The children sang one Ger-

Many
eight English verses.
neighboring inhabitants came to
... We entertained them with

man and
of the

.

.

.

visit us.

music.”

etude

large central heating plant.

The homes

were modern and were rented at a price
almost one-half of customary rentals.
For economic and social reasons such
projects are rarely successful, largely because of the heterogeneous demands of
the employee groups, and the impossibility of conducting such an operation
without mounting costs. The taxes of
the residents and the surrounding property holders began to soar immediately,
and that raised the living costs of the
residents of Presser Park. After two
years, and the expenditure of nearly a
million dollars. Mi Presser realized that
his well-intentioned experiment was inexpedient and unsatisfactory to those
whom he desired to benefit. As he was
not interested in continuing the experiment merely as a real estate venture,
he exchanged the suburban properties
for a large central city hotel owned by
a real estate promoter. Later he sold the
hotel, realizing a profit of about one mil-

.

lion dollars.

About the turn of the century Mr.
went abroad with his first wife.

Presser

He

visited

many

countries, transacting
numerous music firms. At

business with
Leipzig he revisited his old haunts, but
found few friends of his student days.

Two

impressed him immensely
upon this trip. One was a visit to the
palace “Chateau Trevano” at Lake Lugano, one of the most beautiful Italian
lakes. It was the residence of that amazing French-American, Louis Lombard,
who had acquired this fabulous regal
home built by a Russian baron and multithings

millionaire. Lombard himself seemed like
a story-book character. He was slender,

short

u

!

—and as agile

with study, become a composer and a
conductor.
In the meantime

an

enthusiastic

citizen.

who

visited his magnificent new home,
above which the Stars and Stripes always
flew, were received like royalty. The

palace had its own theater and opera
house. Lombard maintained his own symphony orchestra and opera company,
with which he produced his own compositions and those of many of the contemporary masters, who did not disdain
lolling in his incredible atrium (with its
two-hundred carrara marble columns,
and with a balustrade supported by two
thousand sparkling cut glass balusters),
and sitting upon divans which had supported many different royal persons of
Europe, including Queen Victoria. This
did not interest Mr. Presser, but he was
enormously impressed that he slept in a
room that had been occupied by Liszt,
Rubinstein, Verdi, Gounod, Massenet, and
most of the great Russian, English,
French, Austrian, German, and Scandinavian composers, as well as by many
foremost statesmen and writers. Mr.
Presser was delighted with this experience. He said, “I had always worked so
hard that I had come to feel there was
something iniquitous in having a good
time. From Lombard I learned that it
was a good thing to have ‘sprees’ of fun.
I resolved to have more fun in my life.”
Lombard when in America became a
visitor at Mr. Presser’s home and at
mine, also. Although he had a most pro-

found and serious side to him, when he
was a host or a guest he inspired uncontrolled laughter and merriment. Mr.
Presser used to say, “Lombard was my
mentor of joy and happiness.”
At Lugano before World War II Lombard once showed me a large stone wall
covered with wisteria, saying that it was
the most valuable thing he possessed
because: “Mussolini built it with his own
hands. He used to laugh, then. That was
before he learned to frown.” Tempora
mutantur et homines deteriorantur
Theodore Presser continually referred
to the example of Lombard as an instance of the endless opportunities which
awaited all who live in America and who
are wise enough to take advantage of
them. During the first World War Lombard opened his house to American tourstranded in war-clouded Europe.
ists
His

multi-lingual

and

histrionic

daguerreotype ever taken of Chopin. Also, individuals and groups of
illustrated
musicians with ancient instruments of various countries, as
through the media of painting, drawing, architecture, and tapestry
manuscript)
(illuminated
Great
the
Gregory
with a likeness of Pope

and Saint Ambrose (mosaic).
factual
the reverse of each page, representing a two-week period,
history
information can be found concerning important dates of music
and biography, including contemporary composers and music educabe preserved as a
tors. Printed on superior paper, the calendar may
unit, or the individual pages will be suitable for framing.
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DR. THOMPSON has appeared as concert pianist with
orchestra and in recital in large cities of America
and Europe. Until recent years he continued to make
concert appearances, combining these with a heavy
teaching schedule and his activities, first as Director
of the Piano department and later as Director of the
entire musical activity of the large Conservatory of
Music in Kansas City. Dr. Thompson's teaching ideas
rest on the firm foundation of advanced principles of
pedagogy, analytically applied to the universal problems which arise in piano study. His wide experience,
his culture, his knowledge of the piano literature and
his commonsense approach to his subject make him
a Master-Teacher in the best sense of that term.

TEACHING LITTLE FINGERS TO PLAY

mentality and his Napoleonic
energy made him hosts of
friends. One day Lombard, with his original ideas upon finance, went to Wall
Street, New York, with some of his earnings from the conservatory. Contrary to
all rules, he played
the stock market
quite differently from the manner of the
times and after a few months found
himself a multi-millionaire. He married
a charming American lady of immense
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next issue and will give full particulars
about Theodore Presser’s first steps in
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earliest

beginner combining
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of paintings and drawings of
Lassus,
Johann Christian Bach, Couperin, Frescobaldi, Gluck, Haydn,
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Domenico
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Bach,
and Tchaikovsky, including little-known youth pictures of
only
Beethoven, and Schubert, and an authentic reproduction of the
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ideal secret agent for his
adopted country. After Lombard s death
Kaiser Wilhelm, once a guest at Lombard’s home, tried to purchase “Chateau
Trevano” and transfer his tree-chopping
beauties
activities from Holland to the
of Lake Lugano.

New York, and ere long had a prosperous conservatory under his direction. His
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Valuable for teacher, student, and music lover in general

made him an

the
(This biography will be continued in

wealth. He sold his conservatory, and
decided to live abroad, where he might

— 1949 —

All
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nervous
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Lombard had become

American

an antelope. His wit and repartee were
unforgettable. He had come to America
as a youth with fourteen dollars in his
pockets and a fiddle under his arm. He
established himself as a teacher in Utica,

as

—

“I hope to have all my pupils beenthusiasts, as I am.
This quotation comes from a subour zealous teacher
readers all had the same objective,
would
the circulation of the Etude
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traitor were found. But this did not happen, and sometime later, on the excuse
that in the hurry of leaving some of us

did
brain and hands. Of course, it
he
stay there long, but whatever
without
touched had grace and charm
concentrate
effort. He was lazy, slow to
on any given subject; and for that reaclass,
son was always near the top of the
in his

— New

for he loathed such parties,
in the
suddenly a commotion was heard

nearance,

the Conservatoire de Paris

j

HAROLD HURLBUT
Paris

Concerts

—

Opera

— Teaching

Music Studios Palm Beach, Fla.
1401

Inquiries to
Steinway Bldg., New

York City

not

left some books behind, we sneaked
back and cleaned up the mess without
anyone becoming the wiser. Decreus became one of the most sought-after piano
teachers in Paris, and in the last years
of his life was Director-General of the
Conservatoire of Fontainebleau. He died
while in office, loved and regretted by all
who knew him.
The real cock-o’-the-walk was a chap
called Alfred Cortot. He was about the
same age as Decreus, and there the resemblance ended. For, where the latter

had

gifts
instead of number one, as his great
What
would have entitled him to be.

pranks dear old Camille could play! He
was about four or five years older than
considered
I was, which was thirteen, and
was
quite young at the time. Camille
therefore the lady killer of our group,
precocious,
was
you
which I can assure
of
ladies
young
to put it mildly. The
Papa Saint-Saens’ piano classes looked
was lazy, the first was indefatigable. He
with undisguised approval on Camille’swould have lengthened his day to twentysturdy, athletic figure, surmounted by
eight hours of practice, if he could.
classic features and golden locks. Whenone Where Decreus, in spite of his apparent
ever he was missing from our class,
fiightiness, was loyalty personified, Corneighsome
in
him
find
to
sure
could be
tot would have used any means to arrive
an
in
immersed
classroom,
boring empty

interesting tete-a-tete with a similarly
missing talent from the female class.

This part of his life remained a deep
secret from the powers that were until
the end; for no one would turn informer
on so fine a pal. But Decreus almost came
to grief one day. He loathed the solfege
and harmony classes which entailed a
good deal of midnight oil burning, and
where one had to show in concrete form
in black and white what one had really
accomplished. There, charm of manner
and fascinating ways were useless. He
had warned us that when the next class
took place he would not only see that he
got out of it, but that we all got out of
it. He explained that he had a rendezvous
that could not be broken; for the young
lady in question was not only beautiful,
but carried, along with her undoubted
pulchritude, a thoroughly satisfactory
dot or dowry, as we call it. Of course we
all sympathized with him, but what to
do? We were soon to find out.
This particular class began in the prescribed orthodox way. Suddenly we noticed the professor stop examining papers and sniff the air suspiciously. Thereupon, those of us who were not afflicted
with head colds also began to sniff just
as suspiciously as the professor. What
was that infernal smell? We opened all
the

windows

in spite of the bitter cold,

but the foul air persisted and in fact
grew worse. One could hardly breathe.
I had dropped a paper on the floor, and
owing to the draught caused by the open
windows, it had flown under the grand
piano. On reaching to pick it up, I noticed tiny pieces of glass lying about the
floor,
and Eureka! the mystery was
solved. Someone had thrown some Chinese stink balls under the piano so that
the room became uninhabitable. And

who had thrown them? I leave it to you
to guess! The next moment the professor dismissed classes for the day,

and

Camille, with the most innocent face, expressed his mournful regrets at being
deprived of further learning! I was, up
to that time, the only one who knew the
truth; also, I was in honor bound not
to divulge it. But, thought I, suppose the
concierge comes in to clean up before we
can do away with the evidence, we are
lost. For such a prank would never be
excused, but be considered open rebellion.

The consequences— dismissal from the
school

for

the
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whole

class,

unless

a

which

at his ends,

He was

and power.
mel of our group.
“a la Bressant”
boys .would wear

was fame
Beau Brum-

in his case
also the

When

he wore his hair
(pompadour), all the
it that way. When he

began to sport a cane, we

all bought
certain clothes, we
be similarly attired. And
there the imitations ended. We just could
not keep up the pace of his work, nor
did any of us care to. Is it any wonder
that Cortot, in the end, graduated ahead
of everyone? And this, in spite of the fact
that he was not endowed with the talent
of the least of us. But a worker he was,
and that won the day for him. How he
strutted! One of the professors who understood his character thoroughly was old
Saint-Saens of the caustic tongue. It was
a part of his duties to go through the

canes.
all

When he wore

tried

to

and harmony classes to see how
the students were doing. The usual procedure would be to ask the student what
instrument he was studying, and the answer would generally be, “Master, I play
the violin,” or flute, or ’cello, or whichever was his major. When Saint-Saens
came to Cortot that day, he asked. “And
you, my little one, what do you play?”
“Master,” came the reply from a slightly
inflated ego, “I am a pianist.” Came in
a dulcet lisp from the Master. “Oh, do
not let us exaggerate, my little one.”
It is certain that Cortot achieved fame
as a conductor and pianist, though not
as composer, which had always been one
of his goals. He did for a while also
achieve some degree of power, but that
was during the Nazi occupation.
Another personality of that period that
fascinated all who came in contact with
him was Reynaldo Hahn. He was a real

solfege

clown by nature, and despite the fact that
he was quite a bit older than any of us,
having left the Conservatoire two years
before my entrance, he liked to continue
his acquaintance with the younger element. I well remember one rather stuffy

d

party given by one of the professors
think it was Louis Diemer, one of the
greatest pianists of that time)

.

Of

course,

tea was served along with cookies. The
ladies present kept their knees close together, though their skirts reached the

and their eyes cast down when a
addressed them. We had heard that
Hahn, whose rather ribald mind couldn't
bear such attitudes, had been invited. We
knew that he would scarcely make an ap-

floor,

man

etude

into the room burst
front vestibule, and
clad in full Spanish regalia!
a toreador,
the tea tray, which
In his hand he had
tambourine, shaking it in
a
as
used
he
couple of spoons rattling
the air with a
against his heels
against it, or knocking it
maddest fandango ever seen!
in the

imagine what pandemonium broke loose,
piano and
especially when he went to the
began askstarted a polka, and we boys
the tightly corseted females to dance.
ing

They were too flabbergasted to refuse.
The professor’s wife thereupon thought

best to swoon and was carried out,
which gave us complete liberty. It was
one grand party!
Of the many celebrities I failed to appreciate in my childhood days, several
stand out in my memory. There was of
course our Director-General, the venerable Ambroise Thomas. We knew he had
composed the operas “Mignon” and
“Hamlet,” and the fact that a man had
composed an opera already entitled him
to a certain amount of respect in our
childish brains. So we respected him. But
he was so old and decrepit that this
it

ure with hands folded together behind
his back, his little gray head, ornamented
by white side-whiskers, tilted forward

and lost in reverie, like a gentle
was of Belgian extraction, and
one

the

reasons

bird.

He

this was-

French government had been slow

servatoire,

we

Cesar

noticed

and we watched his every
move with loving interest. Suddenly we
Ferte,

his hand to his head, reel
settle down to the ground
deflated balloon. Panic-stricken,
an
usher, who reverently carfor

saw him put
a little, and
like

a

we ran

ried the frail

little

body to a room and

him on a couch. A
summoned, pronounced
heart attack. To say
stricken would be an
Musical Paris went
laid

doctor, hurriedly

him dead from a
we were griefunderstatement.
forthwith into

was in reality mere lip service. To mourning. When I think back on the
modest and
us he was merely a rather nice old gen- struggle for recognition this
during
tleman, none too clean nor well-groomed, self-deprecating little man had
who once in a while would come to the his long career, it is a wonder that he
had the courage to write the magnificent
classes to see how things went. He did
not say much, and that little sounded works he left behind as a real monument
more like senile doddering. So we dis- to his memory. It is a parallel to the life
respect

missed the great Thomas with
compositeur, et c’est tout!”

“Un grand

romantic figure to us was
Jules Massenet. He was verging on old
age; for was he not thirty-six or thirtyseven? He was very handsome, with

The

real

classic features and gray hair worn in
a long mop, a la Liszt. His innumerable

love affairs,

culminating in his “liaison”

with the reigning queen of song and
beauty, Sybil Sanderson (la belle Americ aine), had made him the hero par excellence of the Conservatoire, both to the

male and female students. He also taught
harmony and counterpoint for the usual
stipend the great French Republic granted its civil servants, aside from a pretty
purple or red ribbon you could wear in
your lapel!
The veneration of everyone went to
the kindly and benevolent old gentleman,

whom

called affectionately “Papa
Franck.” Yes, it was Cesar Franck who
was considered by most students the
real genius of French music. We would
follow him for blocks through the streets
all

he trudged along, his green umbrella
tucked under his arm, a short, squat figas
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of easy
in Song, Verse, and Story— A beautiful collection
songs and carols, compiano solo arrangements (with words) of sixteen Christmas
Rovenger. Includes stories, poetry, and
piled, arranged, and edited by Leopold W.
illustrated in three colors, inpictures appropriate to the festive season. Beautifully
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side

and

out, teachers, parents,
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the young student

Franck

scanning the bulletin board, and just
to be near him we did the same. My companions were Camille Decreus and Ar-

mand

By Rubank ...

the

chauvinistic
in recognizing his great genius. So to eke out
a living he was compelled to play the
organ at the Church of St. Sulpice, and
give private lessons in piano and organ
at ten francs each!
One morning, on arriving at the Conof

— CjjrfetmasS iSloofes ^Beautiful

of Georges Bizet, who died of a broken
heart when his great opera “Carmen”
failed with the French public. Imagine
such a genius being compelled by poverty to do hack arranging of piano parts
for the orchestrations of Camille SaintSaens! Yes, it was he who wrote the
piano part, arranged from the orchestra
score, for the celebrated Andante et
Rondo Cappriccioso, by Saint-Saens. And
the story goes that he received the munificent sum of twenty-five francs for
this work. He had, beside his poverty,
another great handicap. There was great
rivalry between himself and Charles

Gounod, who had just had an enormous
success with his “Faust.” Gounod was a
devout Catholic, and in his case “more
royalist than the king.” He was known
be bigoted in the extreme. His influence in musical circles was limitless.
On the other hand, Bizet was of Jewish
origin, and according to all reports of
the period, Gounod was none too happily disposed toward what he called “the
little Jewish upstart.” One need go no
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.
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to

further in guessing as to the whys and
wherefores of Bizet’s end.

solo, with

Whistler. Each of the fourteen Christor without Piano accompaniment, by Harvey S.
minimum of experimas favorites included are easy-to-play, and students with only a
illustrated throughout, and
ence will have little difficulty. The collection is colorfully
attractive Piano part includes the
includes appropriate verse and stories as well. The
complete
Price
text to each composition An excellent gift item!
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Additional study repertoire for any second grade student. Useful
material is
with all pupils regardless of basic books being used. The
well balanced, carefully graded and gradually progressive. 1.00

BEGINNING AT THE PIANO
Preparatory Book of thirty-two pieces to play and sing
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I,

II,

III,

.
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IV

Succeeding books to follow "Beginning At The Piano". Children or older beginof piano
ners will find this course captivating and superior to any system
instruction. Technic
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Teaching Chords by Technicolor
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by Gertrude C. Sprague
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,

is

maintained. Carefully chosen pieces
T

in

>00

PLAYERS AT THE PIANO

preparatory Duet Book. The musical and pianistic importance of the pieces
chosen increases the pupil's aural sensibility, rhythmic response and sight

A

Tonic (minor), Dominant (minor), and
Sub-dominant (minor) Then, using colored pencils, have the pupil put a dot
blue,
of red over chords employing the Tonic;
these colors in leading pupils to gain an blue for those employing the Dominant,
insight into the use of the three principal and yellow for the Sub-dominant. If the
chords, as they play them in composi- teacher has more advanced pupils, a
tions?
green dot could be used for the SuperFirst, explain the nature of the three
tonic, purple for the Mediant, orange for
principal triads of the Major Scale:
the Sub-mediant, and black for the
Tonic (Major) Dominant (Major) and Diminished Triad on the Leading note.
This very simple device seems to help
Sub-dominant (Major); and also the
analysis.
three principal
Minor Scale; the pupil in elementary chord

ECHNICOLOR

moving pictures are
known to all. In making these
movies, three primary colors, red,
and yellow, are used. Why not use

through music

books.
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by Gertrude Treacher
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Booklets with cut-out pictures and stories of
binding.
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story in his

At these special reduced prices, cash with
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Any ingenious teacher is able to invent
and games which are delightful

BETTY and

the

By

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

YOUNG

FOLKS’

of Famous Composers

Elizabeth Gest

This story of Betty's dream after her first
symphony concert, where the instruments
come to life, tell their stories, and discuss
their family relationship with other instruments, stirs many a youthful imagination.
(15^)

PICTURE HISTORY
MUSIC

of

By James Francis Cooke
This picture book with over 100 cut-outs,
be pasted in proper spaces, gives an
acquaintance with important things concerning the growth of the arts on down
through the eras of all the great masters.

to

($1.25)

Series

Holiday Cash

Price, 11c

Holiday Cash Price, $1.00
Lottie

Ellsworth Coit and Ruth

Bampton

LITTLE

Each book in this series is a delightful combination of: story incidents from the childhood days of the composer; pictures; easy-to-play pieces (including a duet) which
retains the essential elements of the original composition; something to sing; directions
for construction of a miniature (cardboard) stage and settings of a scene from the
composer's life; suggestions for a musical playlet or pupils' recital with story; and a
list of recordings of the composer which have a special interest for children. The books

are uniform in

size, style,

and

price.

LIFE
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the

of

GREAT
PRONOUNCING
STUDENTS'
MUSICAL DICTIONARY
Pocket Size (3 X 5 V*
132 pages)

CLARKE'S

MASTERS

—

By Mary M. Schmits

One of the most useful books ever produced for acquainting little music lovers
with important facts about the masters, their
important works, et cetera. (60(f)

(40c each)
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all

Boohs

M

on

usic

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC

Collections

By James
Cooke

SONG CLASSICS

Edited by E. E. Krehbiel

Edited

Soprano

Soprano

Alto
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knowledge of
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gives, like a thoroughThis
useful

Edited
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story,
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the
of

music,

lore

with over

200 illustrations, covering 321 pages. Nearly 900 names and
over 100 subjects are indexed. ($1.50)

Holiday Cash
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enjoyable

ly

SACRED SONGS

Bass

an

(30^)

Price,

JM

in this

usicians

$1.20

book embody considerable musical
Cloth bound. ($2.00)
Holiday Cash Price, $1 .60

information.

CHOIR and CHORUS CONDUCTING
By W. F. Wodell
Latest revised, and enlarged Edition
Experienced and inexperienced conductors,

as well as choirmaster and conductor

aspirants, will find here indispensable guidance on how to organize, conduct, and sustain interest. Cloth bound. ($2.25)

Holiday Cash Price, $1.80

GREAT PIANISTS ON PIANO PLAYING
''

Soprano

Mezzo-Soprano

Tenor

Alto

Bass
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Compiled by William Shakespeare
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SONGS
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Tenor

Bass

MUSICAL DICTIONARY and
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By
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Redman

membrance recital souvenir, or reward for
some pupil's notable achievement. (60^)

High and Low Voices

THEODORE PRESSER

H. N.

This comprehensive dictionary of music
terms, in convenient size for handbag, or
coat-pocket, serves as a fine Christmas re-

High Voices

Holiday Cash

Price,

50c

1712 Chestnut

St.

—

By
James Francis Cooke

-
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natural rivalry in scale contests, musical
games, and many such schemes that
are helpful in awakening interest. Something which appeals to the pupil’s sense
of humor and presents new ideas in
terms of things he already understands,
will arouse interest, especially if there
is

some competition involved.

Competitive games can be even more
if a small prize is given to
the winner. Try to discover the pupils’
hobbies and devise some little prize
along those lines. Most children have the
collecting instinct at certain ages; they
collect pictures of favorite movie stars,
match books, stamps; they are fond
of pets, sports, sail boats, ship and plane
models, and so on. Pictures of their
favorites can often be found in magazines, and if mounted by the teacher
make attractive and inexpensive little
prizes. Looking up these pictures and ar-

them takes some

of

a

busy

teacher’s time, to be sure, but it pays in
the end by helping to keep the young
student interested.
One game children love to play is

“Musical Bingo.” In place of numbers
have musical signs to fill in the lines.
is played just the same as
or “Housie Housie,” as it is
some sections of the country.
The winner of each game receives a red
chip, and the one with the most red
chips at the finish of the game receives
the prize. Then there is “Musical Quiz.”
Have fifty cards (more can be added as

The game
“Bingo,”

called in

the pupils’ knowledge increases) with a
on each. These are placed
face down on the table and the children
in turn pick one up. The next child answers immediately; if correct he stays in
the game. After each child has had a

graphical sketch and
portrait of the pianist
precede
the
study
conference of each.
Cloth bound. ($2.25)

Holiday Cash Price, $1.75

Distributors

Philadelphia

ranging

musical sign

Guidance from
36
world-famous
pianists, with a short bio-

MUSIC PUBLISHERS and
CO.

too much telling “how and why”
in learning to play the piano. Anything
which will introduce the spirit of play
into the piano lesson will be welcomed.
Teachers recognize the value of good
for

interesting

The well-authenticated anecdotes of the
great composers, players and singers given

Francis

by Horatio Parker

common

ANECDOTES OF GREAT MUSICIANS
By W. F. Gates

Latest Revised

Edition

FAMOUS SONGS

in

death dates of over 350 famous musicians

Holiday Cash Price, 20c
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Price,
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use, including Italian, German, and French
words often seen on music, and birth and
of all times.

Holiday Cash Price, 30c each

THE CHILD BACH
THE CHILD HAYDN
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played as a pastime. These games cannot take the place of fundamental prindrilling
ciples, but rather are an aid in
fundamentals and will help to give a
clear and correct mental picture of them.
Fundamentals should not be “given in
doses”; children seem to have an aversion
if

.

By

will culti-

ideas

5c

.

Ch ildh ood Days

and

of the pupil.

words. (20^)

Holiday Cash Price,

varied

entering into the
vate opportunities of
of the lesactivities of her pupils outside
“personal
son period. The value of the
touch” cannot be overestimated, and frequent meetings of groups of students, at
home for
the studio or in the teacher’s
an evening of musical games and other
forms of entertainment, furnish an opcharacter
the
into
portunity for insight

ANN

LISZT

CHOPIN

make the work
The wise teacher

ability to

interesting.

By Thomas Tapper

BACH
BEETHOVEN
BRAHMS

pupil’s attitude toward music
often depends upon the teacher’s

HE

1,

Pa
etude

IDEAL MUSICAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

another name which begins with the
last letter of the one just spelled. For
the “Hunting and Fishing Game,” have
cards marked with a letter each representing a key. The pupil draws a card
and then gives the signature for the key
on the card drawn out. The old game,
“I’m thinking of something,” can be
played as a musical game in this way—
“I’m thinking of the fourth tone in the
Key of D,” and so forth.
Not even a whole evening, nor every
meeting, need be spent in musical games.
In fact, discussions of the various inter-

Tax

of

20 per cent must be added

Members

to prices quoted

used in making musical scrap books.
If this is not feasible in the teacher's
or in the studio, let the pupils
the books at home, bring them to
the meeting, and spend part of the time
looking at each other’s books. Their scrap
books may contain programs, clippings,
or pictures relating to any phase of
interest that is associated with music.
Scrap books, or anything which gives
the student a feeling of creating something, are always an inspiration.
As musical knowledge develops and
interest in these group meetings grows,
there is an opportunity for the teacher
to introduce the study of Appreciation of

home
make

Music by correlation of music and every
day activities. For this, the teacher must
be prepared to play some numbers, and
also to have some of the more advanced
students play. Records may also be
used. While most schools have some of
this work in their curriculum, there is
never enough time in the crowded school
day for learning to enjoy listening. There
are several splendid texts on Music Integration written for the public school
teacher which are also very valuable for
the private teacher.
Have as a project some subject of
general interest; for example, transportation; for all children like to travel and
to take trips. Select music which can be
correlated with the various modes of
travel; such as planes, trains, auto,
horseback riding, sleighing, and so on.
There are many simple but attractive
arrangements of music which may be

used. These numbers are to be prepared
at the usual lesson period and home
practice, and then when the project is
complete, have an evening at the studio,
with the parents and friends invited as
guests. Let this evening be the goal to-

ward which they work, and

it will be a
compelling incentive to the pupils.
Group meetings of one type or another are a much needed factor in
private teaching. They afford the needed

inspiration

of

working with others on

and the pupils are receiving the

have one child spell a musician’s tion,
name, and the next one in turn spell merits

December, 194s

Federal

ests of the students will afford opportunity for the teacher to read or tell
the story of some musician’s life, or to
include a little History of Music.
The same thing done over and over
in the same way becomes monotonous,
even games. Some evenings could be

turn, the cards are shuffled and the some project pertaining to music, and
children remaining in the game continue. games and contests satisfy the competiThe one who answered correctly in his tive spirit In youth. For the average
turn and is last at the table wins a young music student, every lesson needs
prize.
the drive of some specific incentive
The older children have fun in selectPrivate teaching or the individual lesing the name of a composer and seeing son has many advantages over group
how many words can be spelled by using instruction, but the occasional group
only the letters in this name. They also meeting does furnish a needed stimulalike to
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OF THE ASCENSION, New marriage of these two, our planet, earth,
York City, offers an award of one hun- was born. The earth produces soil; soil
dred dollars for an original choral work combined with the sun produces fire; the

THE

\m

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
103 East 86th St. (Park Ave.)

New York

City

BALDWIN-WALLACE

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO
with a

(suburb of Cleveland)

Liberal Arts College.
Four and five year courses leading to degrees. Faculty
of Artist Teachers. Bend for catalogue or informaAffiliated

first

class

tion to:

HAROLD W. BALTZ,

Dean, Berea, Ohio

be sung for the first
Ascension Day Festival Service May 10th, 1949, under Vernon deTar,
organist and choirmaster. The text to be
used is that of Psalm 24, “The earth is
the Lord’s,” in the version found in the
Episcopal Book for Common Prayer. The
closing date is March 25th, and all details may be secured from the Secretary, Church of the Ascension, 12 West
for

mixed

voices, to

its

with the moon, water; and the union
and earth produces wood; while
the subterranean fire and soil result in
gold. Many extensions of these combinations are found in Chinese music, which
perhaps explains why our ears fail to
soil,

of fire

discern much meaning in it.
Eight sonorous natural bodies produce
the basis of Chinese musical instruments.
Metal, stone, silk, bamboo, calabash, clay,
Eleventh Street, New York City.
animals’ skins and wood are all utilized
in the gracefully shaped instruments, so
MONMOUTH COLLEGE, Monmouth, Il- dfferent from our own. The sound of
linois, announces an award of one hun- metal was produced by bells, that of
dred dollars for the best setting of a pre- animals’ skins from drums, that of stone
scribed metrical version of Psalm 90 for by a T-square of jade or other mineral,
congregational singing. The competition that of bamboo by the flute, that of the
is open to all composers and the deadline
calabash by the sheng or mouth-organ,
for submitting manuscripts is February and that of wood by the block struck
28, 1949. All details may be secured from with wooden mallets.
Mr. Thomas H. Hamilton, Monmouth
Chinese history records a wonderful
College, Monmouth, Illinois.
concert held in very ancient times, when

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION

a festival orchestra, divided into nine
Clubs announces the seventeenth Bien- groups, played simultaneously upon more
nial Young Artists Auditions, the finals than three hundred various types of inof which will take place at the Twen- struments. More than one hundred harps,
ty-fifth Biennial Convention in Dallas, fifty flutes, several sets of stone instruTexas, March 27 to April 3, 1949. One ments, two hundred guitars, and two
thousand dollar prizes are offered in four hundred mouth organs were among the
classifications: piano, violin, voice, and instruments played. Legend states that
organ. Preliminary auditions will be held listening birds, charmed with the music,
in the various states and districts during sang, and animals danced in time with
the early spring of 1949. Entrance blanks the melodious sounds.
and all details may be secured by writing
This account resembles that of the
to Miss Doris Adams Hunn, National Egyptian orchestra of six hundred celeChairman, 701 18th Street, Des Moines, brating the feast of Bacchus under PtolIowa.
emy Philadelphus, which is found in ancient annals.

OSMOPOLITAN

Not all the appeal of the music played
by these Chinese musicians is of ancient

MUSIC

CLARENCE EIDAM.
ROSSETTER

G.

Music Means “Joy”
In Chinese
C

Continued from Page 745)

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

That their goodwill is modern
and genuine is evidenced by the fact that
Hahn Chen-han, er-hu or twostringed fiddle player, was a major in the
Chinese Guerrilla Army near Shanghai,
and rescued no fewer than seven American airmen who were shot down by the
Mr.

Japanese, risking his

and thus was formed the Chinese chromatic scale of twelve sounds.
CJte,. of
These sounds correspond to the changes
Offering complete courses in Piano, Voice, Organ, of the moon, including
such symbolic
Violin, Cello, Brass, Woodwinds, and Percussion instruments, Public School Music, Composition, Church phases as the stirring of insect life, inMusic, Musicology. Chorus, Glee Club, Orchestra, Band.
Faculty includes members of Boston Symphony, Bache- tense cold or torrid heat, the clear light
lor’s and Master's Degrees in all musical subjects. Dorms.
Catalog. COLLEGE OF MUSIC, 73 Blagden St., Boston. of summer, the coming of frost, the forming of ears of corn and the bearding of
wheat, the forming of ice and the fallPhiladelphia Conservatory
ing of snow. When one realizes this, the
“weird” sounds may take on a little more
Of Music
Founded 1877
meaning to our western ears.
Maria Ezerman Drake, Director
Allison It. Drake, Dean
The musical scale is composed upon
Eminent Faculty
the principle of “how many tones high,”
Courses leading to Degrees
on the same basis as our key. Time is
LO 7-1877
216 So. 20th St.
either two-four or four-four, and as in all

WUc
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Famous “Lullaby”
Student Residence

Piano Voice, Violin, Cello, Composition, Radio, Speech,
Painting, Ceramics. High School Academic and Music
School credits. Vocational and Psychological Guidance.
Supervised recreation. Personality development.
Excellent cuisine. Write lor booklet Dept. 22

HENNE

MRS. WILLIAM

MUSK SCHOOL
•

Professionals

Amateurs

Class and Individual

Children

•

New York

157 East 74th St..

21.

" MUSIC

own

life

N. Y.

poise of their art to our stage. In their
colorful costumes and in their stylized
acting they created an unforgettable picture.

So, the next time you hear Chinese
music floating from some shop in Chinatown, or broadcast over the radio, do not
close your ears and your heart. Instead,
remember that the willowy beauty of

STUDY EXALTS

LIFE

still

he have
It towers

Or, in his humility, would

Other well-known lullabies there have
Brahms himself having written
But as he reached the heights of
secular beauty in his Wiegenlied, Franz
Gruber reached similar heights of sacred
serenity in his Heilige Nacht ( Silent
Night ) One very old lullaby, second only
been,

Has Your Child
the

several.

advantage of piano study with

member

a

of the

NATIONAL GUILD
PIANO TEACHERS

.

of
A

goal of achievement for every student suitable
to his

age and advancement.
(NOT A CONTEST)

The Better Teachers Are Members
Chapters

in

every large music center
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IRL

fill,

dormi.

ALLISON, M. A.

the
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form

lytle child,

are bothin
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\

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

/
82nd

\
ANNIVERSARY YEAR \

A complete

school of music, dramatic

art and dancing. Courses lead to degrees.
Special students may enter at any time.

/
/

SECOND SEMESTER

*

Opens January 24

\

Write for Catalog

\

2650 Highland Ave.

Cincinnati 19, Ohio

THE DUNNING COURSE
of Improved Music Study
Gladys M. Glenn. B.Mus., M.A.. Mus.D..
Dean of Education Faculty

MID-WINTER CLASS,
Los Angeles, Dec. 15-Jan. 8
and other class dates address

for information

EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS

1710 Tyler St.

An

Amarillo. Texas

early English Lullaby, also

mood, has changed only in

religious in

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

Box 1113

Night in peaceful calm, is Sleep,
Baby, Sleep, with its dozen or more translations from the German. A more ancient
one, called the Virgin’s Cradle Song, carries words from the third century, Dormi,
to Silent

Inc.

of

its

words: “Lullay, lullay,

gwy wepy Thou so sore. Thou
God and man, gwat woldyst

Thou be more. So blyssid be the tyme.”
Mozart and Schumann wrote Cradle
Songs, Schumann’s Opus 124 containing
both a Slumber Song and a Cradle Song,
familiar to most young pianists. Although
Chopin called one of his pianistic charmers a Berceuse, it would seem that technical sophistication is not a requisite for

a real Lullaby.
In the operatic repertoire the most alluring lullaby is found in “Hansel and
Gretel” where the children, lost in the
woods, are lulled to sleep by the Sandman, or Sleep Fairy. (The Danes call
him “O’le Eye Shutter.”) Brahms himself wrote a setting of the sandman folk

The once popular
Berceuse from “Jocelyn,” by Godard kept
the name of that opera alive for some
time, but it seems at last to have put itself to sleep. There is a lullaby in the
opera “Louise,” by Charpentier, and
Stravinsky has given us, in his “Fire
Bird Suite,” the Berceuse, or Lullaby of
the Fire Bird, dark in color, nostalgic in

song, Sqjidmdnnclien.

with fantasy for its story. Gershwin, in a very different manner, included
a lullaby in his opera, “Porgy and Bess.”

feeling,

of the troupe were
just as accomplished as the musicians,

with their gorgeous costumes, elaborate
headdresses and wonderful pantomime.
Several of them were famous in China,
and brought all the traditional grace and

naughty

genius.

to guide

them to safety.
The actor members

edition in the minor key
or ailing children? That
another way of increasing

new

doubted its lasting worth?
above us, strong with the strength of
simplicity, beautiful with the quality of

Artist Teachers

Scholarships for Orchestral Instruments

33.

for

it?

Instruction

DAVID & LEOPOLD MANNES, Directors
Room

you made a

742)

the number of editions.”
Yes, how would it be! And how would
Brahms had heard the song
it be if
jazzed and crooned? Would he have realized it was so good, so harm-proof, that
neither jazzers nor crooners could hurt

MANNESi

THE

Continued from Page

(.

would be

Avenue

3001 Pacific

interest.

President

COLE, Dean

45th year. Offers courses in all branches
of Music. Confers certificates, diplomas
and degrees. Member of N.A.S.M.
Located in downtown musical center.
Box E.306S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Brahms and His

of Music

—

SCHOOLOF

stand

CIIliRCH

more than ten thousand musicians in

1

See February Etude Advertisement

A

I

brings all this and more to those who
make the effort to try to under-

THE NATIONAL COMPOSITION

CONHarmonizing Nature
TEST of the National Federation of Music
Clubs has extended the closing date of
According to Chinese philosophy, man
the contest from September 1, 1948, to conforms to the principle of heaven.
January 1, 1949. The contest is for a work Heaven follows a law and this law harfor orchestra, mixed chorus, and soloist, monizes nature. Before the beginning
in religious or patriotic vein. All details was infinity. Infinity produced the great
may be secured from the chairman of the whole. Then followed the great duality
contest, Dr. Fabien Sevitzky, Murat The- of nature, male and female principles.
atre, Indianapolis, Indiana.
The sun is the synthesis of the masculine,
and the moon of the feminine; from the

Friend

A

will

it.

Schools— Colleges

CONVERSE COLLEGE

SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC

Edwin Gerschefski. Dean. Spartanburg, S. C

KNOX

Department
Galesburg,

COLLEGE

Thomas W. Williams, Chairman
Catalogue sent upon request.

SHENANDOAH
.

of Music
Illinois

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
L. E. Hill. Pres.

Courses leading to the B. Mus., andB. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
nf the

Lullabies there will always be, for the
ageless cradle-rocking instinct needs mu-

accompaniment and merely changes
type through the ages. RocJc-a-bye
Baby and Bye Baby Bunting have gently
lulled many cradle-sleepers to the land
of dreams, just as effectively, if not more
so, than the more elaborate stage lullabies; but among the lullaby writers,
Brahms, in giving the world its greatest cradle song, unwittingly remains the

sical
its

master.

Shenandoah Valley, Dayton, Virginia.
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Letter from an

sound and rhythm. Chinese mu-

of

dium
sic

between them will remain the same.

time at

DILLER-QUAILE

ple

City.

Sight-reading, two-piano.

I

whispering in sweet

Chinese bamboos is
wiu listen carefully, and
tones if y° u
a great and cultured peothat the art of
to you, through the meis speaking

Oriental civilizations, Chinese
of numgreatly influenced by the science
bers in its metaphysics.
that there
(Continued from Page 72-1)
It is important to remember
we have; thereis no fixed pitch such as
Chinese music
15; and all details may be secured from fore, the five tonalities of
Emanuel Vardi, 524 West 46 Street, New can ’start from, any degree of the chroof the sounds
relation
matic scale, and the

The World

<LAnother

Pioneer Teacher

OF SHERWOOD’S
DISTINGUISHED
ARTIST-TEACHERS

To The Etude:
Here is this old lady who has to get things
off her chest, every now and then, wanting
to add to Mrs. Guhl's article in the January
Etude, 1947, entitled “It’s Fun to Teach Music in a Small Town.” It was very good, and
to think perhaps
it I began
making music in a country
community" .might make readers see that if
any acre situated as I was, over forty years

reading
“teaching and

after

ago, in a new country with neighbors three
or four miles away (or more), they can bring
to such communities much that will give pleasure to all, young and old.
Forty years ago we didn’t have many pleasures, we did not have telephones, radio, cars,
R.E.A. service not even a school. Wasn’t long

—

did have a schoolhouse which also was
used Sundays for church services.
We had an organ at that time in the schoolhouse; I think my piano was the only one for
till

we

Our teachers were seldom muso in order that we had music for
entertainments that they wanted to give, I was
called on to help all who wanted me.
I look back sometimes and wonder how I
did it. I had my family— my farm work. Then
if I were due for a practice at the schoolhouse,
for a program. I had to walk a mile there and
a mile back again. It wasn’t always easy to
do. (Couldn’t do,it now.)
I'm pretty old-fashioned in some ways. I
have a theory that if one has a talent and
there is need for its use in the home or community, it's your duty to use it, and I still

jfeon
A

^ osenbloom

pupil of the fatuous Arthur Schnabel, Sir.

Rosenhloom has iron

pianistic

distinction

through recitals in the music centers of the
United Stales and Europe, and through the
training of

young

artists.

INSTRUCTION
beginning of

from eminent artist-teacliers
iheir studies at

is

available to talented students from
in all instruments, voice,

Sherwood. Degree courses

several years.

tlie

sicians,

public school music, conducting, theory, and composition.

adhere
I

MUSIC SCHOOL

SHERWOOD*

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

SCHOOLS OF MUSIC

to that idea.

am

put

I

Spring Semester begins February 7. Dormitory accommodations at moderate cost.
Courses for Veterans. Catalog. 1014 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois.

not sorry for one minute for the hours
our teachers and the young

in helping

It comes back to me in words of praise,
then.
By this time there were young folks wanting piano lessons and I would like to tell you
of a little incident that happened the other

people.

every

now and

noming.
I opened

my door to admit a caller—a young
nother who was one of my piano pupils some
;wenty years ago. She was after some music.
She was helping to put on a progam in her
;ountry community. I was so surprised, for
supposed she had dropped it long ago. I
ihould say not! I handed her the song she
wanted, she sat down and not only played
part.
t well but hummed an alto

NATIONAL GUILD
of

PIANO TEACHERS

:

I

said to her,

“Why,

that

was well

done.

supposed you had dropped your playing long
“No, indeed,” she said, “I can play
better than my brother and sister. They
Do
;an’t read very well or keep good time.
you remember how you used to tell me how
mportant it was to keep perfect time and be
it to you.’’ Well, I was
i good reader? I owe

Enroll Your Entire Class for Auditions

:

Jgo!”

nuch

work
/ery pleased, as you would know. We
if
ind tell them, time after time, and wonder
hey understand. Most of them do, I think, but
;ome are taking lessons against their will,
this
and so don't progress very far. One of
own
same group of children, who has her
family now, said to me not long ago, “I don’t
enow why my mother didn't make me keep
she tried
an with piano lessons.” Poor mother—
for two summers and when she wanted
it
doing;
her to come the third summer, nothing
she just didn’t do

In

this

calls for

it.

of ours I had many
music, not only teaching, but for

community

my

many occasions—parties, weddings,

funerals,

It wasn’t so long,
and our Sunday
ready
though, until some of my pupils were
were chiefly “home
to help out. Our audiences
their
folks” and were not too critical of what
children were doing on programs.
Sickness in the family forced us to leave

services.

farm and move into town, so it was up
“carry on” out there.
to the young folks to
able to help along the
I am glad that I was
work in music there and I am sure, now, that
During the time I
my work wasn’t in vain.young
people wanted
was out there the older
orchesme to form a chorus and later a small
was fun. I think I
tra which we did. That
name
was as proud of them as any of the big
the

first time
orchestra leaders are of theirs, the
through withwe all played our first march communities
to
still
out a failure. There are

who

themsit back and say,
selves in
I just couldnt
Oh I am so out of practice,
in and
think of doing it!”’ Nonsense. Get
for
“nitch” and vou will be doing something

help and

would urge any
such places, “Don’t
I

find

Irl Allison,

M.A., Mus. D., Founder-President
Austin, Texas

Box 113

ROOSEVELT COLLEGE-SCHOOL
announces the following appointments to

its

MUSIC

of

Faculty:

Artist Teacher in Piano Department
Lecturer in Music Education and Student Adviser

MAURICE DUMESNIL,

KARL GEHRKENS,
430

SOUTH MICHIGAN

AVE.,

CHICAGO

5.

ILLINOIS

— WAbash

2-3580

ARLINGTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC
of the East for Intensive Professional Music Training”
Full and part time courses in theoretical subjects and all instruments

“The School

FACULTY OF MODERN MUSIC ARTISTS
Mid-year term starts January 31, 1949
Special correspondence course in Arranging
” Intown Studio"
Approved for Veterans
General School and Offices

20’ Mass. Ave., Boston. Mass.

386 Moss. Ave.. Arlington, Mass.

ACADEMY
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL
Oldest Music School
Pennsylvania’s

Vnnndpd 1870

Jani Szanto, President-Director
•
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
1617 Spruce Street

Chartered

—

COURSES LEADING TO DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
Special Department for Opera and Stage Direction
Write for particulars and catalogue

without ETUDE at $3.00 a year when you
consider you will be receiving approximately $50 worth of music?

Can you

afford to be

Wyoming
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of beauty
and gave away their only mark

—lovely, fluffy

tails.

the earth;
Then dawn began
foxes, they
’twas nearly sunrise time. The
grass
were much ashamed and in the
much
land hid; the bunnies, they were
ashamed, and in the ground holes hid,
ashamed
the squirrels, they were much
and in the tree boughs hid. The guinea
weie
pigs were not ashamed, for they
to hide,
cause
quite content. They had no
and went to gather milkweed down to
make their nest-holes warmer.
And then at sunrise time the fairy
gather
flitted to the hawthorn tree to
to light

up the fur and make the cozy blanket
for the Infant Child. “There’s not much
“ ’tis
only tails of
fur,” she sadly said;

Junior Etude Contest
The

guinea pigs, but it is nice and soft and
it will warm the Babe in Bethlehem. And
now I must not linger for I hear the
angels singing Gloria. Gloria in excelsis.
Peace on Earth. Good will toioard men.
Gloria in excelsis. Gloria.”

JUNIOR ETUDE
prizes

attractive

neatest

and best

will

you enter on upper left corner of your
paper, and put your address on upper

award three

each month

for

stories or essays

the

and for
open to

right corner of your, paper.

is
answers to puzzles. Contest
and girls under eighteen years
all boys

°f

eighteen years of
Class A, fifteen to
to fifteen; Class C,
age; Class B, twelve

and listen well.
Can you hear the angels sing,
Close your eyes

under twelve years.
Names of prize winners will appear on
future issue of the ETUDE.
this page in a
will reThe thirty next best contributors
mention.
ceive honorable

As they sang that first Nowell?
Can you hear the Heavens ring?
Gloria in excelsis.
Gloria in excelsis.

in which
Put your name, age and class

People in different countries have
of saying “Merry Christmas,”
according to their own languages, but
they all mean just the same thing. They
are telling each other to be merry and
glad and happy because it is Christmas;
because of what happened nearly two
thousand years ago in the little town of
Bethlehem.
In France the people say Joyeux Noel;
their

own ways

Guinea Pigs Have No Tails
(A Christmas Story)

by E. A. G.

NCE

upon a time, so long ago, the
animals on earth were very tame
and they were lovely to behold.
The foxes were like spun gold; the bunnies, fuzzy white; the squirrels seemed

O

of velvet fluff; the guinea-pigs had
lovely, furry tails.
And one fine day the bluebells rang
beneath the linden tree. The foxes, ’way
out in the grass land, heard them ringing and said, “Oh, listen to the bluebells
ring beneath the linden tree. What do
you think is going on? Let’s scamper

made

down and see!”
The squirrels up in
heard them ring and
bells,

the tree boughs
said, “The blue’neath the linden tree, are ringing

loud and clear. What can it be? Let’s
scurry down and see!”
The bunnies, ’way down in the ground
holes heard them ring and said, “Oh, listen to the bluebells ringing. Something’s
going on. Let’s hop along and see!”
The guinea-pigs, in hollow tree trunks,
heard them ring and said, “The bluebells
at the linden tree are ringing. Something
must be going on. Do let us go and see!”

And soon they all had reached the linden tree. What do you think they saw?

A

Then all went home and pondered well
what they had heard. The foxes in the
grass land said,

“

’Tis

true,

our fur

—

guinea pigs, they could not sleep.
night long they thought of fur
and of the Infant Child from Heaven.
When midnight came they talked among
themselves and said, “We really do not
need our pretty, fluffy tails and all the
others will give fur, so we must give some,
too.” And out they sneaked from cozy
nooks. When they reached the hawthorn
tree they offered up their pride and joy
all

—

it is

them

Christmas

is

2.

carol,

6.

7.

by Handel?

(five points)

8.

From which

9.

Which

of

his
taken? (five points)

well

known

oratorios

3.

carol

it

was written

by Franz Gruber? (five points)
10. Who were Melchior, Caspar, and Balthazar? (twenty points)
( Answers and melody on next page
)

attend a concert or a recital,
or when you are getting good music on
the radio, do you listen to the music, or
do you merely hear it?
Hearing is automatic. We cannot avoid
hearing things (unless they are too far
away to be. heard)," because we cannot
close our ears as we can close our eyes;
we hear everything that makes a sound',
if it is near enough. It is so automatic
that we can hear things without paying
any attention to them, or without realizing what we are hearing.
But listening is not automatic. When
we listen to anything we pay attention to
it; we concentrate on what we are
hearing; we really use our brains as well as
our ears when we listen we use only our

“Yes, truly,” said the fairy. “And yonder it is cold. There’s nothing there to

keep the Infant warm.”

“A pity!” said the squirrels.
“A pity!” said the guinea pigs.
“Yes, truly,” said the fairy. "And now
ask from each of you an alms, a tiny

—

when we hear.
The next time you

ears

from each,
’neath the hawthorn tree.

bit of fur, oh, just a tiny bit

and leave

it

Tomorrow morn

at sunrise time

and find it there and make a
to keep the Infant warm.”

I’ll

fluffy

come
robe

MERRY CHRISTMAS
to all

Junior Etude readers.

attend a concert or
turn your radio dial to good music, check
up, on this and make sure you are listening to the music and not merely hearing

conservatory

courses

equipment

sting of a bee, tho’

not

fatal.

the

6.

is

(200

and

its

practice

(.

at last they had to build
During the race, one of the cars was
turned over, directly in front of the

Mary appeared rather

8.

2.

The Christmas Oratorio;
4.

etc.).

Master of Music Education.

late but look-

hoping her appearance
would compensate for her tardiness.
Sarah and Elsie won first and second
ing very chic,

FRANK

SHAW,

H.

Member

Director

of the

National Association

of Schools of Music.

Box 5128, Oberlin, Ohio

places in the contest.

Before the recital Mary's chum, Ann,
was very excited.

Christmas;

organs,

modern

Degrees: Bachelor of Music, Bachelor

grandstand.

Each time John patted his little dog
on the head its tail would wag ner-

Deck the Halls with Boughs of Holly;

26

rooms,

(Answers on

page!

this

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
CHICAGO

3.

OF MUSIC—

Carol

branches of music and dramatic art
Faculty of 135 artist teachers
National Association of Schools of Music
John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., o84 Kimball Bldg., Chicago

Offers courses in all

3

I

6°nd vear.

Member

&
\

'Sir

Each
give
1.

ball on the tree represents a letter.
central letters, reading down, will

something associated with Christmas.
A letter found on the keyboard; 2.

Found on the

staff; 3.

tempo, 4. A string
short composition.

A

term

•

by Mendelssohn: 5. In Philadelphia.
Joy
6. Good King Wenceslaus; 7World; 8. The Messiah; 9. Silent Night;
10 The three Biblical wise kings mentioned in
the carol, We Three Kings of Orient Are.
written

Pennsylvania;
to the

relating to

instrument;

5.

A
1.

Answers to Hidden Composers
Bee-tho-ven; 2. Wag-ner; 3. S-chumann; 4. Ravel; 5. Ross-ini;
7. C-hopin; 8. H-and-el.

for Violins

6.

Ver-di;

by Roberta Moore

Hearing and Listening
When you

The

all

venemous,

QUIZ Answers and Melody
1.

3

>

The
is

first player to find
the winner.

The

is

vously.

What

4.

5.

for

lin's

Music,
of Music Education; Master of

names

2.

What is it called? (ten points)
carol comes from Wales? (five
points)
Who wrote the carol melody given in
this quiz? (Next page) (fifteen points)
In what city in America was the carol,
Oh, Little Town of Bethlehem written? (fifteen points)
A celebrated carol comes from Poland.
What is it called? (fifteen points)
The melody of what carol was written

catalogue describing Ober-

Write

skipped.

mas.

3.

band, orchestra and choir di-

in

rection.

superior

First

what does Nowell (or Noel)
mean? (five points)
Bach wrote a. composition for Christ-

the
Nowell,

CONSERVATORY

ing

by Cameron N. Allen
en4. To travel alone is not' nearly as
HE name of a famous composer is
joyable as with a companion.
hidden in each of the following sencaravan
5. Reaching the stream, the
tences. Parts of the names go from one
initially by wading, but
cross
to
tried
may
be
letters
word to the next, but no
rafts.

perfect.)

The

In

branches

High
of music under artist teachers.

T

Christmas Tree Puzzle

1.

school for professional

instruction in all

Thorough

OF MUSIC

1.

(Keep score. One hundred

to this

musicians.

Hidden Composers Game

correctly.

Wood

“Not really!” said the foxes.
“Not really!” said the bunnies.
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it is

These greetings are not as easy for us
to say as “Merry Christmas,” but no one
will mind at all if you do not pronounce

all

away in Bethlehem.”

I

COLLEGE

town lends quiet

attractive college

charm

standard of admission. Special train-

Pascuas.

Quiz No. 39

The

fairy, ringing bells bluebells,
bells, white harebells, coral
the bells. And then she stopped,
and lightly stepped upon a tortoise sl»ell,
so that the little friends could see and
hear her, for ’twas a wondrous tale she
had to tell.
“I'm glad you’re here in answer to the
bells!” she cried. “I’ve come from far
away to bring you tidings glad. Far off
in Bethlehem there is an Infant Child
from Heaven, high above. (She paused to
sip a dew drop from a morning glory
bloom.) “I heard the Angels singing
Gloria in Excelsis. Gloria in Excelsis, far

lovely

Bono Natale; in Germany
Froehliche Weinachten. In Holland

in Italy,

We

Canterbury

bells

An

vious page.

Due to strike in type-setters union the October issue was
issue.
late. Contest results will appear in a forthcoming

a little more complicated, for they say
Hartelijke Kerstrgroeten. The greetings
of Finland and Denmark are rather hard
to spell, too, as Finland’s is Hauskaa
Joulua and Denmark’s is Glaedelic Jul.
The Brazilians say Felix Natale in Sweden it is God Jul; and in Spain Felices

is

soft and warm but winter time will soon
be here. Let others give the fur.” And
then they went to sleep.
The bunnies in the ground holes said,
“Our fur is nice and warm but we have
nests to line. Let others give the fur.”
And then they went to sleep.
The squirrels in the tree boughs said,
“As soft as swan’s down is our fur, but
we’re so small it would not count. Let
others give the fur.” And they, too, went
to sleep.
The guinea pigs in the tree trunks said,
could
“Our tails are soft and fluffy.
not give our only mark of beauty. Let
others give the fur.”

And

,

MERLIN

Merry Christmas

ELIZABETH A.6EST
Why

Write on one side of paper only. Do
not use typewriters and do not have any
one copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hundred and fifty words and must be received at the Junior Etude Office, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia (1) Pa., by
the 15th of January. Results will appear
in a later issue. No essay this month.
Puzzle for this month is found on pre-

will be
Replies to letters on this page
forwarded to the writers when sent in
(Remember
care of the JUNIOR Etude.
the
outside
mail
for
cents
it takes five
United States, except Canada, Cuba,
Hawaii and Porto Rico.)

Dear Junior Etude:

play the flute in
I take piano lessons and also
hear
our school orchestra class. I would like to
from others who are interested in music.

Janet Carroll (Age

I play

wants

tiful tone.

Yet, such,

more

or

less, is

very, very

important.

Laveme

Hill

of the

National Association

of

Schools of Music

51a Year BROOKLYN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
New York
Diploma Courses

Chartered oy Board of Regents of

•

Certificate

(Age 14).
Arkansas

Cuba

Dear Junior Etude:

My

cat.

“Skeeters” likes music

When

come and rub
lap, and rub

my

I play
against my
against the

harmonica he’ll
jump on my
jumps
harmonica. When I play the piano he
down, but
up on the keyboard and lays
the
when I play the clarinet he runs under
legs,

b e d!

Approved
Frederick

E.

State

for Veterans
5 8-7th

Bergbrede. Director

Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

1847

by

Dr.

F.

RUDOLPH GANZ,

Zie 3 ield

friend,

Pease (Age

12),

Wisconsin.

not permit printing,
Letters, which space does
Ruth Mariner,
also been received from

Carolyn Nevins (Age 12), Lincoln, Nebraska, with her sisters at the sculptured
Black Hills, South Dakota.
(Borgluna carved these gigantic figures in
the rocks, representing Washington, Jefferson,

and Theodore

Roosevelt.)

President

CONFERS DEGREES OF B.MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
Member of North Central Association and National Association of Schools of Music
AND NON-PROFESSIONALS
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois

,

From your
Judith

Ann

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL
HAL

have

Lincoln,

ETUDE

almost anything I want to, or anyone
and I also
to, except boogie-woogie,

recitals recently. I
I have given two piano
interested
would like to hear from music lovers

Of course the violin must be fashioned
from fine materials by a master hand;
and in the end, it must be played upon
by someone who knows how, or it will

is

Member

in the masterpieces of music.
Edith Ramoss Lateulade (Age 18),

violin!

continue to sound like pieces of wood
glued together.
The woods used in making violins are
selected with great care. Usually the
varieties include sycamore or maple for
the back, neck, bridge, and ribs; pine for
the front and the sound post; ebony for
the finger board and the little pegs that
hold the strings to their proper pitch.
Sometimes boxwood and rosewood are
used for these, and long ago, pear wood
was employed. There are very few parts
to a violin, but for this reason each part

Charter

9)

me

°

a

Qlpfaptanb Jhalilute af(I)uBtr
Artist Diploma
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree,
3411 Euclid Are., Cleveland, O.
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director

California

not have to be
sing in our school glee club. I do
to leave the
told to practice; I have to be made

It seems strange that a few pieces of
wood, cut in certain shapes and glued
together, strung with a few pieces of catgut and bowed with a wisp of hair from
a horse’s tail could produce such beau-

Send

of

for a free catalog-Address:

Anon Henry
Cynthia Page, Janice Johnson,
Fox, VirMenafee, Edgar A. Zeiglar, Patricia
Sherrill Langginia Enriquez, Priscilla Colpitts,
Jack Beahrs, Mary Lou
ford, Tommie Jo May.
Peggy
Petras,
Jean
Betty
Rust. Lois Tyndall,
Lilley,
Diana
Davenport,
Richard
Lee Harbour,
Maralee Hostetler.

D.

of
CRAIN, Director

MUSIC and ARTS

purpose and high integrity. Unsurpassed teaching staff includes ERNST
FRAENKEL.
DR. S. R. STEIN, HAL D. CRAIN, ROBERT A. YOST,
Beginning to finished artistry.
Graded courses
Approved for Veterans
Address Registrar, 3173 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

A school of serious
KRENEK ERIK ZEISL,

—

WOLFGANG
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THE ORNAMENT FAMILY,
THE COVER

of

ETUDE

for

December

liant

scarlet cottas of the choir

their eager, enthusiastic faces,

boys,

splendid inspiration of the subject fairly
shout Christmas.
The artist, Maurice L. Bower, is well
known for his striking covers on outstanding national magazines.

FIFTEEN RECREATIVE ETUDES FOR

PI-

ANO, by William ScIut—Etude readers familiar with the many piano compositions
by Mr. Scher which have appeared within
its music section will be interested in this
new book of supplementary piano studies
soon to be published by the Oliver Ditson
Company. The studies are short; each is
devoted to a special phase of technic;
and the book ranges between grades two
and three in difficulty. Attention is given
to alternating right and left hand scale
passages, rhythmic studies, legato and
cantabile playing, staccato, broken chords,
left hand development, chord and pedal
work, chromatic scale passages, and interlacing triads. Each etude is given a
descriptive title which adds to its appeal.
The composer, a very successful piano
teacher of Brooklyn, New York, is well
known for his many compositions for the
piano which are distinguished by their
practicality and educational value.
A single copy of the book may be reserved by placing an order now at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 35 cents, postage prepaid.

—

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION
OFFERS
All of the hooks in this

are in

list

Jesu, Jesu, Thou Art Mine; O
Saviour Sweet, O Saviour Kind; Sarabande, from the “Second English Suite”;
Sarabande, from the “Third English
Suite”; and Subdue Us by Thy Goodness.
This exceedingly interesting collection
with its special attention to pedaling and
registration for Hammond and regular
organ attests anew to the careful editing
which we 'have come to expect from Mr.

The
publication.
low Advance Offer Cash Prices apply only to orders placed
made
will
be
Delivery (postpaid)
when the books are published.
preparation

certo”;

for

NOW.

pubeach
Paragraphs describing
pages.
appear
on these

lication

All

—

Through fhe Year Twelve CharacterKetterer
Pieces for Piano

istic

.30

—

The Chapel Choir Book For Three-Part
Mixed Voices (S.A.B.), with Organ AcPeery
companiment

Kraft.

At a time when interest in Bach’s
music is surging, this forthcoming au-

.40

—

The Child Schubert Childhood Days of
Famous Composers. .Coif and Bampton

.25

Chopin Preludes— With Study Notes. Maier

.75

— For Piano Solo
— An Easter Cantata

Echoes from Old Vienna

The Eternal Morning
for Mixed Voices

TASY, For Organ by FI. Alexander Matthews This second volume of choral prel-

thoritative edition is a distinct contribution to the literature of music for the

“King of Instruments.” From these tran-

.40

Stairs

.40

Fifteen Recreative Etudes for Piano.. Scher

.35

Chora! Book— A Collection of SecTwo-part Treble
Choruses for
ular
Voices

.30

scriptions every organist will derive in
benefit and satisfaction many times the
purchase price of the collection, as pur-

,

First

udes, following the plan of the same
distinguished composer’s Twelve Choral
Preludes, contains simple preludes, offertories, and postludes based upon wellknown hymn tunes. Not intricate in design and never above average difficulty,
they should appeal particularly to the

How
An

ganist.

The Oliver Ditson Company is glad to
introduce this second soon-to-be-published volume "of choral preludes by Dr.
Matthews, whose scholarly musicianship
and years of experience have so well
fitted him for this work. Every alert
teacher as well as every ambitious young
organist will recognize the worth of these
choral preludes and will want to add
this new collection to his personal library.
Order a single copy now at the special
Advance of Publication Cash Price of
60 cents, postpaid.

Introduction to Score Reading. .Schluer

.80

Book

Little

Pieces

Little

Players

Growing

Up — A

Masters
Beer

Ark

the

—A

Piano

The Ornament Family

first-off -the-press copy,

volume

.75

Six

and

Organ

Songs
for

Low

of

the

With Study Notes by
Maier Although Chopin’s incomparable preludes have afforded untold joy
to pianists, their performance has all too
frequently been inadequate. Having had
their musical appetites whetted by Dr.
Maier’s Etudes for Every Pianist, progressive teachers, who are familiar with
the “Technic-of-the-Month” pages currently appearing in Etude, will want this
permanent form of Dr. Maier’s “lessons.”
Technical applications cover a wide range
with much emphasis on study patterns
and practice helps leading to interpretive
mastery.

Guy

,35

— For

.40

Piano.. Robyn

CHOPIN PRELUDES,

.35

to Streabbog's Twelve
Melodious Studies, Op. 44
Gauntlett

.40

from Bach. Kraft

.30

Transcriptions

Worship— A Collection
Church

Soloist,

For

Voices

of Songs
High and
each

.40

Stanford King's Party Piano Book
Sousa's Famous
School Bands

—

Technic Tactics
for Piano

40

Marches— Adapted
Individual

for

Scores

.25

Conductor's Score

.75

—Twenty-one

Short Studies
Stevens

Organ

Matthews

Play the Piano, Part
for the Older Beginner

III

—A

.40

Book

Richter

—

Dr. Maier believes with Brug^re that
there are certain things in which mediocrity is not to be endured, and one of
these is music. The author’s character-

.25

Ten Choral Preludes and a Fantasy— For

You Can

order a reference
at the special Advance of
Price of 30 cents, post-

Cash

paid.

.30

Story with Music for
Richter

Second Piano Part
Easy

now

Publication

Piano Book
Kerr

Noah and

Organ Transcriptions from Mozart, by
the same arranger have discovered for
themselves. To assure the arrival of a

45

.

from the Classic
For Piano Solo

the Lenten season. Easter claims Jesus
Christ is Risen Today. Saviour, Breathe
an Evening Blessing will enhance an evening service. For general use are included
The King of Love My Shepherd is; The
Son of God Goes Forth to War; Fairest

Lord Jesus; Come, Thou Almighty King;
and Oft in Danger, Oft in Woe. When
Morning Gilds the Skies is in a more
extended form and is, in fact, a fantasy
on the hymn tune. General directions are
given for Hammond and regular organ
registration, but the choice of the solo
stop is left to the discretion of the or-

.80

Ivor Peterson's Piano Accordion

The collection contains hymns for the
important seasons of the church year
and should please even those who go to
church “not for the doctrine but for the
music there.” The Christmas season is
represented by Angels from the Realms
of Glory. When I Survey the Wondrous
Cross befits Good Friday or Lent. Forty
Days and Forty Nights is appropriate for

chasers of an earlier similar book, Six

Cooke

Memorize Music

to

Keyboard Approach to Harmony. .Lowry

young organist.

7 90

SIX ORGAN TRANSCRIPTIONS FROM
BACH, by Edwin Arthur Kraft The OLIVER
Ditson Company is happy to announce a
new book of organ transcriptions by the
eminent organist of Trinity Cathedral,
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Kraft has chosen
for his contents six far from hackneyed
numbers: Andante, from “Italian Con-

1948

ecem ber,

TEN CHORAL PRELUDES AND A FAN-

—

AN INTRODUCTION

out that there is perhaps no
branch of musical study so difficult to
adapt to the piano technic of the child
as that of the ornaments, so prevalent in
the music of the classical period. In this
basic ornaments,
collection only the
which are necessary to the young student,
are introduced with their first simple
rules of musical interpretation. These include grace notes, the mordent, appoggiatura, turn, inverted turn, acciacatura,
trill, etc. Nineteen musical exercises illustrate the different embellishments introduced, and the author provides extensive
explanatory notes and specific sugges-

or not, this is a technic
which is almost indispensable to the
embryo conductor and is of great value
in the training of other music students,

,

—

and the

.35

istic style

of writing, descriptively fresh
in its imagery, goes hand in hand with

FIRST CHORAL BOOK, A

Collection

of
Secular Choruses for Two-part Treble Voices
This collection of choruses draws largely on original compositions by such

—

contemporary

composers

as

Franz

C.

Bornschein, Amy Worth, Paul Bliss, Pearl
Lindsey, Glen Barton, H. P. Hopkins, and
William Baines. A few arrangements,
such as The Hazel Tree by Schumann

and Song

of

Thanksgiving by Mendels-

sohn, complete the contents. A comfortable range in both parts precludes strain

on young

voices.

Orders for single copies only may now
be placed at the Advance of Publication
Cash Price of 30 cents, postage prepaid.

his exceptional gifts as a

master teacher;
and the combination has enabled him to
provide clever, understanding, inspiring
annotations and analyses for this unique
edition of Chopin’s preludes, all wonder-

remunerative to the player who is
willing to give the time and effort needed

fully

to bring out their potentialities.

No progressive teacher can afford to be
without this obviously indispensable collection scheduled for publication by
the
Oliver Ditson Company. Prior to its appearance on the market a single copy
may be ordered at the special Advance
of Publication Cash Price of 75
cents,
postpaid.

Advertisement

TO SCORE READING, LITTLE PLAYERS GROWING

For Pi„ no 4
Bach Ornaments,
by Louise Robyn The announcement of
a new book by Louise Robyn is always
an event in the field of music publishing
and will be welcomed with enthusiasm by
the thousands of piano teachers who
have used the successful books of this
very successful teacher of piano at the
American Conservatory, Chicago, and
eminent authority on child training. Miss
Robyn’s works, published by the Oliver
Ditson Company, include such well-known
books as Highways in Etude Land; Keyboard Town; Technic Tales; Books I, II,
and III; By-Ways in Etude Land; RobynGurlitt; and Robyn-Hanon.
In the preface of this work, the author
Preparation for Playing the

is

one of the cheeriest and brightest we
have ever been able to secure. The bril-

points

tions for the teacher. An original feature of the book is the “story element”
which links the development of notation
with the fundamental rules governing the
ornament family.
questionnaire for

A

teacher and student completes the work.
The Ornament Family prepares the
student to play with adequate fluency
and understanding all of the ornaments
to be met with in the Tivo- and ThreePart Inventions and The Well-Tempered
Clavichord of Bach, as well as the piano
sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
Every progressive piano teacher will
want to take advantage of the low Advance of Publication Cash Price of 40
cents per copy, postpaid, to get acquainted with this valuable new work.

THE ETERNAL MORNING, An

Easier Can-

Words by

Prior to publication,

Company

Schluer— The Oliver Ditson
proud to announce the forthpublication of this important
G.

is

coming
one of the first
book on score reading,
to be offered to
books of its kind ever
teaching profession. Under the
the music
authorship of Carl G.
distinguished
Orchestration and
Schluer, professor of
Conducting at Baldwin-Wallace College,
Berea, Ohio, the work presents a well
thought out exposition of the problems
involved in the reading of scores. Even
well-trained professional musicians,
there seems to be in the ability to play
score an eledirectly from an orchestral
ment of wizardry which places such an
accomplishment entirely beyond their ca-

to

pacity. Difficult

and

especially organists

is constructed, part by part, to assure a gradual progression. Part I is devoted to vocal scores, a relatively simple

book

the alto, tenor,

and IV introduce

and soprano

clefs.

With

various
C clef. Parts VI to
IX are concerned with the transposing
instruments; Part X, miscellaneous orchestral combinations; and finally, Part
XI, playing a full orchestral score at the

Part V the student
combinations of the

is led into

piano.

The book contains a

great

many mu-

—

examples a veritable treasure of
masterly scoring from the pages of the
great composers. There are excerpts from
string quartets, sonatas, suites, overtures,
oratorios, concertos, and symphonies, all
culled from the writings of Mendelssohn,
sical

Schumann, Handel, Bach, Beethoven,
Wagner, Haydn, Palestrina, Mozart,
Weber, and Brahms.
Teachers responsible for the curricula
of conservatories and colleges, as well as
pianists, organists, and ambitious students will do well to secure a first-fromthe press copy of this important new
book at the low Advance of Publication
Cash Price of 80 cents, postpaid.

UP, A Piano

and

Explanatory
material and practice drills precede many
of the numbers, and much emphasis is
laid upon the mastery of musical terms
and expressive playing. Notes to the
teacher and an explanation of how to
practice are valuable to both teacher and
tures, accidentals

ties.

The book, attractively

pupil.
is to

pianists.

The author recognizes that score reading must be developed slowly, and the

process. Parts II, III,

—

Book, by Robert Nolan Kerr Piano teachers, especially those who have used Little
Players and Tunes for Little Players,
will be glad to know of a new Robert
Nolan Kerr book expressly designed to
follow the latter, but entirely usable with
any system or plan of instruction.
Beginning with a brief review of the
fundamentals learned in Tunes for Little Players, the new book contains
melodious little pieces, many with gay
verses, stressing legato, staccato, phrasing, rhythm, scales, chords, time signa-

illustrated,

be in oblong format with a bright,

colorful cover.

Reserve a copy now at the special Advance of Publication Cash Price of 35

—

single copies of

The Eternal Morning may be

ordered at
the special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 40 cents, postpaid.

HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC, by James
Francis Cooke—We heartily recommend
this

important contribution to the literamusic study.

ture on

How

to Memorize
Music is the inclusion of opinions and
practical suggestions from such distinguished musicians as Harold Bauer, Rudolph Ganz, Percy Grainger, Josef Hofmann, Ernest Hutcheson, Isidor Philipp,
and Moritz Rosenthal. Among the chapter headings are: I Simply Cannot Memorize!; Playing by Heart; Practical Steps

A

to

special feature of

Memorizing ;

A Symposium

on

Memo-

and Remember to Forget.
Orders for single copies of this book
are being received now at the special
Advance of Publication Cash Price, 80

rizing,

THE CHAPEL CHOIR BOOK,

TECHNIC TACTICS, Twenty-pne

For Three-

will

—

special feature is the baritone part of
each selection, which is so arranged as to

A

combine in the one part both tenors and
basses.

Aside from several original works by
some choral transcrip-

Dr. Peery, and
tions of favorite

hymn tunes, The Chapel
will include such numbers as
Bless the Lord, by Ippolitoff-Ivanoff;
Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem, by Maunder; Panis Angelicas, by Franck; and
Rejoice and Sing, from Bach’s “ChristChoir Book

AT

.

.

its

Songs for the Church

Collection of Sacred
Soloist for High I oice

will

be included for D-flat Piccolo; C Piccolo;
1st and 2nd
1st Flute; 2nd C Flute;
1st and 2nd Bassoons; E-flat

Clarinet; Solo or 1st B-flat Clarinet; 2nd
B-flat Clarinet; 3rd B-flat Clarinet, Eflat Alto Clarinet; B-flat Bass Clarinet;

B-flat Soprano Saxophone; 1st E-flat
Alto Saxophone; 2nd E-flat Saxophone;
B-flat Yonor Saxophone; E-flat Baritone Saxophone; B-flat Bass Saxophone
(treble clef); Solo B-flat Cornet; 1st
B-flat Cornet; 2nd B-flat Cornet; 3rd Bflat Cornet; 1st and 2nd Horns in F;

3rd and 4th Horns in F; 1st and 2nd
E-flat Altos; 3rd and 4th E-flat Altos;

and 2nd Trombones (bass clef) 1st
and 2nd Trombones (treble clef) 3rd
3rd Trombone
Trombone (bass clef)
1st

;

;

Bari-

(treble clef) ; Baritone (bass clef) ;
tone (treble clef) ; Basses; String Bass;
Timpani, and Conductor’s Score.

—

Low Voice A welcome addition to the
church singer’s library will be this fqrthcoming collection, the contents of which

or

Oboes;

embrace materials for the various
seasons of the church year. The songs
throughout will be of the genuinely
melodic type, and easy and medium
grades of difficulty will prevail.
Songs of Worship will include some
especially suitable materials for young
singers, and will be published in editions
for high voice and low voice. The special Advance of Publication Cash Price
for a single copy is 40 cents, postpaid.

Be sure

to specify

which copy

is desired.

KEYBOARD APPROACH TO HARMONY, by

—

Margaret Lowry This “singing and playing” study of harmony assures the pupil
he will be able to harmonize a melody
at the piano as well as on paper. The
twenty-seven lessons introduce the subject matter chord by chord in a familiar

piano idiom, instead of the usual fourpart hymn style. Folk songs and classics
are drawn upon for illustrations. Be sure
to reserve your copy now, at the special

Advance of Publication Cash

Price, 75

cents, postpaid.

Drums;
At a special Advance of Publication
ECHOES FROM OLD VIENNA, For Piano
Cash Price, we are offering each part
Score From the writings of many well known
for 25 cents and the Conductor’s
each may composers, you will find such heart-liltat 75 cents. Only one copy of
Whispers; Valse

—

ing melodies as Viennese
Viennoise; Souvenir of Old Vienna; and

be purchased at these prices.

Viennese Dance. The student able to play
IVOR PETERSON’S PIANO ACCORDION
of third and fourth grade difficulty

BOOK

Mr.

Peterson

is

a

recognized

Swedish accordionist and a Victor rearrangecording artist. This group of his
original
ments, besides several of his
compositions, contains such choice num-

No. 5;
bers as Brahms’ Hungarian Dance
Guitars; and
the Russian folk song, Two
Woods.
Strauss’ Sounds from the Vienna
now at
Accordionists, reserve your copy
Cash
special Advance of Publication

pieces
will

enjoy

pleasure,

reading this material for
will be inspired to work

and

performance perfection.
A single copy may be reserved now at
the special Advance of Publication Cash

for

Price, 4C cents, postpaid.

BOOK—

Novelty numbers, college and humorous
airs, old time ballads, service and patri-

cents, postpaid.

Op. 64, by Basil D. Gauntlett—These second
piano parts contribute much to the effectiveness of the original Streabbog
pieces. From the standpoint of melodic
and harmonic treatment, they are interesting creations in the same grade level
as the original pieces. Thus they may be
used interchangeably.
The Advance of Publication Cash Price

otic songs, favorites from the Gay Nineties, a few nostalgic gems, southern and
LITTLE PIECES FROM THE CLASSIC MASAr- mountain melodies, and other fellowship
TERS, For Piano Solo, Compiled and
songs, many with lyrics for singing, are
ten
ranged by Leopold J. Beer Here are
composers to be found in this book designed for the
third grade numbers by such
the adult
Couperin, Louis advanced piano beginner, and
as J S. Bach, Francois
Handel, who, “just likes to play.” The uses for
Couperin, C. W. von Gluck, G. Pcan discover
Purcell, and J. this book are varied, as you
Henry
Kuhnau,
Johann
only when you have a copy in your music
P. Rameau.
library. Send us 60 cents now, the special
Order your single copy now, at our speAdvance of Publication Cash Price, postThe Advance of Publication Cash Price cial Advance of Publication Cash Price
age paid, and we will reserve your copy.
for a single copy is 25 cents, postpaid.
of 30 cents, postpaid.

of 40 cents, postpaid, is for the Second

Piano Part only, but a copy of the original Op. 64 will be required for a complete performance.

ETUDE

THE CHILD SCHUBERT,

Childhood Days of
Famous Composers, by Lottie Ellsworth Coit
and Ruth Hampton The eighth book in
this popular series, The Child Schubert
interweaves the highlights of the composer’s life with four of his melodies in
easy piano solo arrangements and one
piano duet; A list of recordings and directions for constructing a miniature
stage help to arouce in young students an
appreciation of the best in music.

Price, 65 cents, postpaid.

—

DECEMBER, 1948

Ketterer

Advance of Publication

Price, 30 cents, postpaid.

NOAH AND THE ARK, A

Story with Music
by Ada Richter—With the Bible
as source material in this latest addition

for Piano,

the “Story with Music” series, Mrs.
Richter intersperses the familiar story of
descriptive, easy-to-play piano
pieces, some with verses. Line drawing
illustrations, to be colored by the pupil,
and directions for a playlet or tableau
add interest to a book suitable for class

to

Noah with

or individual instruction.

A single copy may be ordered now at
the Advance of Publication Cash Price
of 35 cents, postpaid.
YOU CAN PLAY THE PIANO!

Part

III,

A

Book for the Older Beginner, by Ada Richter
Thousands of piano teachers are familiar with Parts I and II of this important method for the older piano beginner, and from this group of enthusiastic users has come an overwhelming
demand for a third part. Necessary tech-

—

nic is presented as attractively as possible
in order to hold the interest of the pupil.
The material progresses in the same vein
as in the first two books original numbers and favorite selections in new arrangements which will delight the pupil.
*
At the special cash price of 35 cents,

—

postpaid, one copy may be ordered
in advance of publication.

now

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFERS

WITHDRAWN—The

release this

month

of

a long-anticipated work will be greeted
by the many who subscribed for copies
in advance of publication. With this an-

nouncement the special prices previously
quoted on the nine Student’s Books and
the Conductor’s Score are withdrawn and
copies now may be obtained from your
local dealer or from the publishers.
Basic Studies for the Instruments of the

by Traugott Rohner, provides
material for developing musicianship and
improving the technic that school music
educators can use to good advantage in
training the various instrument groups
of their organizations. Special attention
is given to the strings where extra work
frequently is required. The Conductor’s
Score book contains many valuable suggestions that even the experienced teacher will appreciate. The nine Student’s
Books include: Violin; Viola; Cello; Bass;
Orchestra,

STANFORD KING’S PARTY PIANO

SECOND PIANO PART TO STREABBOG’S
TWELVE EASY AND MELODIOUS STUDIES,

the

the special

Cash

here is a really notable collection of
twelve of the finest Sousa marches in
expert arrangements for the average
school band. The contents will include
The Stars and Stripes Forever; Semper

Washington Post;
Manhattan Beach, and others. Parts will

THROUGH THE YEAR, by Ella

trations, the clever titles and directions,
and of course the delightful music.
Place your order now for a single copy

at

possessions.

School

Fideles; Liberty Bell;

T.

twelve pieces in this book, one for
each month of the year, are in grades
two and two-and-one-half. Children will
be enchanted witli the attractive illus-

—The

Oratorio.” Also, there will be seasonal anthems for Christmas, Easter, and

mas

SONGS OF WORSHIP, A
SOUSA’S FAMOUS MARCHES, Adapted for
Bands— For collectors of “firsts,”

for Piano,

ies

tone ) with

Thanksgiving.
Single copies of this book may Be reserved now- at the special Advance of
Publication Cash Price, 40 cents, postpaid. Sold only in the United States and

Short Stud-

—

by Milo Stevens This book
be an addition to the “Music Mastery
Series.” Its contents will he short, technical studies with titles for pupils of
second grade attainments. Using both
major and minor keys, these studies present such technical features as scale
passages between the hands, interlocking
arpeggios, broken chords, rapid five note
groups, staccato chords, crossing of the
hands, wrist rotation, chromatic scales,
double thirds, the trill and mordent.
Your order now for a single copy may
be reserved at the special Advance of
Publication Cash Price, 25 cents, postpaid.

Mixed Voices (Soprano, Alto, and BariOrgan Accompaniment, Compiled
and Arranged by Rob Roy Peery Here we
offer a new sacred collection for S. A. B.
voices by a well-known church musician.
Part

cents, postpaid.

;

Mixed Voices , by Louise E. Stairs,
Elsie Duncan Yale
An unusually
successful composer has contributed this
new Easter cantata. Here again Mrs.
Stairs is represented by a melodic work,
easy to sing, and well balanced in its
choral writing. It is for mixed chorus, but
among its pages also will be found solos
for soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone;
duets for soprano-alto and alto-tenor; a
trio for treble voices, a two-part chorus
for women’s voices, and a quartet for
male voices. About forty-five minutes will
be required for rendition.
tata for

Carl

&

Advertisement

Flute-Oboe; Clarinet-Trumpet; F-Horn;
E-flat

Horn-Saxophone; Trombone-Bas-

soon-Tuba. Price, 50 cents each. Conductor’s Score, $1.50.
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(To save space the titles of many of the articles have been
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Master
Harp Effects with Organ Mar. 151 TAGLIAVINI, Let Ear be Musicians
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Apr. 209
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Letter from
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,
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Fennell, May 295
Expression
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Dobie, Nov. 668
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Lehmann, June 351
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May
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July 420
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COPLAND, America Goes to Ballet... July 401
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Magic of
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Millar, Apr.
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(Andre Gide
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Cooke, Each Month
EDWARDS, The Heart of the Song.. Jan. 24
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Reading,
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Tone
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—Change

Feb.

Jan.
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Brant, Dec.

Singing Builds Character. .Armstrong,
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Musical Children,
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Musical Miscellany ....
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Stravinsky and Greek
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Gebhard, Dec.
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Snapp,
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595
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Baines. Dancing Dewdrops ....
Adagio, Sonata in F minor

Oct.
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Apr.
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June
Mar.
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Aug.
Nov.

Bagatelle
{Marche Funebre

Bentley. Frost Fairies
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Jan.
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{ Stars Over Normandy
Browning. Dusk
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Apr. 243
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enjoys the largest circulation

of any journal in the music world.
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Skies
[
Valentine Dance
Rolfe. Comrades’ Waltz
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The Sparrows’ Parade
Robin Redbreast
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•

Bach. Hark, a Voice Saith, All Are
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Federer. When Twilight Fails
Handel. First Movement, from Con-
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Franklin.
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Moore, F. C. Lord , Let Me Live Today Apr. 244
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Twenty-Third Psalm
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Violin, About Fingerings ..Basserman, Nov.
Berkley, Each Month
Violin Questions
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Berkley, Feb.-Apr.
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Douty, Each Month
Voice Questions
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Music Educators, Are We?.
18
Music Interest Scale, New Type. Long, Jan.
Music Practice, Canceling
Stewart, Oct. 598
Drudgery in
Taylor., Nov. 663
into
Music, Stumbling
.
Finney Apr. -Oct.
M. T. N. A. .
Nov.-Dee.
Zealley, June 355
Navy, Pride of
Gautier June 342
Nest of the Nightingales
(Notagraph) Dance of the
Peake,
Aug. 470
Hours
Miller, Oct. 601
Oboe, About
Operatic Auditions, Preparing

MUNCH,

Chamber Music, Role

Kortschak, Feb.

Cooke, Jan.

Middle C, Mysteries of
Mozart, Musical Flower of
Rococo Period

.

Advancing
in Music

17

Apr. 223
Manual Organ
We Let Pendulum
June 353
Swing?
Bartley, Sept. 523
Memorizing,' Don’t Fear
66
Howard, Feb.
Men Who Sing (Poem)

.

Education
(Chant) People’s Song

293

Organ

Should

BAUER

Opera

May

Organs for America .... Jan.

1

Representative Two-

May-Sept.-Oct.-Nov.-Dec.
Bank Notes and Music Notes. .Denny, July 409
[Education as Emancipation May 287
-{Piano Virtuoso in Spite of
Sept. 524
[Himself
Bells, Romance of Famous ... .Adkins, Mar. 157
BENOIST, First Day at Paris
Dec. 735
Conservatoire
Jan.-Mar.
BERKLEY, Art of Expression
Nov. 657
BERLIN, This is Berlin
Bethlehem, Musical Beginnings at
Chancellor, Apr. 221
14
Boogie-Woogie Bogey? Tame. .Rueth, Jan.
Bookshelf, Music Lover’s .Cadman, Each Month
.Gest,
Dec. 742
“Lullaby”.
Famous
and
Brahms
British Brass Band Movement. Zcalley, Sept. 634
Stevenson, Dec. 739
Carols and Caroling
’Cello Section,

Instrument Wrong but
Sept. 533
Sounds Right
79
Keeping up Mendelssohn. Feb.
Make Christmas Music
Nov. 667
Attractive
Modest Three-Manual

Jan.
July
Dec.

Moonlit Bayou
[Neapolitan Festival ...

,

98

ETUDE

THE CUNEO PRES?. INC

ETUDE
ETUDE

tells

musicians

HOW to do

gives music lovers a

it.

BIG music section every month, with a

total annual value of over $50!
from
• ETUDE presents in nearly every issue valuable instruction
renowned artists and teachers for whose instruction you normally pay

as high as

$10 an hour.

*The new masthead is the first in a series of steps planned to conf
tinue the improvement of ETUDE, world s foremost musical journal.
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and Mr. G-Clef Reviews

SUCCESSFUL OPERETTAS
an old-fashioned

CHARM

Our rotund
Mr. G-

critic,

A

able

JUANITA AUSTIN

desir-

tion!

Music by
This

a

director,

I

II

participants.

Vocal Score, 60c.
(Includes Dialogue, Music and Stage directions.)

HEARTS AND BLOSSOMS

A

Comic Operetta

Book and Lyrics by

in

LIDA

Music by R. M.

Two
L.

Acts

TURNER

STULTS

involvements in mystery and romance
is enough to assure a full house. It's a comic operetta in
three acts about a wealthy "dream girl" trying to regain
the family fortune. Torn between a scheming stepmother
and her own ideas, Betty Lou has fun all the way to
the surprise ending.
The cast consists of 2 sopranos, 2 mezzos, 2 baritones,
2 altos and a bass. The chorus is unlimited, and you
can bet your last tickets that the cast will have just

much fun rehearsing, as the audience
Performance time, 2 hours.
Vocal Score, $1.00.

as

PENITENT PIRATES
An operetta in 2 acts
for

A

Heave ho

them

a
couples.

A gay
'round
castinghilarious

hours.

rentable

MOTHER GOOSE

will,

listening.

for children

in

one act
Book and Lyrics by
Music

JUANITA AUSTIN
by HENRY S. SAWYER

give you

I

Mother Goose!

In

this

bit of play-acting she's the uninvited
"unhappy" birthday
guest at an
party. Her sorcery and its results pack a walloping store
minutes for little tots and
of forty-five magic-filled
grown-ups to enjoy. Eight characters and a chorus perform
this fun-loving operetta. The three principals should have
good voices. Performance time, 45 minutes.

Vocal Score, 75c.

Mixed Voices
MONROE FOSTER

PAUL

ELSIE
Music by

A

in

RAINBOW'S END

Two Acts

An Operetta for Children
By CYNTHIA DODGE

DUNCAN YALE

CLARENCE KOHLMANN

tuneful

Moon-full

if

I

Do you believe in fairies? Well,
hold
will when this operetta gets
you! Joan and Peter, the pringo to Fairyland on
an errand of mercy; where they meet

ever saw

one! An airship full of lovers lands
rhymes, dances, roon the moon
mance and sorcery add up to a
comedy of mix-ups with a laugh for
Two each of sopranos and altos, a mezzo, a
all.
tenor, a bass and high baritone, and four speaking parts make a jolly cast, with room for a stage
full of chorines and sailors. Performance time, 2 hours.

you
of

—

Stage

BLISS

swashbucklin' adventure with six revengeful society
gals, bent on having freedom even
if
it
means running away. Six bold
pirates on a deserted island teach
How? Surprise! Chorus must be in
lesson.
Fun to give, fun to see.
Vocal score $1.00.
(including dialogue and music)

Comic Operetta

Book and Lyrics by

ALICE

and music by

2

MOON MAIDEN

I

Lyrics

of

Orchestration available on rental.

operetta!
What a L-O-V-E-ly
Everyone and their aunt falls in love,
and the way they go about it is
must tell you one
funny to behold.
thing, it has a happy ending. You
older amateurs will enjoy putting this on with a soprano,
two mezzos, a contralto, a tenor, two baritones and a
bass, and four bit-parts. One mono and a baritone
have colored roles. And don't forget the chorus!
Vocal Score, $1.00; Stage Guide, $1.00.
Orchestral parts rentable from Publisher.

Book by

plenty

An operetta

the house lights, draw the
curtain! Will you like it? That I'm
certain! This suspense-packed story
of Betty Lou and her mischievous

its

'Can't

reeling!

revolving

and a movie

THE MAGIC FEATHER OF

LIDA L. TURNER
Music— R. M. STULTS

Dim

makes

excitement.
pages alive with
From war whoops to minuets, every
across to Betty
surprise-filled minute helps put History
say.
Ann and Mary Lou, the principal characters. Fun7
the aud.ence or the
tell who'll have more fun,

with

excitement caused by a busy-body friend. I'm all
a-dither over the opportunity this gives to adult amateurs. Two sopranos, a mezzo, a contralto, two tenors,
a baritone and a speaking part with a chorus, comprise the cast. It’s a hum-dinger, believe me! Perform-

Book and Lyrics

Sa-ay, this is enough to give "footfever" to the youngest of sing-

wakes History up and

you

errors

girl

Vocal Score, $1.00.
Stage Manager's guide and orchestrations
from Publisher.

BETTY LOU

light

It

set

of

pretty

"The Dream Girl"

An Operetta for children by
CYNTHIA DODGE

ers!

CLARENCE KOHLMANN

will

comedy

ance time,

DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY

two acts

Book and Lyrics by

operettas

for winter and
producspring

in

and four scenes

give you a peek-

a-view of

Comedy

Musical

Clef, returns to

on

Vocal Score, 75c.
manager's guide and orchestrations available

cipal characters,

the Fairy Queen and eight other fairies. Just think, about
three dozen children can have a grand time giving this
operetta! Be careful, they’ll convince you that there are
fairies!

Vocal Score, 60c.
and stage

(Including dialogue, music

directions.)

rental.

for a

Mr. G-Clef regrets limited space
prevents additional reviews, but
suggests you write to his "boss",
the publisher, for free circulars
on other outstanding operettas.
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